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Abstract

This dissertation examines optimal solutions in complex decision problems with one

or more of the following components: online decisions, model uncertainty and learn-

ing. The first model studies the problem of online selection of a monotone subse-

quence and provides distributional properties of the optimal objective function. The

second model studies the robust optimization approach to the decision problem of

an auction bidder who has imperfect information about rivals’ bids and wants to

maximize her worst-case payoff. The third model analyzes the performance of a

myopic Bayesian policy and one of its variants in the dynamic pricing problem of

a monopolistic insurer who sells a business interruption insurance product over a

planning horizon.
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1

Introduction

Models of complex decision making in operations management often involve one or

more of the following components: online decisions, model uncertainty and learning.

Online decisions refer to the choices that a decision maker makes over time based on

the observations of data that are revealed sequentially in order to optimize certain

objective functions. Model uncertainty is related to parameters that characterize a

decision maker’s modeling of decision problems but the exact values of which are

unknown at the time of making decisions. Learning is a process by which a deci-

sion maker updates her belief about the uncertain model parameters from obtained

data. There are three questions on these topics that pique our interest. In an online

decision problem, given that one has established an optimal policy, what can we

say about distributional properties of the objective function under such a policy?

When model uncertainty is present but the problem is one-time nature, what are the

relevant objective functions that represent a decision maker’s aversion toward such

uncertainty and how does one optimize those objectives? Finally, when model un-

certainty is present in an online decision problem, how does one make decisions that

strike the balance between optimizing an objective function and learning about the

1



uncertain parameters? Subsequent chapters of this dissertation attempt to address

these questions in several contexts.

In Chapter 2, we study the problem of online selection of a monotone subse-

quence. In particular, we consider a sequence of n independent random variables

with a common continuous distribution F , and consider the task of choosing an in-

creasing subsequence where the observations are revealed sequentially and where an

observation must be accepted or rejected when it is first revealed. There is a unique

selection policy that is optimal in the sense that it maximizes the expected value of

the number of selected observations. We investigate the distribution of the number

of selected observations under the optimal policy; in particular, we obtain a central

limit theorem for this quantity and a detailed understanding of its mean and variance

for large n.

Chapter 3 studies the decision problem of an auction bidder who has imperfect

information about the rivals’ bids and wants to maximize her worst-case payoff. This

information is modeled via an uncertainty set consisting of all possible realizations

of rivals’ bids. Maximizing the bidder’s worst-case payoff over this set yields robust

bidding policies that do not depend on distributional assumptions. We study robust

bidding policies for three auction formats: discriminatory, generalized second-price

and core-selecting auctions. In these settings, establishing the classical minmax

equality yields the construction of optimal robust bidding policies. These robust

bidding policies could provide better payoff than truthful bidding. Furthermore,

compared to expected-payoff maximizing policies, they could result in less allocation

risks and provide higher payoff under adversarial realizations of rivals’ bids.

Chapter 4 examines the dynamic pricing problem of a monopolistic insurer who

sells a business interruption insurance product to a collection of supply chain firms

that arrive sequentially. Each supply chain customer faces an Economic Order Quan-

tity model with disruption risks. Due to information asymmetry, the insurer employs

2



vertical differentiation by providing a menu of contracts with different coverage lev-

els. With regard to model uncertainty in this context, we consider two settings of

learning: (a) the insurer is uncertain about the probability of disruption of a ship-

ment; and (b) the insurer is uncertain about the distribution of customer’s type. We

analyze the performance of a myopic Bayesian policy and its variant in these settings

in terms of regret, i.e., the profit loss, with respect to a clairvoyant who observes the

underlying value of uncertain parameters. In the first setting, we show that under

the MBP, the insurer’s belief converges to the true hypothesis at an exponential rate

and the regret is bounded by a constant. In the second setting, we show that under

a variant of the MBP in which the separability of menus of contracts is enforced

in every decision epoch, the insurer’s belief converges to the true hypothesis at an

exponential rate and the regret is bounded by a constant.

3



2

Optimal Online Selection of a Monotone
Subsequence

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Background and Overview

In the problem of online selection of a monotone increasing subsequence, a de-

cision maker observes a sequence of independent non-negative random variables

tX1, X2, . . . , Xnu with common continuous distribution F , and the task is to select

a subsequence tXτ1 , Xτ2 , . . . , Xτju such that

Xτ1 ď Xτ2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď Xτj

where the indices 1 ď τ1 ă τ2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă τj ď n are stopping times with respect to

the σ-fields Fi “ σtX1, X2, . . . , Xiu, 1 ď i ď n. In other words, at time i when the

random variable Xi is first observed, the decision maker has to choose to accept Xi

as a member of the monotone increasing sequence that is under construction, or to

reject Xi from any further consideration.

This chapter is based on joint work with Alessandro Arlotto and Michael Steele. The results
presented here are also in the paper Arlotto et al. (2015), published in the journal Stochastic
Processes and their Applications.
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We call such a sequence of stopping times a feasible policy, and we denote the

set of all such policies by Πpnq. For any π P Πpnq, we then let Lnpπq be the random

variable that counts the number of selections made by policy π for the realization

tX1, X2, . . . , Xnu; that is,

Lnpπq “ maxtj : Xτ1 ď Xτ2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď Xτj where 1 ď τ1 ă τ2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă τj ď nu.

Samuels and Steele (1981) found that for each n ě 1 there is a unique policy π˚n P

Πpnq such that

ErLnpπ˚nqs “ sup
πPΠpnq

ErLnpπqs, (2.1)

and for such optimal policies one has

ErLnpπ˚nqs „ p2nq1{2 as nÑ 8. (2.2)

Bruss and Robertson (1991) and Gnedin (1999) showed that one actually has the

crisp upper bound

ErLnpπ˚nqs ď p2nq1{2 for all n ě 1, (2.3)

and, as corollaries of related work, Rhee and Talagrand (1991), Gnedin (1999) and

Arlotto and Steele (2011) all found that there is an asymptotic error rate for the

lower bound

p2nq1{2 ´Opn1{4
q ď ErLnpπ˚nqs as nÑ 8. (2.4)

Here, our main goal is to show that Lnpπ
˚
nq satisfies a central limit theorem.

Theorem 2.1 (Central Limit Theorem for Optimal Online Monotone Selections).

For any continuous distribution F one has for nÑ 8 that

p2nq1{2 ´Oplog nq ď ErLnpπ˚nqs ď p2nq1{2, (2.5)

1

3
ErLnpπ˚nqs ´Op1q ď VarrLnpπ

˚
nqs ď

1

3
ErLnpπ˚nqs `Oplog nq, (2.6)

5



and one has the convergence in distribution

31{2tLnpπ
˚
nq ´ p2nq

1{2u

p2nq1{4
ùñ Np0, 1q. (2.7)

2.1.2 Related Literature

Two connections help to put this result in context. First, it is useful to recall the

analogous problem of offline (or full information) subsequence selection, for which

there is a remarkably rich literature. If one knows all of the values tX1, X2, . . . , Xnu

at the time the selections begin, then decision maker can select a maximal increasing

subsequence with length

Ln “ maxtk : Xi1 ď Xi2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď Xik where 1 ď i1 ă i2 ă i3 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ik ď nu. (2.8)

This full information or offline length Ln has been studied extensively.

The question of determining the distribution of Ln was first raised by Ulam

(1972), but the analysis of Ln was taken up in earnest by Hammersley (1972), King-

man (1973), Logan and Shepp (1977), and Veršik and Kerov (1977) who established

in steps that

ErLns „ 2n1{2 as nÑ 8.

Much later H. Kesten conjectured (cf. Aldous and Diaconis, 1999, p. 416) that there

should be positive constants α and β such that

ErLns “ 2n1{2
´ αn1{6

` opn1{6
q and tVarrLnsu

1{2
“ βn1{6

` opn1{6
q. (2.9)

After subtle progress by Pilpel (1990), Bollobás and Brightwell (1992), Kim (1996),

Bollobás and Janson (1997), and Odlyzko and Rains (2000) this conjecture was

settle affirmatively by Baik et al. (1999) who proved moreover that n´1{6pLn´2n1{2q

converges in distribution to the famous Tracy-Widom law which had emerged just

a bit earlier from the theory of random matrices. The recent monograph of Romik

(2014) gives a highly readable account of this development.
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One distinction between the online and the offline problems is that, while the

means are of the same order in each case, the variances are not of the same order.

The standard deviation for offline selection is of order n1{6, but by (2.6) the standard

deviation for the online selection is of order n1{4. Intuitively this difference reflects

greater uncertainty in the online selection problem than in the offline problem, but

it is harder to imagine why moving to the online formulation would drive one all of

the way from the Tracy-Widom law to the Gaussian law.

Second, there are closely related results of Bruss and Delbaen (2001, 2004) that

deal with sequential selection where the number of values to be seen is random with

a Poisson distribution. Consider the problem of sequential selection of a monotone

increasing subsequence from tX1, X2, . . . , XNνu where Nν is a Poisson random vari-

able with mean ν that is independent of the sequence tX1, X2, . . .u. Just as in (2.1)

there is a unique sequential policy that maximizes the expected number of selections

that are made. If we denote this optimal policy by π˚Nν then as before LNν pπ
˚
Nν
q is

the number of selections from tX1, X2, . . . , XNνu that are made by the policy π˚Nν .

Bruss and Delbaen (2001) proved that, as ν Ñ 8, one has the mean estimate

ErLNν pπ˚Nν qs “ p2νq
1{2
`Oplog νq, (2.10)

and the variance estimate

VarrLNν pπ
˚
Nν qs “

1

3
p2νq1{2 `Oplog νq.

Moreover, Bruss and Delbaen (2004) proved that, as ν Ñ 8, one has the convergence

in distribution

31{2tLNν pπ
˚
Nν
q ´ p2νq1{2u

p2νq1{4
ùñ Np0, 1q.

One needs to ask if it is possible to “de-Poissonize” these results to get Theorem

2.1, either in whole or in part. We show in Section 2.2.2 that the lower half of (2.5)
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can be obtained from (2.10) by an easy de-Poissonization argument; in fact, this is

the only proof we know of this bound. In Section 2.2.2 we also explain as best we

can, why no further parts of Theorem 2.1 can be obtained by de-Poissonization.

One can further ask if it might be possible to adapt the methods of Bruss and

Delbaen (2001, 2004) to prove Theorem 2.1. The major benefit of a Poisson horizon

is that it gives access to the tools of continuous time Markov processes such as the

infinitesimal generator and Dynkin’s martingales. Moreover, in this instance the

associated value function V pt, xq can be written as a function of one variable by the

space-time transformation V pt, xq “ V̄ ptp1´ xqq.

Here we lack these benefits. We work in discrete time with a known finite horizon,

and our value function vkpsq permanently depends on the state s and the time to

the horizon k. This puts one a long way from the world of Bruss and Delbaen (2001,

2004). Still, in Section 2.3.3 we give a brief proof of the well-known upper bound

(2.3) that echoes an argument of Bruss and Delbaen (2004, pp. 291–292). This seems

to be the only instance of an overlap of technique.

Organization of the Analysis

The proof of our central limit theorem has two phases. In the first phase, we investi-

gate the analytic properties of the value functions given by framing the selection

problem as a Markov decision problem. Section 2.2.1 addresses the monotonic-

ity and the submodularity of the value functions. We also obtain that the map

n ÞÑ ErLnpπ˚nqs is concave, and this is used in Section 2.2.2 to prove the lower half

of (2.5); this is our only de-Poissonization argument.

Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 develop smoothness and curvature properties of the value

functions. In particular, we find that in the uniform model the value functions are

concave as a function of the state variable, but, for the exponential model, they are

convex. This broken symmetry is surprisingly useful even though the distribution of
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Lnpπ
˚
nq does not depend on the model distribution F .

The second phase of the proof deals with a natural martingale that one obtains

from the value functions. This martingale is defined in Section 2.3, and it is used in

Sections 2.3.3, 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 to estimate the conditional variances of Lpπ˚nq. These

estimates and a martingale central limit theorem are then used in Section 2.4 to

complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. Finally, in Section 2.5 we comment briefly on

two open problems and the general nature of the methods developed here.

2.2 Analytic Properties of Value Functions

2.2.1 Structure of the Value Functions

We now let vkpsq denote the expected value of the number of monotone increasing

selections under the optimal policy when (i) there are k observations that remain

to be seen and (ii) the value of the most recently selected observation is equal to

s. The functions tvk : 1 ď k ă 8u are called the value functions, and they can be

determined recursively. Specifically, we have the terminal condition

v0psq “ 0 for all s ě 0,

and if we set F psq “ P pXi ď sq then for all k ě 1 and s ě 0 we have the recursion

vkpsq “ F psqvk´1psq `

ż 8

s

maxtvk´1psq, 1` vk´1pxqu dF pxq. (2.11)

To see why this equation holds, note that with probability F psq one is presented at

time i “ n´ k ` 1 with a value Xi that is less than the previously selected value s.

In this situation, we do not have the opportunity to select Xi. This leaves us with

k ´ 1 observations to be seen and with the value of the last selected observation, s,

unchanged. This possibility contributes the term F psqvk´1psq to our equation.

Now, if the newly presented value satisfies s ď Xi then we have the option to

select or reject Xi “ x. If we select Xi “ x, then the sum of our present reward and
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expected future reward is 1` vk´1pxq. On the other hand, if we choose not to select

Xi “ x, then we have no present reward and the expected future reward is vk´1psq

since the value of the running maximum is not changed. Since Xi has distribution

F , the expected optimal contribution is given by the second term of equation (2.11).

The identity (2.11) is called the Bellman recursion for the sequential section

problem. In principle, it tells us everything there is to know about the value functions;

in particular, it determines

ErLnpπ˚nqs “ vnp0q for all n ě 1.

Qualitative information can also be extracted from the recursion (2.11). For example,

it is immediate from (2.11) that the value functions are always continuous. More

refined properties of the value functions may depend on F , and here it is often useful

to consider a special subclass of distributions.

Definition 2.1 (Admissible Distribution). A distribution F is said to be admissible

if there is an open interval I Ď r0,8q such that

(i) F is differentiable on I,

(ii) F 1pxq “ fpxq ą 0 for all x P I, and

(iii)
ş

I fpxq dx “ 1.

The next lemma illustrates how admissibility can be used. The result is largely

intuitive, but the formal proof via (2.11) suggests that some care is needed.

Lemma 2.1 (Monotonicity of Value Functions). For any distribution F the value

functions are non-increasing. Moreover, if F is admissible, then the value functions

are strictly decreasing on I.

The monotonicity of vk´1 tells us that the integrand in (2.11) equals the right

maximand t1` vk´1pxqu on a certain initial segment of rs,8q, and it equals the left
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maximand vk´1psq on the rest of the segment. This observation leads to a useful

reformulation of the Bellman recursion; specifically, if we set

hkpsq “ suptx P rs,8q : F pxq ă 1 and vk´1psq ď 1` vk´1pxqu, (2.12)

then the Bellman recursion (2.11) can be written as

vkpsq “ t1´ F phkpsqq ` F psquvk´1psq `

ż hkpsq

s

t1` vk´1pxqu dF pxq. (2.13)

The functions thk : 1 ď k ă 8u defined by (2.12) are called the optimal threshold

functions.

If vk´1psq ď 1, the characterization (2.12) has an informative policy interpreta-

tion. Namely, if vk´1psq ď 1, then the optimal strategy for the decision maker is

the greedy strategy where one accepts any arriving observation that is as large as

s. On the other hand, if vk´1psq ą 1, the optimal decision maker needs to act more

conservatively; when k observations remain to be seen, one only accepts the newly

arriving observation if it falls in the interval rs, hkpsqs.

When F is admissible, we have the strict monotonicity of vk´1, and this allows a

second characterization of the threshold function:

hkpsq uniquely satisfies vk´1psq “ 1` vk´1phkpsqq if vk´1psq ą 1. (2.14)

The value hkpsq of the threshold function thus marks the point of indifference between

the optimal acceptance region and the optimal rejection region. The characterization

(2.14) also motivates a definition.

Definition 2.2 (Critical Value). If F is admissible, then the unique solution of the

equation vkpsq “ 1 is called the critical value, and it is denoted by s˚k.

The analytical character of hk changes at s˚k, and one has to be attentive to the

differing behavior of hk above and below s˚k. We will not need this distinction until

Section 2.2.3, but it is critical there.
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We complete this section by recording two simple (but useful) bounds on the

time-difference of the value function. These bounds follow from the characterization

(2.12) for the optimal threshold hk and the monotonicity of the value function vk´1.

Lemma 2.2. For s ě 0 and 1 ď k ă 8, we have the inequalities

0 ď vkpsq ´ vk´1psq ď F phkpsqq ´ F psq ď 1. (2.15)

From a modeler’s perspective, this inequality is intuitive since F phkpsqq ´ F psq

can be interpreted as the probability that one selects the next observation when

k observations remain to be seen. A formal confirmation of (2.15) illustrates the

handiness of the second form (2.13) of the Bellman equation.

If one increases the number k of observations yet to be seen, then the decision

maker faces a richer set of future possibilities. This in turn suggests that the decision

maker may want to act more conservatively, keeping more powder dry for future

action. Specifically, one might guess that hk`1psq ď hkpsq for all s P r0,8q and all

1 ď k ă 8. We confirm this guess as a corollary of the next proposition which gives

us a pivotally useful property of the value functions.

Proposition 2.1 (Submodularity of the Value Functions). The sequence of value

functions tvk : 1 ď k ă 8u determined by the Bellman recursion (2.11) is submod-

ular in the sense that for all 1 ď k ă 8 one has

vk´1psq ´ vk´1ptq ď vkpsq ´ vkptq for all 0 ď s ď t ă 8. (2.16)

The submodularity guaranteed by Proposition 2.1 is more powerful than one

might expect. In particular, it delivers three basic corollaries.

Corollary 2.1 (Monotonicity of Optimal Thresholds). For the threshold functions

characterized by (2.12) we have

hk`1psq ď hkpsq for 0 ď s ă 8. (2.17)
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Corollary 2.2 (Concavity in k of the Value Functions.). The value functions are

concave as functions of k; that is, for each s P r0,8q and all k ě 1, one has

vk`1psq ´ 2vkpsq ` vk´1psq ď 0.

Corollary 2.3 (Concavity in n of the Expected Length ). For any continuous F ,

the map n ÞÑ ErLnpπ˚nqs is concave in n.

This is just a special case of Corollary 2.2 (where one just takes s “ 0 and k “ n),

but, as we will see in Section 2.2.2, this concavity carries noteworthy force.

Remark 2.1 (Further Context: An Offline Open Problem). It is not known if the

corresponding concavity holds for the offline monotone subsequence problem. That

is, we do not know if the map n ÞÑ ErLns is concave where Ln is defined by (2.8). In

this case we do know ErLns “ 2n1{2 ´ αn1{6 ` opn1{6q so concavity does seem like a

highly plausible conjecture.

2.2.2 Intermezzo: Possibilities for De-Poissonization

If N is an integer valued random variable, then one can consider the problem of

sequential selection of a monotone increasing subsequence from the random length

sequence S “ tX1, X2, . . . , XNu. Here, as usual, the elements of the sequence are in-

dependent with a common continuous distribution F , and they are also independent

of N . We also assume that the decision maker knows F and the distribution of N ,

but the decision maker does not know the value of N until the sequence S has been

exhausted. We let LNpπq denote the number of selections that are made when one

follows a policy π for sequential selection from S.

Proposition 2.2 (Information Lower Bound). If ErN s “ n for some n P N, then

ErLNpπqs ď ErLnpπ˚nqs. (2.18)
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Proof. The policy π is determined before the realization of N is known, and, for any

given k, the policy π is suboptimal when it is used for sequential selection from the

sequence tX1, X2, . . . , Xku. Thus, if we condition on N “ k, we then have

ErLNpπq |N “ ks ď ErLkpπ˚kqs. (2.19)

Now, if we take φ : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q to be the piecewise linear extension of the map

j ÞÑ ErLjpπ˚j qs, then by Corollary 2.3 we have that φ is also concave. Finally, by the

suboptimality (2.19), the definition of φ, and Jensen’s inequality we obtain

ErLNpπqs ď
8
ÿ

j“0

ErLjpπ˚j qsPpN “ jq “ ErφpNqs ď φpErN sq “ ErLnpπ˚nqs.

The next corollary establishes one of the five assertions of Theorem 2.1. It is

an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2 and the lower half of the mean bound

(2.10) from Bruss and Delbaen (2001).

Corollary 2.4. For any continuous F we have as nÑ 8 that

p2nq1{2 ´Oplog nq ď ErLnpπ
˚
nqs. (2.20)

This is a notable improvement over the bound (2.4) that had been established by

several earlier investigations; it improves a Opn1{4q error bound all the way down to

Oplog nq. For the central limit theorem (2.7), one could still get along with a lower

bound as weak as p2nq1{2 ´ opn1{4q.

De-Poissonization and Decision Problems

We get the bound (2.20) by a de-Poissonization argument in the sense that a “fixed

n” fact is extracted from a “Poisson N” fact. Such arguments are common in com-

puter science, combinatorics and analysis; one finds many examples in (Jacquet

and Szpankowski, 1998), Flajolet and Sedgewick (2009, Subsection VIII.5.3), and
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Korevaar (2004, Chapter 6). Still, Proposition 2.2 is our only instance of a de-

Poissonization argument, and the proof of the proposition suggests in part why one

may be hard-pressed to find more.

Decision problems are unlike the classical examples mentioned above. The Pois-

son N problem and the fixed n problem have different optimal policies, and this

mismatch forestalls the kind of direct analytical connection one has in the classical

examples. Conditioning on N “ k does engage the problem, but the suboptimality

of the mismatched policy leads only to one-sided relations such as (2.18) and (2.19).

2.2.3 Smoothness of the Value and Threshold Functions

We need to show that the value functions associated with an admissible distribution

F are continuously differentiable on I. As preliminary step, we consider the differ-

entiability of the threshold functions in a region determined by the critical values s˚k

that were defined in Section 2.2.1.

Lemma 2.3 (Differentiability of the Threshold Functions). Take F to be admissible

and take k ą 1. If vk´1 is differentiable on I and s P I X r0, s˚k´1q, then hk is

differentiable at s, and one has

h1kpsq “
v1k´1psq

v1k´1phkpsqq
ě 0. (2.21)

Proposition 2.3 (Continuous Differentiability of the Value Functions). If F is ad-

missible, then for each 1 ď k ă 8 the value function s ÞÑ vkpsq is continuously

differentiable on I, and we have

v1kpsq “ ´fpsq ` t1´ F phkpsqq ` F psqu v
1
k´1psq for s P I. (2.22)

2.2.4 Spending Symmetry: Curvature of the Value Functions

For any continuous F the distribution of Lnpπ
˚
nq is the same; this is an invariance

property — or a symmetry. When one chooses a particular F , say the uniform
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distribution, there is a sense in which one spends symmetry.

All earlier analyses of Lnpπ
˚
nq passed directly to the uniform distribution without

any apparent thought about what might be lost or gained by the transition. Still, it

does make a difference how one spends this symmetry. The distribution of Lnpπ
˚
nq is

insensitive to F , but the value functions are not.

Specifically, for the uniform distribution the value functions are concave, but for

the exponential distribution the value functions are convex. This change of curvature

gives one access to different estimates. Over the next several sections we see how

specialization of the driving distribution has a big influence on the estimation of

variances and conditional variances.

We first break symmetry in the conventional way and take F to be the uniform

distribution on r0, 1s. Specialization of the Bellman recursion (2.11) defines the se-

quence of value functions tvuk : 1 ď k ă 8u, and specialization of the characterization

(2.12) defines the sequence of threshold functions thuk : 1 ď k ă 8u. Here, we have

by (2.12) that hukpsq ď 1 for all s P r0, 1s and 1 ď k ă 8.

Lemma 2.4 (Concavity of the Uniform Value Functions). For each 1 ď k ă 8 the

value function vuk : r0, 1s Ñ R` is concave.

We now break the symmetry in a second way. We take F pxq “ 1´ e´x for x ě 0,

and we let vek and hek denote the corresponding value and threshold functions. We

will shortly find that vek is convex on r0,8q for all k ě 1, but we need a preliminary

lemma.

Lemma 2.5. For 1 ď k ă 8 and s P p0,8q one has

´ t1´ e´h
e
k`1psq`su

´1
ď pvekq

1
psq. (2.23)

We now have the main result of this section.
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Lemma 2.6 (Convexity of the Exponential Value Functions). For each 1 ď k ă 8,

the value function vek : r0,8q Ñ R` is convex on r0,8q.

2.3 Martingale Relations and Analysis

2.3.1 Optimality Martingale

One can represent Lnpπ
˚
nq as a sum of functionals of a time non-homogeneous Markov

chain. To see how this goes, we first set M0 “ 0 and then we define Mi recursively

by

Mi “

#

Mi´1 if Xi R rMi´1, hn´i`1pMi´1qs

Xi if Xi P rMi´1, hn´i`1pMi´1qs,
(2.24)

so, less formally, Mi is the maximum value of the elements of the subsequence that

have been selected up to and including time i. Since we accept Xi if and only if

Xi P rMi´1, hn´i`1pMi´1qs and since Lnpπ
˚
nq counts the number of the observations

X1, X2, . . . , Xn that we accept, we have

Lnpπ
˚
nq “

n
ÿ

i“1

1pXi P rMi´1, hn´i`1pMi´1qsq. (2.25)

It is also useful to set L0pπ
˚
nq “ 0 and to introduce the shorthand,

Lipπ
˚
nq

def
“

i
ÿ

j“1

1pXj P rMj´1, hn´j`1pMj´1qsq, for 1 ď i ď n.

We now come to a martingale that is central the rest of our analysis.

Proposition 2.4 (Optimality Martingale). The process tYi : i “ 0, 1, . . . , nu defined

by setting

Yi “ Lipπ
˚
nq ` vn´ipMiq for 0 ď i ď n, (2.26)

is a martingale with respect to the filtration Fi “ σtX1, X2, . . . , Xiu, 1 ď i ď n.
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Proof. Obviously Yi is Fi-measurable and bounded. Moreover, by the definition of

vn´ipsq we have vn´ipMiq “ ErLnpπ˚nq ´ Lipπ˚nq | Fis, so

Yi “ Lipπ
˚
nq ` ErLnpπ˚nq ´ Lipπ˚nq | Fis “ ErLnpπ˚nq | Fis.

Since the martingale tYi : 1 ď i ď nu is capped by Lnpπ
˚
nq, we also have the

explicit identity

ErLnpπ˚nq | Fis “ Lipπ
˚
nq ` vn´ipMiq, (2.27)

which is often useful.

2.3.2 Conditional Variances

In (2.26), the term vn´ipMiq “ ErLnpπ˚nq´Lipπ˚nq | Fis tells us the expected number

of selections that the policy π˚n will make from tXi`1, Xi`2, . . . , Xnu given the current

value Mi of the running maximum. There is a useful notion of conditional variance

that is perfectly analogous. Specifically, we set

wn´ipMiq
def
“ VarrLnpπ

˚
nq ´ Lipπ

˚
nq |Fis (2.28)

“ ErtLnpπ˚nq ´ Lipπ˚nq ´ vn´ipMiqu
2
|Fis.

Here, of course, if i “ 0 we always have M0 “ 0 and

wnpM0q “ VarrLnpπ
˚
nqs.

The martingale tYi,Fiuni“0 defined by (2.26) leads in a natural way to an infor-

mative representation for the conditional variance (2.28), and one starts with the

difference sequence

dj “ Yj ´ Yj´1, where 1 ď j ď n. (2.29)

By (2.26) and telescoping of the sum we have

n
ÿ

j“i`1

dj “ Lnpπ
˚
nq ´ Lipπ

˚
nq ´ vn´ipMiq, for 0 ď i ď n, (2.30)
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so by orthogonality of the martingale differences we get

wn´ipMiq “ VarrLnpπ
˚
nq ´ Lipπ

˚
nq |Fis “

n
ÿ

j“i`1

Erd2
j |Fis. (2.31)

This representation for the conditional variance wn´i can be usefully reframed by

taking a more structured view of the martingale differences (2.29). Specifically, we

write

dj “ Aj `Bj, (2.32)

where the variable

Bj
def
“ vn´jpMj´1q ´ vn´j`1pMj´1q (2.33)

represents the change in the martingale Yj when we do not select Xj, and where

Aj
def
“ p1` vn´jpXjq ´ vn´jpMj´1qq1pXj P rMj´1, hn´j`1pMj´1qsq (2.34)

is the additional contribution to the change in the martingale Yj when we do select

Xj. Since Bj is Fj´1-measurable, we have

Erd2
j | Fj´1s “ ErA2

j | Fj´1s ` 2Bj ErAj | Fj´1s `B
2
j ,

and we also have 0 “ Erdj | Fj´1s “ Bj ` ErAj | Fj´1s, so

Erd2
j | Fj´1s “ ErA2

j | Fj´1s ´B
2
j . (2.35)

Now, for j “ i`1 to n, we take the conditional expectation in (2.35) with respect

to Fi. When we sum these terms and recall (2.31) we get our final representation

for conditional variances

wn´ipMiq “ VarrLnpπ
˚
nq ´ Lipπ

˚
nq |Fis “

n
ÿ

j“i`1

tErA2
j |Fis ´ ErB2

j | Fisu. (2.36)

The decomposition (2.36) was our main goal here, but before concluding the sec-

tion we should make one further inference from (2.32). By the defining representation
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(2.12) for hk we have 0 ď Aj ď 1, and by our bound (2.15) on the value function

differences we have ´1 ď Bj ď 0. Hence one has a uniform bound on the martingale

differences

|dj| “ |Aj `Bj| ď 1 for 1 ď j ď n. (2.37)

2.3.3 Inferences from the Uniform Model

We now consider the decompositions of Section 2.3 when F is the uniform distribution

on r0, 1s, and we use superscripts to make this specialization explicit. In particu-

lar, we let Xu
1 , X

u
2 , . . . , X

u
n be the underlying sequence of n independent uniformly

distributed random variables, and we write Mu
i for the value of the last observation

selected up to and including time i ě 1 (and, as usual, we set Mu
0 “ 0). Lemma 2.4

tells us that the value function vuk is concave, and this is crucial to the proof of the

lower bound for the conditional variance of Lunpπ
˚
nq.

Proposition 2.5 (Conditional Variance Lower Bound). For 0 ď i ď n one has

1

3
vun´ipM

u
i q ´ 2 ď wun´ipM

u
i q.

2.3.4 A Cauchy-Schwarz Argument

If we take the total expectation in (A.13), then we have

Er
`

hun´j`1pM
u
j´1q ´M

u
j´1

˘2
s “ 2tErMu

j s ´ ErMu
j´1su, (2.38)

and, since Erphun´j`1pM
u
j´1q´M

u
j´1qs is the unconditional probability that we accept

the j’th element of the sequence, one might hope to estimate ErLnpπ˚nqs with help

from (2.38) and a Cauchy-Schwarz argument.
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In fact, by two applications of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get

ErLunpπ˚nqs “
n
ÿ

j“1

Erhun´j`1pM
u
j´1q ´M

u
j´1s

ď n1{2

#

n
ÿ

j“1

pErphun´j`1pM
u
j´1q ´M

u
j´1sq

2

+1{2

ď n1{2

#

n
ÿ

j“1

E
”

`

hun´j`1pM
u
j´1q ´M

u
j´1

˘2
ı

+1{2

,

and, when we replace all of the summands using (2.38), we get a telescoping sum

ErLunpπ˚nqs ď n1{2

#

2
n
ÿ

j“1

tErMu
j s ´ ErMu

j´1su

+1{2

“ p2nq1{2tErMu
n su

1{2.

We have ErMu
n s ă 1 since the support of Mu

n equals r0, 1s, and, since the distribution

of Lunpπ
˚
nq does not depend on F , we find for all continuous F that

ErLnpπ˚nqs ă p2nq1{2. (2.39)

This recaptures the mean upper bound (2.3) of Bruss and Robertson (1991) and

Gnedin (1999) which was discussed in the introduction.

Here we should note that Bruss and Delbaen (2001) also used a Cauchy-Schwarz

argument to show that for Poisson Nν with mean ν, one has the analogous inequality

ErLNν pπ˚Nν qs ď p2νq
1{2. (2.40)

We know by Proposition 2.2 that for ν “ n we have ErLNnpπ˚Nnqs ď ErLnpπ˚nqs but,

even so, the bound (2.40) does not help directly with (2.39) — or vice versa. In

addition to the usual issue that “policies do not de-Poissonize,” there is the a real a

priori possibility that ErLNnpπ˚Nnqs might be much smaller than ErLnpπ˚nqs.
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2.3.5 Inferences from the Exponential Model

Now we consider the exponential distribution F pxq “ 1 ´ e´x, for x ě 0, and, as

before, we use superscripts to make this specialization explicit. Thus Xe
1 , X

e
2 , . . . , X

e
n

denotes a sequence of n independent, mean one, exponential random variables, and

M e
i denotes the value of the last observation selected up to and including time i ě 1

(and, again, we set M e
0 “ 0). This time Lemma 2.6 provides the critical fact; it tells

us that the value function vek is convex, and this is at the heart of the argument.

Proposition 2.6 (Conditional Variance Upper Bound). For each 0 ď i ď n one has

wen´ipM
e
i q ď

1

3
ven´ipM

e
i q `

2

3
t1` logpn´ iqu. (2.41)

The proof roughly parallels that of Proposition 2.5, but in this case some integrals

are more troublesome to estimate. To keep the argument direct, we extract one

calculation as a lemma.

Lemma 2.7. For 0 ď s ă t ă 8 one has

ż t

s

ˆ

t´ x

t´ s

˙2

e´x dx ď
1

3
pe´s ´ e´tq `

2

3
te´s ´ e´tpt´ s` 1qu.

Proof of Proposition 2.6. Specialization of (2.36) to the exponential model and sim-

plification give us

wen´ipM
e
i q “ VarrLenpπ

˚
nq ´ L

e
i pπ

˚
nq |Fis ď

n
ÿ

j“i`1

ErpAejq2 |Fis, (2.42)

where Aej is given by

Aej “ p1` v
e
n´jpX

e
j q ´ v

e
n´jpM

e
j´1qq1pX

e
j P rM

e
j´1, h

e
n´j`1pM

e
j´1qsq.

Since M e
j´1 is Fj´1-measurable, we have

ErpAejq2 | Fj´1s “

ż hen´j`1pM
e
j´1q

Me
j´1

t1` ven´jpxq ´ v
e
n´jpM

e
j´1qu

2e´x dx, (2.43)
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and by Lemma 2.6 the map x ÞÑ 1 ` ven´jpxq ´ ven´jpM
e
j´1q is convex in x and non-

negative for all x P rM e
j´1, h

e
n´j`1pM

e
j´1qs.

If hen´j`1pM
e
j´1q ă 8, the line through the left-end point pM e

j´1, 1q and the right-

end point phen´j`1pM
e
j´1q, 0q provides us with an easy upper bound for the integrand

(2.43). Specifically, for x P rM e
j´1, h

e
n´j`1pM

e
j´1qs, we have that

t1` ven´jpxq ´ v
e
n´jpM

e
j´1qu

2e´x ď

ˆ

hen´j`1pM
e
j´1q ´ x

hen´j`1pM
e
j´1q ´M

e
j´1

˙2

e´x. (2.44)

On the other hand, if hen´j`1pM
e
j´1q “ 8, the right-side of (2.44) is replaced by e´x,

and (2.44) again holds since 0 ď t1` ven´jpxq ´ v
e
n´jpM

e
j´1qu ď 1.

We now integrate (2.44) and use the bound of Lemma 2.7; the representation

(2.43) then gives us

ErpAejq2 | Fj´1s ď
1

3
pe´M

e
j´1 ´ e´h

e
n´j`1pM

e
j´1qq (2.45)

`
2

3
te´M

e
j´1 ´ e´h

e
n´j`1pM

e
j´1qp1` hen´j`1pM

e
j´1q ´M

e
j´1qu.

Now we just need to interpret the two addends on the right-hand side of (2.45).

The first addend is just the probability that observation Xe
j is selected when the

value of the running maximum is M e
j´1, that is,

Er1pXe
j P rM

e
j´1, h

e
n´j`1pM

e
j´1qsq |Fj´1s “ e´M

e
j´1 ´ e´h

e
n´j`1pM

e
j´1q. (2.46)

Similarly, the second addend of (2.45) is the one-period expected increment of the

current running maximum M e
j´1, or, to be explicit,

ErM e
j ´M

e
j´1 | Fj´1s “

ż hen´j`1pM
e
j´1q

Me
j´1

px´M e
j´1qe

´x dx (2.47)

“ e´M
e
j´1 ´ e´h

e
n´j`1pM

e
j´1qp1` hen´j`1pM

e
j´1q ´M

e
j´1q.
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Given the two interpretations (2.46) and (2.47), our bound (2.45) now becomes

ErpAejq2 | Fj´1s ď
1

3
Er1pXe

j P rM
e
j´1, h

e
n´j`1pM

e
j´1qsq |Fj´1s

`
2

3
ErM e

j ´M
e
j´1 | Fj´1s.

Next, we recall the variance upper bound (2.42), take conditional expectations with

respect to Fi, and sum over i` 1 ď j ď n, to obtain

wen´ipM
e
i q ď

1

3
ErLenpπ˚nq ´ Lei pπ˚nq |Fis `

2

3
ErM e

n ´M
e
i | Fis (2.48)

“
1

3
ven´ipM

e
i q `

2

3
ErM e

n ´M
e
i | Fis,

where in the last step we used the martingale identity (2.27).

To complete the proof, we only need to estimate the conditional expectation

ErM e
n ´M e

i | Fis. We first set M˚
ri`1,ns “ maxtXe

i`1, X
e
i`2, . . . , X

e
nu, and then we

note that

M e
n ´M

e
i ď maxtM˚

ri`1,ns,M
e
i u ´M

e
i ďM˚

ri`1,ns.

When we take the conditional expectations and use the independence of Fi and

tXe
i`1, X

e
i`2, . . . , X

e
nu, we get

ErM e
n ´M

e
i | Fis ď ErM˚

ri`1,ns |Fis “ ErM˚
r1,n´iss. (2.49)

The logarithmic bound for the last term is well-known, but, for completeness, we

just note PpM˚
r1,n´is ď tq “ p1´ e´tqn´i, so

ErM˚
r1,n´iss “

ż 8

0

1´ p1´ e´tqn´i dt “
n´i
ÿ

j“1

j´1
ď 1` logpn´ iq.

This last estimate then combines with the upper bounds (2.48) and (2.49) to complete

the proof of (2.41).
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2.3.6 Combined Inferences: Variance Bounds in General

The variance bounds obtained under the uniform and exponential models are al-

most immediately applicable to general continuous F . One only needs to make an

appropriate translation.

Proposition 2.7. For any continuous F and for all 0 ď i ď n one has the condi-

tional variance bounds

1

3
vn´ipMiq ´ 2 ď wn´ipMiq ď

1

3
vn´ipMiq `

2

3
t1` logpn´ iqu. (2.50)

In particular, for i “ 0 one has M0 “ 0 and

1

3
ErLnpπ˚nqs ´ 2 ď VarrLnpπ

˚
nqs ď

1

3
ErLnpπ˚nqs `

2

3
t1` log nu. (2.51)

2.4 The Central Limit Theorem

Our proof of the central limit theorem for Lnpπ
˚
nq depends on the most basic version

of the martingale central limit theorem. Brown (1971), McLeish (1974), and Hall

and Heyde (1980) all give variations containing this one.

Proposition 2.8 (Martingale Central Limit Theorem). For each n ě 1, we consider

a martingale difference sequence tZn,j : 1 ď j ď nu with respect to the sequence of

increasing σ-fields tFn,j : 0 ď j ď nu. If

max
1ďjďn

‖ Zn,j ‖8Ñ 0 as nÑ 8 (2.52)

and
n
ÿ

j“1

ErZ2
n,j|Fj´1s

p
ÝÑ 1 as nÑ 8, (2.53)

then we have the convergence in distribution

n
ÿ

j“1

Zn,j ùñ Np0, 1q as nÑ 8.
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For each n ě 1, we consider a driving sequence Xn,1, Xn,2, . . . , Xn,n of independent

random variables with the continuous distribution F . We then set

Zn,j
def
“

31{2dn,j
p2nq1{4

, for 1 ď j ď n,

where the dn,j’s are the differences defined by (2.29), although we now make explicit

the dependence of the differences on n. This is a martingale difference sequence

with respect to the increasing sequence of σ-fields Fn,j “ σtXn,1, Xn,2, . . . , Xn,ju,

and when we take i “ 0 in (2.30) we get the basic representation

n
ÿ

j“1

Zn,j “
31{2tLnpπ

˚
nq ´ ErLnpπ˚nqsu
p2nq1{4

.

We know from (2.37) that we always have |dn,j| ď 1 so, by our normalization, the

negligibility condition (2.52) is trivially valid. The heart of the matter is the proof

of the weak law (2.53); more explicitly, we need to show that

n
ÿ

j“1

3Erd2
n,j | Fn,j´1s

p2nq1{2
p
ÝÑ 1 as nÑ 8. (2.54)

The variance bounds (2.51) and the asymptotic relation (2.2) for the mean imply

VarrLnpπ
˚
nqs „

1

3
ErLnpπ˚nqs „

p2nq1{2

3
as nÑ 8,

and telescoping and orthogonality of the differences tdn,j : 1 ď j ď nu give us

VarrLnpπ
˚
nqs “ E

„ n
ÿ

j“1

Erd2
n,js



“ E
„ n
ÿ

j“1

Erd2
n,j | Fn,j´1s



,

so the weak law (2.54) will follow from Chebyshev’s inequality if one proves that

Var

„ n
ÿ

j“1

Erd2
n,j | Fn,j´1s



“ opnq as nÑ 8. (2.55)
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The proof of Theorem 1 is completed once one confirms the relation (2.55), and

the next lemma gives us more than we need.

Lemma 2.8 (Conditional Variance Bound). If F is continuous, then for n ě 1, one

has

Var

„ n
ÿ

j“1

Erd2
n,j | Fn,j´1s



ď t18` plog nq2up2nq1{2.

2.5 Concluding Remarks

The idea of “spending symmetry” that was mentioned in Section 2.2.4 originates

with an instructive essay of Tao (2009, Section 1.4). This notion can be cast in

stunning generality, but here it turns out to be resolutely concrete and very useful.

The variance lower bound of (2.51) had been known to us for some years, but

dogged analysis of the uniform model left us without an upper bound of comparable

quality. A general Markov decision problem (MDP) bound in Arlotto et al. (2014)

would give VarrLnpπ
˚
nqs ď ErLnpπ˚nqs, but here the MDP bound is too weak by a

factor of three. It cannot serve even as good motivation for a central limit theorem.

With such a long tradition of immediate reduction to the uniform model, it was

surprising to see how fruitful it could be to simultaneously use the exponential model

— even though the distribution of Lnpπ
˚
nq is the same under either model. Still, with

different value functions come different qualitative features, and the convexity of the

value functions under the exponential model leads in a natural way to the needed

upper bound of the variance. This opened up the way to the rest of the analysis.

We mentioned one open problem earlier (see Remark 2.1), and there is a re-

lated problem that deserves some thought. In the offline selection problem, the

distribution of the length of the longest increasing subsequence of a sequence of n

independent uniformly distributed random variables is the same as the distribution

of the length of the longest increasing subsequence of a random permutation of the
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integers t1, 2, . . . , nu. This equivalence is lost in the online section problem, and it

is unclear how much of Theorem 2.1 can be recaptured.

For example, if we write Lperm
n pπ˚nq for the analog of Lnpπ

˚
nq where now one chooses

a random permutation of t1, 2, . . . , nu, then, by an argument of Burgess Davis given

in Samuels and Steele (1981), one does have ErLperm
n pπ˚nqs „ p2nq1{2 as n Ñ 8.

Unfortunately, mean bounds like those of Theorem 2.1 cannot be achieved in this

way, and variance bounds that would be good enough to support a central limit

theorem are even more remote. Nevertheless, some analog of Theorem 2.1 is quite

likely to be true.
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3

Robust Bidding Policies

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Background and Overview

In the past few decades, there has been a tremendous growth in the use of auctions

as transaction procedures for sales and purchases of high-value assets. For example,

many governments around the world use spectrum auctions to sell telecommunication

bandwidths and generate billions of dollars in revenue. Telecom companies who

participate in spectrum auctions often have imperfect information about their rivals’

business plans and consequently bids and bidding policies. Moreover, given high-

stakes one-time nature of such auctions (in which prices auction winners have to pay

could reach multiple billions of dollars), the bidder objective could be to maximize

the worst-case payoff (rather than maximizing expected payoff). In this paper we

study this kind of a bidder decision problem in detail. More precisely, we study

optimal bidding policies for a bidder whose objective is to maximize the worst-case

payoff.

This chapter is based on joint work with Saša Pekeč and Ozan Candogan.
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Our focus on maximizing the worst-case payoff requires describing all possible

scenarios, i.e., auction outcomes. Each scenario corresponds to some realization of

rivals’ bids and the set of all such bid realizations is the bidder’s uncertainty set.

The bidder’s robust bidding problem is to determine a bidding policy that maximizes

her worst-case payoff with respect to the uncertainty set. Solving the robust bidding

problem does not require distributional assumptions on rivals’ bids, and thus yields

a distribution-free robust bidding policy.1

The robust bidding problem is straightforward for the second-price auction and its

Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) auction generalization. These auction formats satisfy

the incentive compatibility condition, i.e., truthful-bidding (bidding one’s valuation)

is a weakly-dominant strategy for each bidder (see e.g., Krishna, 2009). As a result,

truthful bidding is a straightforward solution to the robust bidding problem since

bidders maximize their worst-case payoff by bidding truthfully. On the other hand,

when incentive compatibility does not hold, bidding truthfully is not necessarily a

robust bidding policy, and the robust bidding problem could be challenging. More-

over, in such settings, the robust bidding policies differ from the optimal policies of

the expected payoff maximizing bidder.

We study the robust bidding problem for three auction formats: discriminatory,

generalized second-price (GSP) and core-selecting auctions. These auction formats

are widely used in practice. Discriminatory auction, a generalization of the first-

price auction for a multi-item setting, is used, e.g., in electricity procurement and

in sales of U.S. Treasury securities. GSP auction, a generalization of the second-

price auction for a multi-item setting, is popular for selling advertisement slots next

to Internet search results. Core-selecting auction has been recently adopted for

sales of bundled items, such as spectrum licenses and airport take-off/landing rights.

1 Our modeling approach fits the robust optimization framework, see, e.g., Ben-Tal and Nemirovski
(2002).
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The three auction formats differ in terms of allocation and payment rules, which are

directly related to the manner in which (item) supply and (bidder) demand is treated.

Specifically, items could be assumed to be homogenous or item heterogeneity could

be handled. Similarly, bidders can be limited to unit demand, i.e., limiting each

bidder to winning at most one-item, or could be allowed to have multiple demand

and potentially win any number of items. Table 3.1.1 summarizes the settings for

supply and demand in the three auction formats.2 Analyzing the bidding problem

in these auctions allows us to gain insights into the structure and performance of

robust bidding policies under various auction settings.

Table 3.1: Summary of settings for studied auction formats.

Discriminatory GSP Core-selecting

Demand Unit Unit Multiple
Supply Homogeneous Heterogeneous Heterogeneous

We first study unit-demand settings, namely the robust bidding problem in dis-

criminatory and GSP auctions. In a perfect information setting, i.e., if there is no

uncertainty about rivals’ bids, the robust bidding policy is to bid the minimal amount

to win one item (provided that it yields positive payoff). This policy readily extends

to discriminatory auctions in the imperfect information setting: the bidder should

bid minimal amount that guarantees winning one item, regardless of the realization

of rivals’ bids in the uncertainty set (provided positive payoff in the worst case).

However such policy may not be optimal in GSP auctions under imperfect informa-

tion. Due to the unit demand assumption, the bidder still wins at most one item.

However, since the items are heterogeneous, the worst-case payoff from winning one

item is different from the worst-case payoff from winning another item. Thus, estab-

lishing the robust bidding policy involves maximizing the minimum of item-specific

2 Note that these three auctions could be considered as “natural” modifications of a VCG auction
in each of the demand/supply settings.
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worst-case payoff functions.

We then turn our attention to the core-selecting auction which allows for multiple

bidder demand over bundles of heterogeneous items. Thus, bidder’s valuation vector

is multi-dimensional (exponential in the number of items) which makes the analysis

of the robust bidding problem more challenging. We start our analysis by discussing

conditions under which truthful bidding is optimal. In particular, the relationship

between VCG payoff vector, i.e., the vector of payoffs that bidders would have ob-

tained in the VCG auction, and the core, i.e., the set of all feasible payoff vectors

in the core-selecting auction, is a determining factor for when truthful bidding is

optimal. When the VCG payoff vector is in the core, the core-selecting auction is

incentive compatible and hence truthful bidding is an optimal robust policy. How-

ever, when the VCG payoff vector is not in the core, the core-selecting auction is not

incentive compatible, and the bidder has the incentive to bid non-truthfully. We then

provide an optimal bidding policy under perfect information of rivals’ bids for the

general setting where the VCG payoff vector is not in the core. Under this bidding

policy, the bidder underbids on the truthful bundle, i.e., the bundle of items that she

would win if she bid truthfully, and bids on the global bundle, i.e., the bundle that

consists of all items, so that she is guaranteed to win the truthful bundle.

For core-selecting auctions with imperfect information, we analyze the robust bid-

ding problems of single-minded bidder (i.e., one with valuation for only one bundle),

a double-minded bidder (i.e., one with distinct valuations for two inclusive bundles),

and a triple-minded bidder (i.e., one with distinct valuations for a chain of three

bundles). For the single-minded bidder, her optimal robust bidding policy is a gen-

eralization of the perfect-information optimal robust bidding policy: underbidding

on her target bundle and bidding on the global bundle to guarantee winning the

target bundle, regardless of the realization of rivals’ bids in the uncertainty set. (We

again assume that the bidder’s valuation for her target bundle is high enough so that
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by bidding truthfully she still wins her target bundle regardless of the realization of

rivals’ bids in the uncertainty set; if this condition is not true, then an optimal policy

is simply bidding zero.)

For the double-minded bidder, if she wins either of her target bundles under

truthful bidding and this allocation does not change for any realization of rivals’

bids in the uncertainty set, then her optimal robust bidding policy is also a gen-

eralization of the perfect-information optimal bidding policy. In particular, similar

to the single-minded bidder case, she underbids on the bundle that she would win

under truthful bidding, and bids the highest amount on global bundle that still en-

sures winning the same bundle as in truthful bidding. If under truthful bidding

the double-minded bidder receives different bundles for different realization of rivals’

bids in the uncertainty set, then it is not clear which bundle yields larger worst-case

payoff. In this case, the optimal robust policy corresponds to bids that maximize the

minimum of bundle-specific worst-case payoff functions (this is similar to the case of

GSP auctions with heterogeneous items).

It turns out that establishing a minimax type of an equality is critical in demon-

strating and verifying the optimality of the presented robust bidding policies. How-

ever, we show the limit to this approach, as it does not extend to a triple-minded

bidder in the core-selection auction. Hence, demonstrating optimality of candidate

bidding policies would require a different approach and could become challenging.

Throughout our analysis, we evaluate the performance of robust bidding policies,

by comparing them to a couple of benchmarks. In particular, we compare payoffs un-

der robust bidding policies with payoffs under other bidding policies such as truthful

bidding and expected-payoff maximizing policies, assuming some known distribu-

tions of rivals’ bids over the uncertainty set. Our results show that for non-trivial3

robust bidding policies, the bidder’s payoff is at least as large as her payoff under

3 i.e., positive bid for at least one item/bundle
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truthful bidding, for all realizations of rivals’ bids in the uncertainty set. In addition,

for discriminatory and core-selecting auctions, robust bidding policies improve upon

expected-payoff maximizing policies (assuming some known distributions of rivals’

bids), as they reduce the risk of not winning the target items. In particular, robust

policies yields a higher payoff compared to expected-payoff maximizing policies un-

der adversarial realizations of rivals’ bids. For GSP auctions, the comparison of the

robust policy and the expected-payoff maximizing policy is more nuanced, which is

due to the fact that the bidder’s payment is less dependent on her own bids in this

type of auction than in discriminatory and core-selecting auctions.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 3.1.2 discusses related works in the liter-

ature. Section 3.2 follows with descriptions of the auction models and assumptions.

In Section 3.3, we provide optimal bidding for unit demand bidders in discrimina-

tory and GSP auctions. Section 3.4 discusses optimal bidding for multiple demand

bidders in core-selecting auctions. Finally, in Section 3.5, we conclude and provide

some possible directions for future research. Proofs are relegated to the appendix.

3.1.2 Related Literature

Our study is related to the classical topic of bidding in non-incentive-compatible

(NIC) auctions (e.g., Stark and Rothkopf, 1979; Milgrom and Weber, 1982). Ausubel

and Cramton (2002) studied incentive to reduce demand in discriminatory auctions

with a divisible item. Edelman et al. (2005) examined GSP auctions and showed

that truth-telling is not an equilibrium in such auctions. Day and Milgrom (2008)

provided an optimal bid shading policy in core-selecting auctions under perfect in-

formation. Recently, Beck and Ott (2013) showed that bidder may have incentives

to overbid in core-selecting auctions as well.

The modeling approach that we use lies under the framework of robust optimiza-

tion. It has been recently developed as a decision tool to deal with decision making
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when the input parameters are uncertain (e.g., Ben-Tal and Nemirovski, 2002; Bert-

simas and Sim, 2004). Under this framework, the decision maker does not know the

exact distribution of the uncertain parameters. Instead, it is assumed that these

uncertain parameters belong to an uncertainty set that can be constructed based on

historical data or expert’s belief. The decision maker wants to maximize her worst-

case payoff with respect to this uncertainty set. There are close connections between

maximizing worst-case objective over an uncertainty set and uncertainty aversion

(e.g., Bertsimas and Brown, 2009). Recently, Bandi and Bertsimas (2014) adopt the

robust optimization framework to study the optimal design problem for multi-item

auctions, in the spirit of an earlier work by Myerson (1981). In our work, we focus

on a particular bidder’s decision problem.

In some auction environments, bidders are uncertain about the distribution of

rivals’ bids and are averse to this uncertainty. In such cases, worst-case maximization

(or regret minimization) is a relevant decision criterion. Uncertainty aversion has

been previously studied in the auction literature. Using both analytical and empirical

approaches, Salo and Weber (1995) showed that overbidding behavior in first-price

sealed-bid auctions can be explained by bidder’s aversion to distributional ambiguity.

Lo (1998) employed the multiple priors model proposed by Gilboa and Schmeidler

(1989) to model the bidder’s aversion to bid-distribution uncertainty and study the

equilibrium bidding strategy in first-price sealed bid auction with private values. Bose

et al. (2006) consider the optimal auction problem allowing for ambiguity about the

distribution of valuation.

3.2 Model

We consider auctions that allocate m indivisible items from the set M “ t1, 2, . . . ,mu

among n bidders in N “ t1, 2, . . . , nu. The monopolistic seller is indexed by 0. Items

in M can be homogeneous (i.e., identical) or heterogeneous (i.e., distinct). A bundle
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is a set of items. A bidder is said to have unit demand if she has positive valuation

for only one item. Similarly, a bidder is said to have multiple demand if she has

positive valuation for one or more bundles of items. For each bidder j P N , we

use vjpSq and bjpSq to denote her non-negative truthful and reported valuation for

a bundle S Ď M , respectively. When bidder j has unit demand and the items are

homogeneous, we abuse the notation and simply write vj and bj to denote her unique

valuation/bid. The auctioneer uses an allocation rule to determine the set of items

Sj to be allocated to bidder j (Sj is an empty set if bidder j does not obtain any

item). Similarly, the auctioneer uses a payment rule to determine the amount pj

that bidder j has to pay. We assume that bidders have quasi-linear preferences,

i.e., bidder j’s payoff is πj “ vjpSjq ´ pj for j P N . For convenience, we write

b´j “ pb1, b2, . . . , bj´1, bj`1, . . . , bnq to denote the profile of bidder j’s rivals’ bids.

When all bj are scalar, the kth highest bid in b´j is denoted by b
pkq
´j . We choose to

analyze the decision problem of bidder 1. It turns out that only b
pkq
´1 are relevant to

our analysis. Thus, for simplicity, we omit the subscript and write bpkq to denote

the kth highest bid in b´1. We use 1A to denote the indicator function of expression

A, i.e., it has value one if A is true and zero otherwise. For any x P R, we denote

x` “ maxpx, 0q.

Next, we explain the allocation and payment rules in each particular auction

setting and describe the robust optimization problem of bidder 1.

3.2.1 Discriminatory Auction

In discriminatory auctions, the items are assumed to be homogeneous. Each bidder

has unit demand and submits a scalar bid bj. We assume that n ě m. The m highest

bidders get allocated one item each and pay their bids bj. When there is a tie, we

assume that bidder 1 is favored, i.e., if b1 “ bpmq then bidder 1 wins an item. Thus,

bidder 1 wins an item when her bid is no less than bpmq, in which case she receives a
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payoff of v1 ´ b1. Bidder 1’s payoff function is given by:

π1pb1, b´1q “ pv1 ´ b1q1bpmqďb1 . (3.1)

3.2.2 Generalized Second-price Auction

In GSP auctions, the items are advertisement slots and are assumed to be heteroge-

neous. Each item k P M has an associated click-through rate αk that quantifies the

likelihood of the corresponding advertisement slot getting clicked. We assume that

αk are independent of bidder who obtain the corresponding items. Each bidder has

unit demand and submits a scalar bid bj. We assume that n ě m ` 1. The highest

bidder wins item 1, the second highest bidder wins item 2, and so on. Each winning

bidder pays exactly the amount of the next highest bid. Therefore, if bidder 1 wins

item 1 then the payment is p1 “ bp1q; if she wins item 2 then the payment is p1 “ bp2q,

and so on. We assume that bidder 1 is favored, so that if b1 “ bp1q then bidder 1 wins

item 1, if b1 “ bp2q then bidder 1 wins item 2, and so on. If bidder 1 wins item k for

k PM , her (expected) payoff is the surplus v1 ´ b
pkq multiplied by the click-through

rate αk. Thus, bidder 1’s profit function in this case is:

π1pb1, b´1q “

$

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

%

α1pv1 ´ b
p1qq if bp1q ď b1

α2pv1 ´ b
p2qq if bp2q ď b1 ă bp1q

...
αmpv1 ´ b

pmqq if bpmq ď b1 ă bpm´1q

0 otherwise

(3.2)

3.2.3 Core-selecting Auction

In our analysis of core-selecting auctions, we assume the items are heterogeneous.

Each bidder has multiple demand and submits bids bjpSq for bundles S ĎM of her

interest. When S “ M , we refer to it as the global bundle. The auctioneer decides

the allocation outcome by solving the winner determination problem:
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wbpN,Mq “ max
x

ÿ

jPN

ÿ

SĎM

bjpSq ¨ xjpSq

s.t.
ÿ

SĄtiu

ÿ

jPN

xjpSq ď 1, @i PM,

ÿ

SĎM

xjpSq ď 1, @j P N,

xjpSq P t0, 1u, @pS, jq s.t. bid bjpSq was submitted.

(WD)

In (WD), the auctioneer maximizes the total reported value of bundles. The

first constraint ensures that each item is only allocated once. The second constraint

implies that the auctioneer only accepts at most one submitted bid from a bidder.4

Thus, each binary variable xjpSq equals to one if and only if bidder j is awarded

bundle S ĎM . It is possible that the problem (WD) has multiple optimal solutions.

In such cases, we assume a tie-breaking rule in favor of bidder 1 winning a pre-

specified bundle. The function wbpC, Sq is referred to as the coalition value function

and is defined as the maximum surplus generated by allocating an arbitrary set of

items S Ď M among bidders in the set C Ď N given the reported bids b. When

S “M , we abuse the notation and write wbpCq instead of wbpC,Mq.

Next, we define the core to be the set of non-negative payoff vectors tπjujPNY0

satisfying the core constraints :

ÿ

jPCY0

πj ě wbpCq, @C Ď N. (3.3)

The right hand side of (3.3) is the maximum surplus generated by allocating the items

among members in the coalition C (hereafter referred to as a blocking coalition).

Thus, the constraints (3.3) guarantee that no group of bidders can ensure better

4 This bidding rule is referred to as the “XOR” bidding language and is commonly used in practice
for spectrum auctions.
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payoff for themselves by excluding others from participation, i.e., there is no incentive

to form a blocking coalition in the auction. We can re-write (3.3) to be constraints

on payments as follows. First, recall that Sj is the allocated bundle for bidder j. By

substituting π0 “
ř

jPN pj and πj “ bjpSjq ´ pj, we get

ÿ

jPW

pj ě wbpCq ´
ÿ

jPC

pbjpSjq ´ pjq, @C Ď N, (3.4)

where W is the set of bidders who receives nonempty bundles. After rearranging,

the above constraints become:

ÿ

jPW zC

pj ě wbpCq ´
ÿ

jPC

bjpSjq, @C Ď N. (3.5)

Let βC “ wbpCq´
ř

jPC bjpSjq and β P R2n be the vector of all βC ’s. Also, let A be a

nˆ 2n matrix comprising columns aC that has the jth entry equals to zero if bidder

j is in coalition C and one otherwise. Then the core constraints (3.5) can be written

succinctly as

pA ě β. (3.6)

A core-selecting payment rule is a payment rule that selects a vector tpjujPN satis-

fying the core constraint (3.6) and the individual rationality constraint p ď b. For

specificity, we use the quadratic core-selecting payment rule proposed by Day and

Cramton (2012).5 Let p0 be a reference payment vector. Under this rule, the payment

vector p is the optimal solution of the following quadratic program:

5 Note that our results can be extended to other core-selecting payment rules as well. For other
core-selecting payment rules, see e.g., Ausubel and Baranov (2010).
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min
p

pp´ p0
qpp´ p0

q
T

s.t. pA ě β

p ď b

p1 “ µ,

(QP)

where µ is defined as

µ “ min
p

p1

s.t. pA ě β

p ď b.

(3.7)

The payment vector p determined by (QP) minimizes the Euclidean distance from

reference payment vector p0 to the core. The quantity µ is the minimum value of total

payment from bidders. Thus, the constraint p1 “ µ guarantees that the payment

rule is bidder-optimal, i.e., the total payment from bidders is minimized. This has

the effect of minimizing the bidders’ total incentive to deviate, as shown by Day and

Milgrom (2008).

A related payment rule is the VCG rule (Vickrey, 1961; Clarke, 1971; Groves,

1973) . Under this payment rule, each winner j pays the opportunity cost that she

imposes on other bidders:

pV CGj “ wbpNzj,Mq ´ wbpNzj,MzSjq. (3.8)

The VCG payoff of bidder j is then simply πV CGj “ vjpSjq ´ p
V CG
j . It is known that

VCG payment rule satisfies incentive compatibility but may result in low seller’s rev-

enue and is vulnerable to collusive bidding Ausubel and Milgrom (2002). In contrast,

core-selecting rules are robust to collusion but may have incentive compatibility is-

sues, as we will see in later sections. When the quadratic rule (QP) is used with p0
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being the vector of VCG payments, we refer to such rule as the nearest-VCG rule.

3.2.4 Robust Optimization Formulation

In each of the aforementioned auction formats, we consider the decision problem of

a particular bidder, who we choose to be bidder 1, without loss of generality. We

assume that bidder 1 has a belief that her rivals’ bids belong to an uncertainty set

U´1. For discriminatory and GSP auctions, we have U´1 Ă Rn´1
` , while for core-

selecting auctions, we have U´1 Ă Rpn´1q2m

` . For simplicity, we assume that the

uncertainty set U´1 is a convex polytope, i.e., it can be specified by some linear

constraints on b´1:

U´1 “ tb´1 | Pb ď qu, (3.9)

where P and q are matrix and vector with appropriate dimensions. For example,

U´1 can be a box set (i.e., a hyperrectangle) that corresponds to the case where bids

bj for j ‰ 1 are independent and belong to some known intervals rbj, b̄js:

U´1 “ tb´1 | bj ď bj ď b̄j, @j ‰ 1u. (3.10)

Despite the convex polytope assumption, many of our results can be extended

to more general types of uncertainty set.6 Given an uncertainty set U´1, bidder 1’s

objective is to maximize her worst-case payoff with respect to this uncertainty set.

In other words, she needs to solve the following robust optimization problem:

πMAXMIN
1 “ sup

b1PU1

inf
b´1PU´1

π1pb1, b´1q. (RO)

In the above problem, we use U1 to refer to bidder 1’s feasible policy space. We

assume no restrictions, except for the non-negative condition, so U1 “ R` for dis-

6 Bandi and Bertsimas (2014) discussed several ways to construct the uncertainty set based on
historical data.
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criminatory and GSP auctions and U1 “ R2m

` for core-selecting auctions. We call

bidding policy b1 a robust policy if it is an optimal solution to (RO).

Let πMINMAX
1 be the minimum value over U´1 of bidder 1’s maximum ex post

payoff, i.e., payoff that she can achieve using an ex post optimal policy. Thus,

πMINMAX
1 is given by:

πMINMAX
1 “ inf

b´1PU´1

sup
b1PU1

π1pb1, b´1q. (3.11)

By minimax inequality (e.g., Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004), one has that

πMAXMIN
1 ď πMINMAX

1 . (3.12)

Thus, πMINMAX
1 provides an upper bound for the optimal objective of the robust

optimization problem (RO). If (3.12) holds with equality, i.e.,

πMAXMIN
1 “ πMINMAX

1 , (3.13)

then there are two implications. First, the robust policy can be viewed as an ex post

optimal policy applied for a particular worst-case bid b´1 P U´1. Second, if under a

policy b1 P U1, bidder 1’s worst-case payoff is the same with πMINMAX
1 , then such

policy must be a robust policy. The later observation is particularly useful in proving

the optimality of bidding policies in core-selecting auctions, as we will see in Section

3.4.

3.3 Robust Bidding with Unit Demand

In this section, we study the robust bidding problem (RO) in discriminatory and

GSP auctions. We assume that bidders have unit demand in these auctions. For

discriminatory auctions, the items are homogeneous, whereas for GSP auctions we

consider both homogeneous and heterogeneous cases. We first introduce additional
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notation. Recall that bpkq is the kth highest bid among rivals of bidder 1. Let lpkq,

upkq be the minimum and maximum values of bpkq over the uncertainty set U´1, i.e.,

lpkq “min bpkq

s.t. b´1 P U´1,
(3.14)

upkq “max bpkq

s.t. b´1 P U´1.
(3.15)

In addition, let upk1 | k2, xq be the supremum of bpk1q conditional on bpk2qăx:

upk1 | k2, xq “ sup bpk1q

s.t. b´1 P U´1

x ă bpk2q.

(3.16)

When x “ upk2q in (3.16), instead of writing u pk1 | k2, upk2qq, we will use upk1 | k2q

as a short notation. For any x1 ă x2, any feasible solution to (3.16) when x “ x2 is

also feasible to (3.16) when x “ x1. As a result, upk1 | k2, xq is non-increasing in x.

3.3.1 Discriminatory Auction

In a discriminatory auction, if bidder 1 knows her rivals’ bids, she can best respond by

bidding exactly bpmq, the mth highest bid among her rivals, if bpmq ď v1. The following

proposition characterizes bidder 1’s robust policy under imperfect information.

Proposition 3.1. In discriminatory auctions, a robust policy for bidder 1 is bRO1 “

upmq1upmqďv1. The optimal payoff is πMAXMIN
1 “ pv1 ´ upmqq

`.

Since truthful bidding always gives zero payoff, robust bidding results in a strictly

better worst-case payoff when upmq ă v1. Next, we provide a comparison between

robust bidding policy and expected-payoff maximizing policy under uniform distri-

bution assumption.
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Example 3.1. Consider a discriminatory auction with n “ 2 bidders and m “ 1

item. In this case, the discriminatory auction is a first-price auction. Bidder 1

has a belief that b2 P rc, ds for some non-negative constants c and d. According

to Proposition 3.1, bidder 1’s robust policy is bRO1 “ d1dďv1 . If bidder 1’s belief is

such that b2 is uniformly distributed in rc, ds and her objective is to maximize the

expected payoff, the optimal bid is:7

bEM1 “

$

&

%

d if 2d´ c ă v1
1
2
pv1 ` cq if c ď v1 ď 2d´ c

0 otherwise.

Figure 3.1 shows a plot of bRO1 and bEM1 for the case where c “ 0 and d “ 5. There

are two main differences between these bidding policies. First, when v1 ă 5, bidder 1

bids zero under bRO1 , whereas under bEM1 , she bids a positive amount. Second, when

v1 ě 5, we have bRO1 “ 5 while bEM1 “ 1
2
v1 is an increasing function in v1. When

v1 ě 10, the two bidding policies are the same. In Figure 3.2, we show a comparison

of bidder 1’s payoffs (as functions of b2) under bRO1 and bEM1 for different values of

v1. For v1 “ 3, since v1 ă 5, according to Proposition 3.1, bidder 1’s robust policy

is bRO1 “ 0. As a result, her payoff is πRO1 “ 0 for all realization of b2 P r0, 5s. On

the other hand, to maximize her expected payoff, bidder 1 bids bEM1 “ 1.5. Thus,

she still gains a positive payoff of πEM1 “ 1.5 for b2 P r0, 1.5s. For v1 “ 8, we have

bRO1 “ 5 and bEM1 “ 4. If b2 P r0, 4q then bidder 1’s payoffs under bRO1 and bEM1 are

3 and 4, respectively. However, when b2 P r4, 5s, bidder 1 does not win the item if

she bids bEM1 so her corresponding payoff is πEM1 “ 0, while her payoff when bidding

bRO1 is still πRO1 “ 3.

Example 3.1 illustrates the fact that under robust policy bRO1 , bidder 1 bids the

minimal amount that guarantees winning an item, if such bidding policy is profitable.

7 See Appendix B.1
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of Example 3.1 – Bidder 1’s payoff function under bRO1 and
bEM1 .

As we can see, this bidding policy is beneficial when rivals bid adversarially. Similar

observations can be made for bidding policies in multiple demand settings, as we will

see in Section 3.4.

3.3.2 Generalized Second-price Auction

In a GSP auction, if bidder 1 has perfect information about b´1, her optimal policy

is to bid the minimal amount to win the most profitable item. Specifically, let k˚ be
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the most profitable item:

k˚ “ argmax
kPM

`

αkpv1 ´ b
pkq
q
˘

.

If bpk
˚q ď v1 then bidder 1’s optimal policy is to bid b1 “ bpk

˚q. On the other hand,

if v1 ă bpk
˚q then winning any slot will result in negative payoff, so it is optimal for

bidder 1 to bid b1 “ 0.

Now let us consider the case where bidder 1 has imperfect information about

b´1 and has a belief that b´1 P U´1. For each k P M , let fkpxq be the worst-case

payoff that bidder 1 gets when she wins item k by bidding x. Clearly, for a fixed

k, the function fkpxq is only defined for x P rlpkq, upk ´ 1qq. The following lemma

characterizes the structure of fkp¨q.

Lemma 3.1. For k P t1, 2, . . . ,mu,

fkpxq “

$

&

%

αkpv1 ´ xq if lpkq ď x ă upkq
αkpv1 ´ upkqq if upkq ď x ă upk ´ 1 | kq
αkpv1 ´ upk | k ´ 1, xqq if upk ´ 1 | kq ď x ă upk ´ 1q

From Lemma 3.1, we can see that fkpxq is decreasing on rlpkq, upkqq, constant on

rupkq, upk´ 1 | kqq and weakly increasing on rupk´ 1 | kq, upk´ 1qq (see Figure 3.3).

Next, we look at bidder 1’s robust policy in GSP auctions. We start with the case

where the click-through rates are the same and are equal to α.

Proposition 3.2. In GSP auctions with αk “ α for all k P M , a robust policy for

bidder 1 is bRO1 “ upmq1upmqďv1 and the worst-case payoff is πMAXMIN
1 “ αpv1 ´

upmqq`.

Figure 3.4 shows the worst-case profit function of bidder 1 in a GSP auction with

n “ 3 bidders and m “ 2 items with identical click-through rates. As we can see, it

is optimal for bidder 1 to bid bRO1 “ up2q1up2qďv1 . Notice that if bidder 1 bids lower

than up2q, it is possible that she does not obtain any item, so her worst-case payoff
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of Lemma 3.1 – The supremum of bpkq is increasing in x
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kq, upk ´ 1qq.
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infk fk(x)

Figure 3.4: Worst-case profit function in a GSP auction with n “ 3 bidders and
m “ 2 items which have identical click-through rates.

is zero. On the other hand, by bidding b1 ą up2q, bidder 1’s worst-case payoff is the

same with f1pb1q, her payoff when winning item 1. Since this payoff is decreasing

in b1 (by Lemma 3.1), bidder 1’s worst-case payoff is less than her worst-case payoff

when bidding bRO1 .

Next, we look at the case where click-through rates are not identical. We first
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analyze case of n “ 3 bidders and m “ 2 items, and then discuss the extensions to

more general settings.

Proposition 3.3. Consider a GSP auction with n “ 3 bidders and m “ 2 items

with click-through rates α2 ă α1. A robust policy for bidder 1 is

bRO1 “

$

&

%

up2q1up2qďv1 if α1pv1 ´ up1 | 2qq ď α2pv1 ´ up2qq
up1q1up1qďv1 if α2pv1 ´ up2 | 1qq ď α1pv1 ´ up1qq
x˚1x˚ďv1 otherwise

(3.17)

where x˚ is the solution of the following equation

α1pv1 ´ xq “ α2pv1 ´ up2 | 1, xqq. (3.18)

The worst-case payoff is given by

πMAXMIN
1 “

$

&

%

α2pv1 ´ up2qq
` if α1pv1 ´ up1 | 2qq ď α2pv1 ´ up2qq

α1pv1 ´ up1qq
` if α2pv1 ´ up2 | 1qq ď α1pv1 ´ up1qq

α1pv1 ´ x
˚q` otherwise

(3.19)
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b

bc

fk(x)

x0

f1(x)
f2(x)
infk fk(x)

α1(v1 − u(1 | 2)) ≤ α2(v1 − u(2))

Figure 3.5: Worst-case profit function in a GSP auction with n “ 3 bidders and
m “ 2 items which have different click-through rates satisfying α1pv1 ´ up1 | 2qq ď
α2pv1 ´ up2qq.

Figure 3.5-3.7 show the worst-case profit function of bidder 1 under different

conditions of the click-through rates α1 and α2 as described in (3.17). If α1pv1´up1 |
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Figure 3.6: Worst-case profit function in a GSP auction with n “ 3 bidders and
m “ 2 items which have different click-through rates satisfying α2pv1 ´ up2 | 1qq ď
α1pv1 ´ up1qq.
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Figure 3.7: Worst-case profit function in a GSP auction with n “ 3 bidders and
m “ 2 items which have different click-through rates satisfying α2pv1 ´ up2qq ă
α1pv1 ´ up1 | 2qq and α1pv1 ´ up1qq ă α2pv1 ´ up2 | 1qq.

2qq ď α2pv1 ´ up2qq then from Figure 3.5 we see that, similar to the case of identical

click-through rates, bidding bRO1 “ up2q1up2qďv1 is optimal. If α2pv1 ´ up2 | 1qq ď

α1pv1 ´ up1qq then bRO1 “ up1q1up1qďv1 . Notice that if v1 ą up1q in this case then

bidder 1 does not want to bid lower than up1q, since she would risk winning item 2

or not winning any item, and receive a lower worst-case payoff. Finally, Figure 3.7
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shows the worst-case payoff function when α2pv1 ´ up2qq ă α1pv1 ´ up1 | 2qq and

α1pv1 ´ up1qq ă α2pv1 ´ up2 | 1qq. In this case, the robust policy is to bid at the

intersection of two worst-case payoff functions f1pxq and f2pxq.

Next, in the following examples, we compare the robust policy with truthful

bidding and an expected-payoff maximizing policy.

Example 3.2. Consider a GSP auction with n “ 3 bidders and m “ 2 items. Let

α “ p1, 0.7q, v1 “ 10 and U´1 “ tpbp1q, bp2qq | 4 ď bp2q ď 5, 6 ď bp1q ď 7u. Since

α1pv1 ´ up1 | 2qq “ 3 ă 3.5 “ α2pv1 ´ up2qq, according to Proposition 3.3, a robust

policy for bidder 1 is bRO1 “ 5. The worst-case payoff under this policy is πMAXMIN
1 “

3.5, while the worst-case payoff under truthful bidding is πTR1 “ 3 ă 3.5 “ πMAXMIN
1 .

One can also verify that in this case bidder 1’s payoff under bRO1 (as a function of b´1)

is larger than her payoff under truthful bidding for any realization of b´1 P U´1.

Example 3.3. Consider a GSP auction with n “ 3 bidders and m “ 2 items. The

settings for click-through rates and uncertainty set is similar to those in Example

3.2. However, in this case, we allow v1 to vary and examine the performance of

robust policy bRO1 and expected-payoff maximizing policy bEM1 corresponding to the

distributional assumption that bp1q and bp2q are independent and uniformly distributed

on r6, 7s and r4, 5s, respectively. From Proposition 3.3, we have

bRO1 “

$

&

%

0 if v1 ă 5
5 if 5 ď v1 ă

35
3

7 otherwise
(3.20)

It can be shown that (see Appendix B.1) if bp1q and bp2q are independent and uniformly

distributed, the expected-payoff maximizing policy is

bEM1 “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

0 if v1 ă 4
v1 if 4 ď v1 ă 5
5 if 5 ď v1 ă

201
18

7 otherwise

(3.21)
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Thus, bRO1 and bEM1 are the same except for when v1 P r4, 5q and v1 P r
201
18
, 35

3
q.

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show bidder 1’s payoff functions under these policies for v1 “ 4.5

and v1 “ 11.5, respectively. When v1 “ 4.5, bRO1 “ 0 so bidder 1 receives πRO1 “ 0 for

all realization of b´1 P U´1. On the other hand, bEM1 “ 4.5 when v1 “ 4.5, so bidder

1 wins the second item and receives positive payoff when bp2q ă 4.5. For v1 “ 11.5,

we have bRO1 “ 5 while bEM1 “ 7. From Figure 3.9, we see that under bRO1 bidder 1’s

payoff is smallest when b
p2q
1 is highest, while under bEM1 her payoff is smallest when

b
p1q
1 is highest. bRO1 gives slightly better worst-case payoff than bEM1 , but it can yield

smaller payoff at some other realizations of b´1 P U´1.
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of Example 3.3 – Bidder 1’s payoff function under bRO1 and
bEM1 when v1 “ 4.5.

The result of Proposition 3.3 extends directly to the case of n ě 4 and m “ 2

since the robust bidding problem only depends on bidder 1’s belief on bp1q and bp2q.

Corollary 3.1. Consider a GSP auction with n ě 4 bidders and m “ 2 items. A

robust policy for bidder 1 is bRO1 given in (3.17).
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of Example 3.3 – Bidder 1’s payoff function under bRO1 and
bEM1 when v1 “ 11.5.

Robust policies in more general settings with n ě 4 bidders and m ě 3 items with

heterogeneous click-through rates is more involved as one needs to examine closely

the relationship between m ě 3 worst-case payoff functions. However, robust policies

can be obtained in a similar fashion as in Proposition 3.3. Specifically, for all k PM ,

we compute the kth item’s worst-case payoff functions fkpxq and its corresponding

domain rlpkq, upk ´ 1qq. Next, we take the minimum of all these payoff functions to

get the overall worst-case payoff. Finally, we decide the robust policy by choosing

bRO1 that maximizes this worst-case payoff function.

3.4 Robust Bidding with Multiple Demand

We now consider the robust bidding problem (RO) in core-selecting auctions. We

assume that bidders in these auctions have multiple demand and report bids on

bundles of items. We start our analysis with a discussion of the incentive to misreport,

i.e., bidding different from true valuation, in core-selecting auctions. Bidder 1’s
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optimal bidding policies under perfect information are discussed next. Finally, we

study robust policies when bidder 1 has imperfect information of rivals’ bids.

3.4.1 Relationship between VCG and the Core

The relationship between VCG payoffs and the core provides us useful information

about whether bidders have incentive to misreport in core-selecting auctions. We say

VCG is in the core if VCG payoffs satisfies core constraints (3.3) or, equivalently,

the VCG payments satisfy core constraints (3.5). If VCG is in the core then it is the

unique bidder-optimal point in the core and no bidder has the incentive to misreport.8

A sufficient condition for VCG being in the core is the bidder-submodularity property

of the coalition value function wbp¨q, defined as follows.

Definition 3.1. The coalition value function wbp¨q is bidder-submodular if for all

j P N and all coalitions C and C 1 satisfying 0 P C Ď C 1, one has that wbpC Y tjuq ´

wbpCq ě wbpC
1 Y tjuq ´ wbpC

1q.

The bidder-submodularity property of coalition value function is closely related

to the submodularity and supermodularity properties of bid functions bjpSq. Thus,

it is useful to review these definitions.

Definition 3.2. A set function fp¨q : 2M Ñ R is said to be submodular if for every

S, S 1 ĎM with S Ď S 1 and every i PM we have that

fpS Y tiuq ´ fpSq ě fpS 1 Y tiuq ´ fpS 1q. (3.22)

Definition 3.3. A set function fp¨q : 2M Ñ R is said to be supermodular if for every

S, S 1 ĎM with S Ď S 1 and every i PM we have that

fpS Y tiuq ´ fpSq ď fpS 1 Y tiuq ´ fpS 1q. (3.23)

8 See Ausubel and Milgrom (2002).
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If bjp¨q is submodular for some j P N then bidder j’s reported valuation for having

an extra item i PM decreases as S increases. Therefore, all goods are substitutes for

bidder j (with respect to her reported valuation). Similarly, if bjp¨q is supermodular

then all goods are complements for bidder j (with respect to her reported valuation).

The following result establishes the relationship between the bidder-submodularity

property of coalition valuation and the submodularity property of bid functions.

Proposition 3.4 (Ausubel and Milgrom (2006)). If bjp¨q is a submodular set function

for all j P N , the corresponding coalition value function wbp¨q is bidder-submodular

and VCG is in the core.

Interestingly, if all bid functions are supermodular, the coalition value function is

also bidder-submodular and thus VCG is also in the core. The following proposition

establishes this result.

Proposition 3.5. If bjp¨q is a supermodular set function for all j P N , the cor-

responding coalition value function wbp¨q is bidder-submodular and VCG is in the

core.

When goods are substitutes, the marginal value of an extra bidder to a coalition

is the difference between that new bidder’s value for his assigned bundle and the

opportunity cost of the coalition for the bundle. Since this opportunity cost increases

with the coalition size under substitution, the marginal value of an extra bidder

decreases as coalition size increases, which is the definition for bidder-submodular.

When goods are complements, the marginal value of an extra bidder is the difference

between his valuation for all goods and the coalition valuation for all goods, if such

difference is positive. Thus, as the coalition size increases, the valuation of the

coalition for all goods increases so the marginal value of the extra bidder decreases,

which establishes the bidder-submodularity property of the coalition value function.
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As we can see, bidders have incentive to misreport only when there are goods that

are substitutes for some bidders and (possibly different) goods that are complements

for (possibly different) bidders. These results extend to imperfect information as

well.

Proposition 3.6. If the uncertainty set U´1 is such that for all b´1 P U´1 the

coalition value function wv1,b´1p¨q is bidder-submodular then truthful bidding is the

optimal solution of (RO).

Corollary 3.2. If v1 is submodular (supermodular) and tbjuj‰1 are submodular (su-

permodular) for all b´1 P U´1, then truthful reporting is the optimal robust policy.

3.4.2 Optimal Bidding Policies under Perfect Information

If bidder 1 has perfect information about rivals’ bids b´1, her VCG payoff is the

maximum payoff that she can achieve.9 There are multiple policies that bidder 1

can use to achieve such payoff. In the next proposition, we show one such policy,

which has direct generalization to imperfect information case.10 For convenience, we

assume a tie-breaking rule in which bidder 1 winning bundle S1, the bundle that

bidder 1 would win if she bids truthfully (hereafter referred to as truthful bundle), is

favored.

Proposition 3.7. The following policy is optimal for bidder 1:

bPI1 pSq “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

0 if S Ĺ S1

v1pS1q ´ π
V CG
1 if S1 Ď S ĹM

wb´1pNz1q if S “M

(3.24)

9 See Day and Milgrom (2008).

10 For other optimal policies under perfect information, see Day and Milgrom (2008) and Beck and
Ott (2013).
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Remark 3.1. Policy (3.24) is also optimal for bidder 1 even if she uses multiple

identities, also known as shills.11

Under policy (3.24), bidder 1 shades (underbids) her valuation on truthful bundle

S1 and on any other bundles that contain it, except the global bundle M . In addition,

she misreports her valuation for the global bundle and bids wvpNz1q for it. This

bidding policy has two main effects. First, it guarantees bidder 1 still wins bundle

S1 under the assumed tie-breaking rule. Second, by bidding high on the global

bundle, bidder 1 effectively inflates her demand for other bundles. As a result,

other bidders are forced to pay for the high opportunity cost they impose on bidder

1. Since a winner’s payment decreases if other winners’ payments increase under

a bidder-optimal payment rule, bidder 1 payment decreases. Notice that policy

(3.24) can be modified to accommodate for different tie-breaking rules. Specifically,

if bidder 1 winning bundle S1 is not favored, bidder 1 can change her bid for S where

S1 Ď S Ĺ M to b1pSq “ v1pS1q ´ πV CG1 ` ε for some ε ą 0 arbitrarily small. In such

case, bidder 1 still wins S1 and achieves a payoff that is arbitrarily close to her VCG

payoff.

We next show an existence result for perfect-information equilibria with non-

truthful bidding strategies. First, we introduce a notation to represent an achievable

payoff vector in core-selecting auctions.

Definition 3.4. For every valuation profile v, an imputation γ is a payoff vector that

satisfies the rationality constraint, the core constraint and the efficiency constraint.

In other words, the imputation γ satisfies

γ ě 0,
ÿ

jPC

γj ě wvpCq @C Ď N,
ÿ

jPN

γj “ wvpNq.

11 For more discussion on shill bidding in combinatorial auctions, see e.g., Ausubel and Milgrom
(2006)
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The following proposition establishes a perfect-information equilibrium result in core-

selecting auctions, assuming the tie-breaking rule is such that each bidder j winning

her truthful bundle Sj is favored. Notice that we can accommodate for other tie-

breaking rules and still obtain similar results by appropriately adding/subtracting

ε ą 0 to the bidding functions, as we did in Proposition 3.7.

Proposition 3.8. For a given valuation profile v, let γEQ be a corresponding imputa-

tion and let tSjujPN be the allocation when everyone reports truthfully. The following

bid profile

bjpSq “

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

0 if S Ĺ S1

vjpSjq ´ γ
EQ
j if S1 Ď S ĹM

γEQ0 if S “M

(3.25)

is a full information equilibrium profile. Furthermore, tSjujPN is an equilibrium

allocation and the equilibrium payoff is γEQ.

As we can see in Propostion 3.8, one can vary the imputation γEQ to obtain different

perfect-information equilibrium bidding profiles. The bidding policies in these pro-

files are in general non-truthful. In particular, they may include both underbidding

and overbidding.

To conclude this section, we show that when deviating from truthful bidding is

profitable, bidding truthfully is not even a locally optimal policy. In other words,

there is a reporting policy that is arbitrarily close to bidder 1’s true valuation that

ensures bidder 1 a higher payoff than her truthful payoff.

Proposition 3.9. Assume that the nearest-VCG payment rule is used. If bidder 1’s

truthful payoff is strictly less than her VCG payoff, then for any ε ą 0 there exists a

bidding policy bε1p¨q such that ‖v1´ b
ε
1‖2 ď ε and such that by reporting bε1p¨q bidder 1

gets a payoff that is larger than her truthful payoff.
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3.4.3 Single-minded Bidder

In this section, we consider the bidding problem of bidder 1 who has imperfect

information about her rivals’ bids. We assume that bidder 1 is single-minded, i.e.,

she has positive valuation if she wins a particular bundle S1 and zero valuation

otherwise:12

v1pSq “ a ą 0 if S Ě S1,

v1pSq “ 0 if S Ğ S1.
(3.26)

Let ξ be the maximum value over the uncertainty set U´1 of bidder 1’s VCG payment

if she wins S1, i.e.,

ξ “ max
b´1PU´1

wb´1pNz1,Mq ´ wb´1pNz1,MzS1q. (3.27)

If v1pS1q ď ξ then there exists b˚´1 P U´1 such that bidder 1 does not win S1 by bidding

truthfully. Bidder 1’s payoff is thus zero in that case. According to Proposition 3.7,

there exists an optimal bidding policy that yields the same allocation outcome for

bidder 1. Thus, given b˚´1, bidder 1’s payoff is still at most zero if she bids non-

truthfully. Therefore, zero is an upperbound on bidder 1’s worst-case payoff and

bidding zero is a trivial robust policy. Consequently, without loss of generality, we

assume throughout the remainder of our analysis in this section that v1pS1q ą ξ, i.e.,

bidder 1’s valuation for bundle S1 is high enough so that she always wins bundle

S1 by bidding truthfully, regardless of the realization of her rivals’ bids b´1 P U´1.

For convenience, we also assume a tie-breaking rule such that bidder 1 winning S1

is favored. Notice that this assumption does not affect our results, by similar reason

as in perfect-information case. The following proposition gives a robust policy for

bidder 1.

12 Here we assume free disposal, so bidder 1’s valuation for winning S Ľ S1 is the same with her
valuation for winning S1
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Proposition 3.10. If bidder 1 is single-minded and v1pS1q ą ξ then a robust policy

for bidder 1 is

bRO1 pSq “ ξ, if S1 Ď S ĹM,

bRO1 pMq “ ξ ` min
b´1PU´1

wb´1pNz1,MzS1q,

bRO1 pSq “ 0, otherwise.

(3.28)

The optimal worst-case payoff is πMAXMIN
1 “ v1pS1q ´ ξ.

Remark 3.2. Policy (3.28) is not uniquely optimal. For example, if b1pMq is any

value in the interval r0, ξ` min
b´1PU´1

wb´1pNz1,MzS1qs, then the resulting policy is also

optimal. However, bidding a higher value of b1pMq weakly increases the payoff of

bidder 1 for any realization of b´1 P U´1, since it would increase the payment of other

bidders and thus reduce bidder 1’s payment.

L\L\G Valuation Structure

We analyze the performance of robust policy given by Proposition 3.10 in an auction

with n “ 3 bidders and m “ 2 identical items. In particular, we consider the Local-

Local-Global (L\L\G) valuation structure in which bidder 1 is a local bidder who is

interested in only one item while bidders 2 and 3 are local and global bidders who

are interested in winning one and two items, respectively.13 Table 3.2 summarizes

notation: a, b, c are problem parameters while x and y are decision variables. Note

that in this particular section, we abuse the notation and use b to refer to bidder 2’s

bid on one and two items, rather than the bid profile of all bidders.

We consider the simple box-type uncertainty set:

U´1 “ tpb2, b3q | b̄´ εb ď b ď b̄` εb, c̄´ εc ď c ď c̄` εcu,

13 Similar valuation structure has been used in equilibrium analysis of core-selecting auctions (e.g.,
Goeree and Lien, 2016)
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Table 3.2: Bidder valuations under the L\L\G valuation structure.

# items v1 b1 b2 b3

1 a x b 0
2 a y b c

where εb ă b̄ and εc ă c̄. Notice that in this setting the coalition value function

wv1,b´1p¨q need not to be bidder-submodular. Bidder 1’s worst-case VCG payment

defined in (3.27) in this case is simply ξ “ maxb´1PU´1pc´bq
`. If ξ ă a then according

to Proposition 3.10, the robust bidding policy is

px˚, y˚q “ pξ, ξ ` b̄´ εbq (3.29)

Remark 3.3. Given the nearest-VCG payment rule, bidder 1’s payoff under robust

policy (3.29) is greater than her payoff under truthful bidding for any realization of

b´1 in U´1.

Next, we provide concrete numerical examples to further illustrate the perfor-

mance of robust bidding policy within the L\L\G structure.

Example 3.4. Consider a core-selecting auction with n “ 3 bidders and m “ 2

items. Bidders have L\L\G valuation structure (see Table 3.2). Let v1 “ p10, 10q,

and U´1 “ tpb2, b3q | 7 ď b ď 13, 7 ď c ď 13u. According to Proposition 3.10, a

robust bidding policy is bRO,11 “ p6, 13q. However, as noted earlier in Remark 3.2,

bidding any value of y P r6, 13s will not change the worst-case payoff, so policy such

as bRO,21 “ p6, 6q also yields the same worst-case payoff. For a concrete example

of rivals’ bids defined by b “ 10 and c “ 10, perfect-information policy (3.24) is

bPI1 “ p0, 10q.

Figure 3.10 shows a comparison of bidder 1’s payoffs under robust policy bRO,11 “

p6, 13q and truthful policy bTR1 “ p10, 10q. We can see that for any realization of

b1 P U´1, bidder 1 receives a larger payoff by bidding according to robust policy bRO,11
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instead of reporting her true valuation. This agrees with our earlier observation in

Remark 3.3.

Figure 3.11 shows a comparison of robust policies bRO,11 and bRO,21 . Note that in

this case the worst-case realization of the rivals’ bids is b “ 7 an c “ 13, i.e., bidder

2 bids lowest and bidder 3 bids highest. Both policies bRO,11 and bRO,21 yield the same

worst-case payoff. However, policy bRO,11 gives larger payoff at other realizations of

b´1 in the uncertainty set since bidder 1 bids higher on the global bundle in this

policy (recall Remark 3.2).

In Figure 3.12, we show a comparison between robust policy bRO,11 and perfect-

information policy bPI1 . Under bPI1 , if bidder 2 and 3 bid such that b ě c and b ě 10,

then bidder 1 and 2 win an item each. Since bidder 1 bids zero for one item, bidder

2 has to incur the entire payment burden and bidder 1 is a free rider. Thus, bidder

1 extracts the entire surplus and obtains maximum payoff in this case. However, by

bidding bPI1 , bidder 1 also faces the risks of winning the unnecessary extra item or

not winning any item. Specifically, if bidder 2 and 3 bid b ă c and c ě 10, then

bidder 3 wins both items and bidder 1 receives zero payoff. Similarly, if bidder 2

and 3 bid b ă 10 and c ă 10 then bidder 1 wins both item and pays a high payment

p1 “ maxpb, cq. In both cases, bidder 1’s payoff is reduced significantly. Robust policy

bRO,11 avoids these risks by ensuring that bidder 1 always wins an item, regardless of

how much bidder 2 and 3 bid.

Remark 3.4. In Example 3.4, if bidder 1 uses a perfect-information optimal policy

(3.24) with respect to the worst-case rivals’ bids b “ 7 and c “ 13 then she will

recover robust policy bRO,11 “ p6, 13q. This is because in the single-minded setting,

minimax equality (3.13) holds.

Example 3.5. Consider a core-selecting auction with similar settings as in Example

3.4. However, in this case, we allow bidder 1’s valuation to vary and compare bidder
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of Example 3.4 – Comparison of bidder 1’s payoffs under
robust policy bRO,11 “ p6, 13q and truthful policy bTR1 “ p10, 10q.
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Figure 3.11: Illustration of Example 3.4 – Comparison of bidder 1’s payoffs under
robust policies bRO,11 “ p6, 13q and bRO,21 “ p6, 6q.

1’s payoff under robust policy (3.29) to her payoff under an expected-payoff maxi-

mizing policy. To compute the later, we consider the case where bidder 1 has a belief

that her rivals’ bids are such that b and c are independent and the corresponding

probability density functions are:
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Figure 3.12: Illustration of Example 3.4 – Comparison of bidder 1’s payoffs under
robust policy bRO,11 “ p6, 13q and perfect-information policy bPI1 “ p0, 10q.

fbpbq “

"

1
18
pb´ 7q if 7 ď b ď 13

0 otherwise
(3.30)

and

fcpcq “

"

1
18
p13´ cq if 7 ď c ď 13

0 otherwise.
(3.31)

Note that if b and c are uniformly distributed then it turns out that bidder 1’s

expected-payoff maximizing policy is the same with her robust policy (3.29) and the

comparison is trivial. Thus, for illustration purpose, we consider the distributions fb

and fc instead.

When v1 “ p4, 4q, bidder 1’s robust policy and expected-payoff maximizing poli-

cies are bRO1 “ bEM1 “ p0, 0q. Thus, bidder 1’s payoff is the same under the two

policies. When v1 “ p10, 10q, we have bRO1 “ p6, 13q and bEM1 “ p4, 12q (see Ap-

pendix B.2 for details). Notice that fb is increasing in b for b P r7, 13s and fc is

decreasing in c for c P r7, 13s, so under these distributional assumptions, bidder 2

are more likely to bid high and bidder 3 are more likely to bid low, relative to the
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support ranges given by U´1. As a result, under bEM1 , bidder 1 bids low for one item

in anticipation that she would win one item with high probability and pay less as a

result of her low bid. However, this policy exposes her to the risks of not winning

any item or winning both items. Figure 3.13 shows a comparison of bidder 1’s payoff

under bRO1 and bEM1 when v1 “ p10, 10q. As we can see, bidder 1’s payoff under

bRO1 is significantly greater than her payoff under bEM1 at realizations of rivals’ bids

in U´1 such that bidder 1 wins both items or does not win any items by bidding

bEM1 . Figure 3.14 shows a comparison of bidder 1’s payoff under bRO1 and bEM1 when

v1 “ p20, 20q. Similar observations can be made regarding the payoff functions under

the two policies. Note that bRO1 is the same as in the case of v1 “ p10, 10q since the

policy only depends on parameters of U´1 as long as a ą ξ. On the other hand,

bEM1 “ p3, 11q when v1 “ p20, 20q, i.e., bidder 1 shades more on her bids compared

to the case of v1 “ p10, 10q.
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Figure 3.13: Illustration of Example 3.5 – Comparison of bidder 1’s payoffs under
robust policy bRO,11 “ p6, 13q and expected-payoff maximizing policy bEM1 “ p4, 12q
when v1 “ p10, 10q.
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Figure 3.14: Illustration of Example 3.5 – Comparison of bidder 1’s payoffs under
robust policy bRO,11 “ p6, 13q and expected-payoff maximizing policy bEM1 “ p3, 11q
when v1 “ p20, 20q.

3.4.4 Double-minded Bidder

We now extend our analysis to the case where bidder 1 is double-minded, i.e., she

has positive valuation for two bundles. In particular, we assume that bidder 1 is

interested in two bundles S1 and S2 where H Ĺ S1 Ĺ S2 ĎM :

v1pSq “ a ą 0 if S1 Ď S Ĺ S2,

v1pSq “ a1 ě a if S2 Ď S,

v1pSq “ 0 otherwise.

(3.32)

Let

ξ1 “ max
b´1PU´1

`

wb´1pNz1,Mq ´ wb´1pNz1,MzS1q
˘

(3.33)

and

ξ2 “ max
b´1PU´1

`

wb´1pNz1,Mq ´ wb´1pNz1,MzS2q
˘

(3.34)

be the maximum values of bidder 1’s VCG payment over the uncertainty set U´1

when she wins bundle S1 and S2, respectively. As in the single-minded bidder case,
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if v1pS1q ă ξ1 then bidder 1’s worst-case payoff is bounded above by zero, so bidding

zero is a robust policy. Thus, without loss of generality, we assume that v1pS1q ě ξ1,

i.e., bidder 1’s valuation for S1 is high enough so that she always wins either S1 or

S2 under truthful reporting.

A bundle is said to be the unique truthful allocation for bidder 1 if by bidding

truthfully bidder 1 always wins that bundle regardless of the realization of her rivals’

bids in the uncertainty set. The following proposition shows robust policies for bidder

1 if either S1 or S2 is her unique truthful allocation.

Proposition 3.11. Let bidder 1 be double-minded with 0 ă ξ1 ă v1pS1q ď v1pS2q:

(a) If S1 is bidder 1’s unique truthful allocation then a robust policy is

bRO1 pSq “ ξ1 if S1 Ď S ĹM,

bRO1 pMq “ ξ1 ` min
b´1PU´1

wb´1pNz1,MzS1q,

bRO1 pSq “ 0 otherwise.

(3.35)

The optimal worst-case payoff is πMAXMIN
1 “ v1pS1q ´ ξ1.

(b) If S2 is bidder 1’s unique truthful allocation then a robust policy is

bRO1 pSq “ ξ2 if S2 Ď S ĹM,

bRO1 pMq “ ξ2 ` min
b´1PU´1

wb´1pNz1,MzS2q,

bRO1 pSq “ 0 otherwise.

(3.36)

The optimal worst-case payoff is πMAXMIN
1 “ v1pS2q ´ ξ2.

Remark 3.5. Note that robust policies (3.35) and (3.36) are similar to robust pol-

icy (3.28) in the single-minded case. In fact, results from Proposition 3.11 can be

extended to the case where bidder 1 has positive valuation for a collection of bundles
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tSku
K
k“1 that satisfies H Ĺ S1 Ĺ S2 Ĺ . . . Ĺ SK . In such case, if Sk is the unique

truthful allocation for bidder 1 then a robust policy is

bRO1 pSq “ ξk if Sk Ď S ĹM

bRO1 pMq “ ξk ` min
b´1PU´1

wb´1pNz1,MzSkq

bRO1 pSq “ 0 otherwise.

We now examine the case where neither S1 nor S2 is the unique truthful allocation

of bidder 1. For analytical tractability, we study this situation in an example auction

setting similar to that of the single-minded case.

LG\L\G Valuation Structure

Consider a core-selecting auction with n “ 3 bidders and m “ 2 homogeneous items.

We extend the setting of Section 3.4.3 by making bidder 1 double-minded, i.e., bidder

1 is now interested in winning either one or two items. We call this valuation structure

the LG\L\G structure. Table 3.3 summarizes the notation for this case (notice that

bidder 1’s valuation for both items is now a1 ě a instead of just a as in the L\L\G

case).

Table 3.3: Bidder valuations under the LG\L\G valuation structure.

# items v1 b1 b2 b3

1 a x b 0
2 a1 y b c

The quantities ξ1 and ξ2 defined in (3.33) and (3.34) specialized for this case are:

ξ1 “ max
b´1PU´1

pc´ bq`,

ξ2 “ max
b´1PU´1

maxpb, cq.

.
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We assume that ξ1 ă a, so bidder 1 wins either one or two items under truthful

bidding. According to Proposition 3.11, if a1 ď a ` b̄ ´ εb then since winning one

item is the unique truthful allocation for bidder 1, her robust bidding policy is

bRO1 “ pξ1, ξ1` b̄´ εbq. Similarly, if a` b̄` εb ă a1 then winning both items is bidder

1’s unique truthful allocation. As a result, her robust bidding policy is bRO1 “ p0, ξ2q.

The optimal worst-case payoff is thus πMAXMIN
1 “ a ´ ξ1 if a1 ď a ` b̄ ´ εb and

πMAXMIN
1 “ a1 ´ ξ2 if a` b̄` εb ă a1.

Now consider the case when a1 P pa ` b̄ ´ εb, a ` b̄ ` εbs. In this case, bidder 1

can win either one item or both items under truthful bidding. To find the robust

bidding policy for bidder 1, we first restrict our policy space to the set U 11 “ tpx, yq P

R2
` | x “ ξ1, y ě xu. We will show that by choosing the optimal value for y in this

reduced policy space U 11, bidder 1 can obtain the highest possible worst-case payoff

given by minimax inequality, so such policy is also optimal in the original policy

space U1 “ R2
`.

For any px, yq P U 11, let πWO,1
1 pyq and πWO,2

1 pyq be the worst-case payoff function

when bidder 1 bids px, yq and wins one and two items, respectively. We have

inf
b´1PU 1´1

π1pb1, b´1q “ min
´

πWO,1
1 pyq, πWO,2

1 pyq
¯

The following lemma provides some properties of πWO,1
1 pyq and πWO,2

1 pyq.

Lemma 3.2. The worst-case payoff functions πWO,1
1 pyq and πWO,2

1 pyq satisfy:

(a) πWO,1
1 pyq is piece-wise linear and increasing in y. Furthermore,

πWO,1
1 pyq “ a if y ě ξ1 ` c̄` εc.

(b) πWO,2
1 pyq is piece-wise linear and decreasing in y. Furthermore,

πWO,2
1 pyq “ a1 ´ c̄´ εc if y ď ξ1 ` c̄` εc.
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In the next lemma, we show the relationship between these worst-case payoff

functions and bidders’ valuations.

Lemma 3.3. We have:

(a) πWO,2
1 pξ1 ` b̄´ εbq ď πWO,1

1 pξ1 ` b̄´ εbq if and only if a1 ď a` b̄´ εb,

(b) πWO,2
1 pξ1 ` b̄` εbq ď πWO,1

1 pξ1 ` b̄` εbq if and only if a1 ď a` b̄` εb.

Figure 3.15 shows these worst-case payoff function under different valuation scenarios.

When either winning one item or winning two items is the unique truthful allocation

for bidder 1, the worst-case payoff function corresponding to that unique allocation

dominates the other (Figures 3.15a and 3.15b). When this is not the case, the two

worst-case payoff functions intersect (Figures 3.15c and 3.15d).

We now characterize of the robust bidding policy under the LG\L\G setting when

a1 P pa` b̄´ εb, a` b̄` εbs.

Proposition 3.12. Consider LG\L\G setting. If a1 P pa ` b̄ ´ εb, a ` b̄ ` εbs then

a robust bidding policy for bidder 1 is bRO1 “ px˚, y˚q with x˚ “ ξ1 and y˚ is a

solution of the equation πWO,1
1 pyq “ πWO,2

1 pyq. The worst-case payoff is πMAXMIN
1 “

minpa, a1 ´ c̄´ εcq.

Remark 3.6. It turns out that in this LG\L\G setting bidding truthfully is also a

robust policy as long as there exists b´1 P U´1 such that bidder 1 wins the global

bundle under truthful bidding, i.e., a ` b̄ ´ εb ă a1 (see Appendix B.2). This may

not be true in general when S2 is not the global bundle.

3.4.5 Beyond Double-minded Bidders: the Role of Minimax Equality

Demonstrating that the minimax equality (3.13) holds was central to our establishing

of a robust bidding policy for the double-minded bidder (Proposition 3.12). Thus,
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Figure 3.15: Worst-case payoff functions in different cases under LG\L\G setting.
(a) a1 ď a ` b̄ ´ εb, winning one item always yields better worst-case payoff. (b)
a` b̄` εb ă a1, winning two items always yields better worst-case payoff. (c) and (d)
a` b̄´ εb ă a1 ď a` b̄` εb, two worst-case payoff functions intersects.

identifying other settings in which minimax equality (3.13) holds would indicate a

possibility for our approach to yield a robust bidding policy in such settings. For

example, note that if there exists a unique truthful allocation for bidder 1, one

can readily obtain minimax equality (3.13). Indeed, when there is a unique truthful

allocation, bidder 1’s ex post optimal policy is to bid the minimal amount to win this

allocation. Since there is only one allocation outcome for the bidder, the resulting

worst-case payoff is the same with that of robust bidding policies, so minimax equality

(3.13) must hold. The following proposition summarizes this for the three auction

formats we analyzed.

Proposition 3.13. Minimax equality (3.13) holds in:

(a) Discriminatory auctions,

(b) GSP auctions with identical click-through-rates,
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(c) Core-selecting auctions with single-minded bidders.

In contrast, when bidder 1 receives different allocations for different realizations

of rivals’ bids in the uncertainty set under truthful bidding, minimax equality (3.13)

may not hold due to the non-convexity of level sets associated with bidder 1’s payoff

functions. We next show that Sion’s (1958) level-set based sufficient conditions for

the minimax equality might not hold. Specifically, for any λ P R, the lower level set

and upper level set of fpx, yq are defined as follows:

LEpx, λq “ ty : y P Y, fpx, yq ď λu,

GEpλ, yq “ tx : x P X, fpx, yq ě λu.

Let X be a convex subset of a linear topological space, Y be a compact convex subset

of a linear topological space, and f : XˆY Ñ R be upper semicontinuous on X and

lower semicontinuous on Y . Suppose that

GEpλ, yq is convex for all y P Y and λ P R, (3.37)

and,

LEpx, λq is convex for all x P Xand λ P R. (3.38)

Then we have Sion (1958):

min
Y

sup
X

f “ sup
X

min
Y

f. (3.39)

The following example shows that condition (3.37) on the convexity of upper

level sets in b1 of bidder 1’s payoff function π1pb1, b´1q is violated in a core-selecting

auction with multiple demand settings.

Example 3.6. Consider a core-selecting auction with n “ 3 bidders and m “ 3

homogeneous items. Bidder 1’s valuation vector is v1 “ p5, 15, 16.5q, bidder 2’s bid

vector is b2 “ p5, 8.5, 14.5q and bidder 3’s bid vector is b3 “ p3, 6, 12q. Figure 3.16
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shows the upper level set in b1 of bidder 1’s payoff function π1pb1, b´1q corresponding

to level λ “ 1. In this case, the upper level set is not connected, so condition (3.37)

is violated.

Figure 3.16: Illustration of Example 3.6: Non-convexity of the upper level set of
in b1 of π1pb1, b´1q with λ “ 1.

Note that the non-convexity of level sets of the bidder’s payoff function does not

exclude the possibility of minimax equality (3.13) holding. However, in the next

example, we show that minimax equality (3.13) does not hold in a core-selecting

auction where bidder 1 is triple-minded. (Recall that the bidder is triple minded if

she has three distinct positive valuations vpS1q ă vpS2q ă vpS3q for some bundles

S1 Ă S2 Ă S3.)

Example 3.7. Consider a core-selecting auction with n “ 3 bidders and m “ 3

homogeneous items. Bidder 1 has valuation for one, two and three items. Bidder 2
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has valuation for one and two items, but does not have an extra value for winning the

third item. Bidder 3 is only interested in winning all items and has zero valuation

for either one or two items. Table 3.4 summarizes the bidder valuation structure.

Table 3.4: Bidder valuations, Example 3.7.

# items v1 b1 b2 b3

1 a x b 0
2 a1 y c 0
3 a2 z c d

We assume that the uncertainty set U´1 is of box-type and is given by:

U´1 “ tpb2, b3q | b̄´ εb ď b ď b̄` εb, c̄´ εc ď c ď c̄` εc, d̄´ εd ď d ď d̄` εdu.

The numerical values we consider here are v1 “ pa, a1, a2q “ p7, 13, 13.4q, b̄´1 “

pb̄, c̄, d̄q “ p4, 8, 10q1, ε “ pεb, εc, εdq “ 0.23 b̄´1. It is straightforward to establish that,

with these parameters, bidder 1 is guaranteed to win at least one item if she bids her

true valuations (and consequently bidder 3 never wins). Bidder 1’s worst-case profit

functions corresponding to winning one, two and three items, respectively, are:

πWO,1
1 px, y, zq “ min

ˆ

a, a´
1

2
x´ d̄´ εd `

1

2
c˚px, y, zq `

1

2
maxpd̄` εd, zq

˙

,

πWO,2
1 px, y, zq “ min

ˆ

a1, a1 ´ d̄´ εd `
1

2
b˚px, y, zq ´

1

2
y `

1

2
maxpd̄` εd, zq

˙

,

πWO,3
1 px, y, zq “ a2 ´ d̄´ εd,

where b˚ and c˚ are given by:

b˚px, y, zq “ maxpb̄´ εb, x` c̄´ εc ´ y, z ´ yq,

c˚px, y, zq “ maxpc̄´ εc,maxpy ` b̄´ εb ´ x, z ´ xq.

The feasible region for πWO,i
1 px, y, zq is U piq1 , for i P t1, 2, 3u. These feasible regions
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are given by:

U p1q1 “ tpx, y, zq P R3
` | x ě d̄´ c̄` εc ` εd,

x` c̄` εc ´ b̄` εb ě y, x` c̄` εc ě zu,

U p2q1 “ tpx, y, zq P R3
` | x ě d̄´ c̄` εc ` εd,

y ě x` c̄´ εc ´ b̄´ εb, y ě z ´ b̄´ εbu,

U
p3q
1 “ tpx, y, zq P R3

` | x ě d̄´ c̄` εc ` εd,

z ě x` c̄´ εc, z ě y ` b̄´ εbu.

Similar to the case of a double-minded bidder (Section 3.4.4), in order to find the

robust policy, it is sufficient for bidder 1 to fix x at x˚ “ d̄ ´ c̄ ` εc ` εd so that

she wins at least one item regardless of the realization of rivals’ bids b´1 P U´1,

and then optimize over y and z. Figure 3.17 shows πWO,1
1 px, y, zq, πWO,2

1 px, y, zq

and πWO,3
1 px, y, zq when x “ x˚. We establish (by enumeration) that an optimal

robust policy is bRO1 “ px˚, y˚, z˚q “ p6.14, 12.5, 15.5q, which is at the intersection

of πWO,1
1 px, y, zq and πWO,2

1 px, y, zq. The worst-case payoff corresponding to this

robust policy is πMAXMIN
1 “ 3.765. Note that πWO,1

1 px, y, zq and πWO,3
1 px, y, zq also

intersect, but the resulting bidding policies are sub-optimal. We also have that

πMAXMIN
1 “ 3.765 ă 3.78 “ πMINMAX

1 , so minimax equality (3.13) does not hold.

Example 3.7 illustrates the limitations of the approach used to establish robust

policies for double-minded bidders (Proposition 3.12). We have shown in the setting

of double minded bidders that minimax equality (3.13) could be used to prove the

optimality of robust bidding policies. Nevertheless, as established in Example 3.7,

the equality may not hold in more general settings. Thus, finding robust bidding

policies might not just be computationally challenging but would also require a new

analytical approach that is different from the one presented here.
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Figure 3.17: Illustration of Example 3.7: Worst-case payoff functions correspond-
ing to winning one, two and three items.

3.5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we study the bidding problem of an auction bidder who has imperfect

information of rivals’ bids and wants to maximize her worst-case payoff. We model

bidder’s information about rivals’ bids via an uncertainty set: every point of the

uncertainty set is a possible realization of rivals’ bids. The bidder’s objective is to

maximize her worst-case payoff with respect to this uncertainty set. The focus on

the worst-case payoff objective requires a different approach from the expected-payoff

maximizing bidder models that are prevalent in the auctions literature. Furthermore,

unlike those models, our setting allows for distribution-free analysis.

One of the main challenges with our robust optimization approach to the bidding

problem is the computational tractability. Our analysis indicates that solving a ro-

bust bidding problem involves maximizing a non-concave, discontinuous worst-case
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profit function. When the profit function is multi-dimensional, finding the robust

bidding policy could be a challenging task. Nevertheless, our analysis provides some

insights that could apply when devising optimal or heuristic biding policies to maxi-

mize worst-case payoff in other auction settings. For one simple example, if there is a

unique favorable allocation outcome for the bidder, i.e., one that yields better payoff

for the bidder than other allocation outcomes regardless of rivals’ bids realization,

our results readily apply to quite general settings: bidder’s robust policy is to bid

the minimal amount that ensures winning such allocation. If there is no such fa-

vorable allocation outcome, which may happen in settings with heterogeneous items

and/or multiple demand, robust bidding policies correspond to the intersections of

allocation-specific worst-case payoff functions. The search for optimal bids would

then be restricted to bids at the intersections of those worst-case payoff functions.

When dealing with multiple demand settings, to overcome the computational chal-

lenge of searching over high-dimensional policy spaces, one could employ variable

reduction techniques and restrict the attention to only bids on bundles of interest

– e.g., bundles with positive valuations, bundles demanded by competitors, or the

global bundle.

Finally, note that in settings we considered, minimax equality (3.13) holding

was important for establishing the existence of and providing descriptions of robust

bidding policies. Hence, understanding of the settings in which minimax equality

holds could be useful in finding optimal solutions to the robust bidding problem.

Similarly, in settings in which minimax equality fails to hold, one needs to be aware of

difficulties of finding and establishing such optimal robust policies, as demonstrated

in the case of multiple demand core-selecting auctions.
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4

Economic Order Quantity with Model Uncertainty
and Business Interruption Insurance

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Background and Overview

Business interruption (BI) insurance offers substantial value to supply chain firms

that face natural and man-made disaster risks. In this context, insurers typically

offer a menu of contracts to supply chain customers to differentiate them according

to their risk profiles. The judicious design of these insurance contracts significantly

influences insurers’ profits. For example, due to recent occurrences of catastrophic

events such as the 2011 flood in Thailand, the 2011 earthquake in Japan and the

2013 explosion in Tianjin port, China, insurance companies suffered significant losses

of billions of dollars in claims related to physical damage and business interruption

(AGCS, 2015). As a result, insurers need to carefully design their products to remain

competitive in the market.

Motivated by the above applications, we consider the dynamic pricing problem

This chapter is based on joint work with Bora Keskin.
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of a monopolistic insurer who sells a business interruption insurance product over a

planning horizon of N decision epochs. In each decision epoch, the insurer serves a

customer who faces an Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) model with disruption risks.

Each potential customer has a “type” that corresponds to the degree of financial loss

the customer incurs due to disruption, and the customer types are unobservable to

the insurer. Hence, the insurer employs vertical differentiation by providing a menu of

contracts with different coverage levels. Regarding model uncertainty in this context,

we consider two settings of learning: (a) the insurer is uncertain about the probability

of disruption of a shipment; and (b) the insurer is uncertain about the distribution of

customer’s type. We provide a Bayesian formulation of the learning problem for each

of these settings. Using this formulation, we analyze the performance of a myopic

Bayesian policy (MBP) and one of its variants in terms of regret, i.e., the profit loss

relative to a clairvoyant who knows the underlying value of uncertain parameters.

Our paper provides several contributions to the literature on dynamic pricing with

model uncertainty. In particular, we show that the MBP performs well when learning

the probability of disruption. The insurer’s belief about this unknown probability

of disruption converges to the true hypothesis at an exponential rate, regardless of

the presence of information asymmetry. As a result, the regret under the MBP is

bounded by a constant. With regard to learning the distribution of customer’s type,

we show that under a variant of the MBP that guarantees separability of contracts

in every decision epoch, the insurer’s belief also converges to the true hypothesis at

an exponential rate and her regret is bounded by a constant.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 4.2 describes the basic model

elements and assumptions. Section 4.3 follows with the analysis of the learning

problems. In particular, Section 4.3.2 analyzes the performance of the MBP in the

problem of learning about the probability of disruption, while Section 4.3.3 analyzes

the performance of a variant of the MBP in the problem of learning about the
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distribution of customer’s type. Section 4.4 concludes with some managerial insights.

All proofs are presented in the Appendix.

4.1.2 Related Literature

In the operations management literature, the trade-off between learning and earning

has been extensively studied in the context of dynamic pricing with demand model

uncertainty (Lobo and Boyd, 2003; Araman and Caldentey, 2009; Besbes and Zeevi,

2009; Farias and Van Roy, 2010; Harrison et al., 2012; Broder and Rusmevichientong,

2012; den Boer and Zwart, 2013; Keskin and Zeevi, 2014; Wang et al., 2014). In these

studies, a customer’s decision is simply whether to accept or reject an offered price.

In our paper, the learning-and-earning trade-off is analyzed in the context of vertical

product differentiation. Due to information asymmetry, the insurer wants to offer a

menu of contracts to maximize her single-period expected profit. Keskin and Birge

(2016) recently studied the learning-and-earning trade-off in a similar setting. They

considered the case where the decision maker is uncertain about her production cost

and learns about it by observing the customer’s purchasing decisions and the realized

costs. In our study, we consider the EOQ model with stochastic lead time and the

application of BI insurance to this model.

Information asymmetry has been a focus of attention in the economic litera-

ture (Stiglitz, 1977; Mussa and Rosen, 1978; Myerson, 1982; Guesnerie and Laffont,

1984; Maskin and Riley, 1984; Matthews and Moore, 1987; Page, 1992; Jullien, 2000;

Nöldeke and Samuelson, 2007; Winter, 2000; Hellwig, 2010; Chade and Schlee, 2012).

In our paper, we study this subject in the specific context of EOQ model with BI

insurance. Noting the empirical evidence of information asymmetry in the BI insur-

ance market (Adachi et al., 2016), we model the insurer’s decision problem in each

decision epoch in the presence of information asymmetry as a mechanism design

problem. While the study of the insurer’s decision problem is in a dynamic setting,
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we focus on the performance of a class of myopic policies under which the insurer

solves a mechanism design problem in each decision epoch to maximize her profit

in that epoch only. For analyses of optimal dynamic mechanisms, see Belloni et al.

(2016) and the references therein.

Our paper also contributes to the growing literature at the interface between oper-

ations and finance. Studies in this literature analyze the use of financial instruments

in hedging against operational risks, or the use of operational flexibility in hedging

against financial risks (Ding et al., 2007; Gaur and Seshadri, 2005; Caldentey and

Haugh, 2006; Oum et al., 2006; Caldentey and Haugh, 2009; Chod et al., 2010; Dong

and Tomlin, 2012; Kouvelis et al., 2013; Dong et al., 2015; Serpa and Krishnan, 2016;

Iancu et al., 2016). Similar to Dong and Tomlin (2012) and Dong et al. (2015), we

study the interplay between inventory management and BI insurance in the pres-

ence of model uncertainty. As stated earlier, we adopt the economic order quantity

(EOQ) framework to model inventory management (Liberatore, 1979; Sphicas, 1982;

Sphicas and Nasri, 1984; Schmitt et al., 2010).

4.2 Problem Formulation and Preliminaries

4.2.1 Basic Model Elements

Consider a monopolistic insurer who offers a single BI product for sale to a collection

of supply chain firms, hereafter called the customers, who sequentially arrive and

decide on their insurance contracts and inventory policies over a planning horizon

of N decision epochs. As will be explained in detail in Section 4.2.2, each customer

manages her inventory via the EOQ framework. In this framework, an inventory

policy is specified by a tuple pt, qq, where t is the time difference between order time

and arrival time, and q is the length of demand interval satisfied by an order. Let

ρ be the probability of a shipment being disrupted and X be a Bernoulli random

variable with parameter ρ so that X “ 1 if there is a disruption for a shipment and
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X “ 0 otherwise. There are In selling seasons corresponding to In shipments within

each decision epoch n. Let Xin be a Bernoulli random variable with parameter ρ so

that Xin “ 1 if the shipment in selling season i of decision epoch n is disrupted. We

use TCpt, q, β, T, γ,Xq to denote the total cost of a shipment, where t and q denote

the parameters of the customer’s inventory policy, β is the customer’s disruption

penalty coefficient (which will be explained in Section 4.2.2), pT, γq is the customer’s

contract choice, and X indicates whether a disruption happens or not. We assume

that In is sufficiently large for n P t1, 2, . . . , Nu so that the customer’s average cost

in decision epoch n is approximated by:

1

In

In
ÿ

i“1

TCpt, q, β, T, γ,Xinq « EXrTCpt, q, β, T, γ,Xqs. (4.1)

At the beginning of a decision epoch n P t1, 2, . . . , Nu, the insurer offers a menu of

contracts Γn from which the arriving customer can choose an option (or not choose

any at all). A collection Γ “ pΓ1,Γ2, . . . ,ΓNq of menus of contracts is called a

policy. There are two types of customers: low (L) type and high (H ) type. Each

customer type s P tL,Hu is associated with a disruption penalty coefficient βs, which

represents the customer’s financial risk level with respect to a disruption. We assume

that βL ă βH , so low type customers suffer smaller financial loss compared to high

type customers. The customers’ disruption penalty coefficient β can be different for

different decision epochs, with φ P r0, 1s being the probability that β “ βH . For each

decision epoch n, the insurer wants to offer a contract for each type of customer, so

that the menu of contracts Γn is a tuple tpTLn, γLnq, pTHn, γHnqu with TLn, THn being

the premiums and γLn, γHn being the coverage parameters for low type customers

and high type customers, respectively. We refer to a tuple pT, γq as a γ-type contract.

The BI insurance contract offered is in the form of co-insurance, so that the quality

γ of a BI contract is represented by the non-coverage percentage specified under that
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contract. In other words, 1´γ is the fraction of income loss (defined in Section 4.2.2)

reimbursed by the insurer when a disruption happens. A high value of γ corresponds

to a low quality contract, and vice versa. The insurer selects contract quality γ in

the range rγ, γ̄s, where 0 ď γ ă γ̄ ď 1. If TLn “ THn and γLn “ γHn then we say Γn

is pooling, otherwise we say it is separating.

The insurer may not know the exact value of ρ but has an estimate ρ̂ for it.

Let X̂ be a Bernoulli random variable with parameter ρ̂. Given a value of ρ̂ and a

menu of contracts Γ “ tpTL, γLq, pTH , γHqu, a customer’s optimal inventory policy

and contract choice can be determined by solving the problem CPpρ̂,Γq given by:

min
s,t,q

EX̂rTCpt, q, β, Ts, γs, X̂qs (4.2)

s.t. s P t0, L,Hu, pt, qq P R,

where s “ 0 means the customer does not choose any insurance contract, with the

convention that T0 “ 0 and γ0 “ 1, i.e., pT0, γ0q is a dummy contract with zero

premium and insurance coverage. The set R Ă R2
` is a feasible region for pt, qq.

Section 4.2.2 provides a detailed description of this feasible region. For a particular

decision epoch, if a BI contract is selected, it is effective for all selling seasons within

that decision epoch. Similarly, once chosen, a customer’s optimal inventory policy

remains fixed throughout the entire decision epoch.

We use IPpρ̂, φ̂q to denote the insurer’s single-period decision problem of design-

ing a menu of contracts, where ρ̂ and φ̂ are estimates of the actual probabilities ρ

and φ, respectively. A detailed description of IPpρ̂, φ̂q is given in Section 4.2.2. The

sequence of events for each decision epoch n is as follows. Nature chooses the cus-

tomer’s type β P tβL, βHu with φ being the probability that β “ βH . The value of

β is observed by the customer, but not the insurer. The insurer estimates ρ using ρ̂

and φ using φ̂. The value of ρ̂ is known to the customer. The insurer solves IPpρ̂, φ̂q

to find the optimal menu of contracts Γn that maximizes her expected profit for the
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current decision epoch. The customer observes Γn and solves the problem CPpρ̂,Γnq

for optimal contract choice and inventory policy. The chosen contract and inventory

policy is then fixed for In selling seasons within decision epoch n. Nature chooses

the sequence of Bernoulli variables Xin with parameter ρ. The customer’s average

cost and the insurer’s profit are then realized based on the values of Xin.

4.2.2 Single-period Problems

Customers’ Cost Model

This subsection describes a customer’s decision problem CPpρ,Γq at a particular

decision epoch. The customer operates a supply chain with continuous determin-

istic demand and the individual unit demands are non-interchangeable. We use λ

to denote the customer’s constant demand rate (units/time). Unfilled demand is

backlogged, and each shipment is subject to disruption. With probability 1 ´ ρ,

there is no disruption and the lead time is a fixed amount τN . With probability

ρ, a disruption occurs and results in a longer lead time τD ą τN .1 Recall that the

customer’s inventory policy is specified by t, the time difference between the order

time and arrival time, and q, the duration over which an inventory order lasts. Since

the demand is deterministic, q fully characterizes the order quantity; specifically, the

size of an order is given by λq. For convenience, we will hereafter refer to q as the

“order quantity”. Let K be the fixed ordering cost.2 Let h and b (dollars/unit/time)

be the inventory holding and backlogging costs, respectively.

In the EOQ model, the operational cost OCpt, q, τq corresponding to order time

1 This lead time could correspond to that of an alternative supplier that the customer purchases
from when disruption happens. We assume that the procurement cost from the alternative supplier
is the same as the original supplier, but the increase in lead time results in an increase in operational
cost due to shortage and an additional cost of capital due to the loss of income.

2 Proportional ordering cost does not affect our analysis; hence, without loss of generality, we
assume that this component is zero.
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t, order quantity q and lead time τ is given by:

OCpt, q, τq “ 1τPr0,tq

"

1

2
hλq ` hλpt´ τq

*

(4.3)

` 1τPrt,t`qq

"

1

2q
hλpt` q ´ τq2 `

1

2q
bλpτ ´ tq2

*

` 1τPrt`q,8q

"

1

2
bλq ` bλpτ ´ t´ qq

*

`
K

q
.

The first term in (4.3) corresponds to the case when the ordered shipment arrives

before the “demand interval”, i.e., the duration over which the inventory order is

supposed to satisfy demand. In this case, there is no backlogging cost. The second

term in (4.3) is when the shipment arrives in the middle of the demand interval. The

customer incurs both backlogging cost before the shipment arrives and inventory

holding cost after the shipment arrives. Finally, the third term in (4.3) is when the

shipment arrives after the demand interval. In that case, all demand is backlogged

and there is no inventory holding cost. In the subsequent analysis, we will focus on

the case where only the first two cases can occur, while the realization of the third

case can be treated similarly. Figure 4.1 illustrates the EOQ model in the first two

cases.

We first look at the case without insurance. When there is no disruption, the

customer’s total cost per unit time is given by:

TCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, 0q “ OCpt, q, τNq. (4.4)

On the other hand, when there is a disruption in the supply, the customer’s total

cost per unit time is:

TCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, 1q “ OCpt, q, τDq `DP pt, q, β, γ0q, (4.5)

where DP pt, q, β, γq is the disruption penalty corresponding to an inventory policy

pt, qq, a customer’s disruption penalty coefficient β and an insurance non-coverage
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Shipment arrives

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the EOQ model for one selling season: (A) Shipment
arrives before demand interval, (B) Shipment arrives during demand interval.

percentage γ. When there is no insurance, we model this disruption penalty as a

linear function of the income loss ILpt, qq, with the slope being the disruption penalty

coefficient β:

DP pt, q, β, γ0q “ βILpt, qq. (4.6)

In general, if the customer has an insurance contract with non-coverage percentage γ

then the actual income loss incurred by the customer is γILpt, qq, so the disruption

penalty is:

DP pt, q, β, γq “ βγILpt, qq. (4.7)

The income loss ILpt, qq is modeled as the increase in shortage cost due to disruption:

ILpt, qq “ 1τDPrt,t`qq
1

2q
bλpτD ´ tq

2
` 1τDPrt`q,8q

"

1

2
bλq ` bλpτD ´ t´ qq

*

(4.8)

´ 1τNPrt,t`qq
1

2q
bλpτN ´ tq

2
´ 1τNPrt`q,8q

"

1

2
bλq ` bλpτN ´ t´ qq

*

.
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Hence, the expected total cost of a shipment in the case without insurance is:

EXrTCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, Xqs “ p1´ρqTCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, 0q`ρTCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, 1q. (4.9)

If the customer purchases a BI contract pT, γq, her total cost under normal operation

and under disruption are respectively:

TCpt, q, β, T, γ, 0q “ OCpt, q, τNq ` T,

TCpt, q, β, T, γ, 1q “ OCpt, q, τDq `DP pt, q, β, γq ` T.

The customer’s total cost after purchasing insurance is thus:

EXrTCpt, q, β, T, γqs “ p1´ ρqTCpt, q, β, T, γ, 0q ` ρTCpt, q, β, T, γ, 1q. (4.10)

Let pt˚pβq, q˚pβqq be the customer’s optimal pre-insurance inventory policy, i.e.,

pt˚pβq, q˚pβqq “ argmin
pt,qqPR

EXrTCpt, q, β, T0, γ0q, Xs. (4.11)

In problem (4.11), we assume that the feasible region for pt, qq takes the form R “

tpt, qq P R` | τN ď t ď τD ď t ` qu. That is, the customer selects the optimal

inventory policies among those such that under normal operations, the shipment

arrives before the demand interval starts, while under disruptive operations, the

shipment arrives in the middle of the demand interval. We make the following

assumption on the problem parameters to facilitate the derivation of closed-form

expressions of t˚pβq and q˚pβq while guaranteeing that pt˚pβq, q˚pβqq belongs to R.

Assumption 4.1. The problem parameters satisfy the following conditions:

b ą
1´ ρ

ρ
h, (4.12)

τD ´ τN ě
p2Khq1{2

pλρq1{2ph` b` bβLγq1{2rρph` b` bβLγq ´ hs1{2
. (4.13)
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Conditions (4.12) and (4.13) present lower bounds on the shortage cost b and the

delay due to disruption τD´ τN . With Assumption 4.1 we limit our problem to cases

where disruptions have substantial impact on the firm’s cost due to high shortage

cost and long disruption delay.

Insurer’s Decision Problem

Consider the insurer’s single-period decision problem IPpρ, φq. The insurer designs

a menu of contracts Γ “ tpTL, γLq, pTH , γHqu in each decision epoch. For s P tL,Hu,

we use Rspγq to denote the long-run average reimbursement for βs-type customer

choosing a γ-type contract:

Rspγq “ ρp1´ γqILpt˚pβsq, q
˚
pβsqq. (4.14)

Note that for pt, qq P R, the income loss ILpt, qq is simply

ILpt, qq “
bλ

2q
pτD ´ tq

2
1tďτD . (4.15)

Let PspT, γq be the insurer’s profit from βs-type customer choosing a contract pT, γq.

We have

PspT, γq “ T ´Rspγq. (4.16)

Let Upt, q, β, γq be the customer’s post-insurance expected cost excluding insurance

premium:

Upt, q, β, γq “ EXrTCpt, q, β, T, γ,Xqs ´ T. (4.17)

Also, let Upβ, γq to be the customer’s optimal post-insurance expected cost excluding

insurance premium:

Upβ, γq “ Upt˚pβq, q˚pβq, β, γq. (4.18)

We will hereafter refer to Upβ, γq as the customer’s cost function.
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Consider the insurer’s problem IPpρ, φq. Since the insurer does not observe β,

she selects an optimal menu of contracts by solving a mechanism design problem:

max
TL,TH ,γL,γH

p1´ φqPLpTL, γLq ` φPHpTH , γHq (4.19)

UpβL, γLq ` TL ď UpβL, γHq ` TH , (IC-L)

UpβH , γHq ` TH ď UpβH , γLq ` TL, (IC-H)

UpβL, γLq ` TL ď UpβL, γ0q, (IR-L)

UpβH , γHq ` TH ď UpβH , γ0q, (IR-H)

γ ď γL, γH ď γ̄.

Conditions (IC-L) and (IC-H) are incentive compatibility constraints. In particu-

lar, (IC-L) guarantees that a βL-type customer prefers choosing pTL, γLq to choosing

pTH , γHq. Similarly, (IC-H) guarantees that a βH-type customer prefers choosing

pTH , γHq to choosing pTL, γLq. Conditions (IR-L) and (IR-H) are, on the other hand,

individual rationality constraints. They ensure that if the customer purchases an

insurance contract, her post-insurance optimal expected cost is at least as low as

her optimal expected cost if she does not purchase any insurance. The solution of

problem (4.19) thus selects an optimal menu of contracts that maximizes the in-

surer’s single-period expected profit, while satisfying the incentive compatibility and

individual rationality constraints. If the customer is indifferent between purchasing

an insurance contract and not purchasing one then we assume that she would choose

the insurance contract. This assumption does not affect our subsequent analysis,

since we can always modify (IR-L) and (IR-H) so that the customer’s post-insurance

optimal expected cost is guaranteed to be ε ą 0 smaller than her optimal expected

cost without insurance.
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4.2.3 Learning Problems

Consider the insurer’s decision problem over a planning horizon of N decision epochs.

There are two possible types of learning problems arising from this context. In the

first problem, the insurer does not observe the exact value of ρ, the probability of a

shipment being disrupted, at the beginning of the planning horizon. In the second

problem, she does not observe the exact value of φ, the proportion of customers with

high disruption penalty coefficients. The relationship between the insurer’s decisions

and the information that she collects to learn about the uncertain parameter is

different in these learning problems. We will discuss these problems in turn.

The Problem of Learning ρ

Before the first decision epoch, nature chooses a value of ρ P tρ0, ρ1u that is not

observed by the insurer and this value of ρ remains fixed over the entire planning

horizon. We denote by π0 the prior probability assigned by the insurer to the event

tρ “ ρ1u. To exclude trivial cases, in which the insurer knows the parameter ρ with

certainty, we assume that 0 ă π0 ă 1. We shall occasionally refer to the event

tρ “ ρlu as hypothesis l for l P t0, 1u. Nature also chooses a value of φ but this is

observed by the insurer.

Let πin be the insurer’s assigned probability for the event tρ “ ρ1u in selling

season i of decision epoch n; πin will be occasionally referred to as the insurer’s belief

in selling season i of decision epoch n. We use the convention that πIn´1`1,n´1 “ π1n.

Let πn “ πIn,n be the insurer’s belief about ρ at the end of decision epoch n. We

say the insurer’s belief is equal to the true hypothesis if she assigns probability 1

to the event tρ “ ρlu when the actual value of ρ is indeed ρl, for l P t0, 1u. The

insurer’s dynamic pricing problem proceeds as follows. At the beginning of each

decision epoch n, the insurer estimates ρ using ρ̂n calculated from her most updated
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belief:

ρ̂n “ πn´1ρ1 ` p1´ πn´1qρ0. (4.20)

The insurer then selects a menu of contracts Γn by solving IPpρ̂n, φq; ρ̂n is shared

with the customer, so upon her arrival in decision epoch n, the customer selects the

optimal contract and inventory policy by solving CPpρ̂n,Γnq. For each selling season

i “ 1, 2, . . . , In, the insurer observes the value of Xin and updates her belief about ρ

using Bayes’ rule:

πi,n “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

πi´1,nρ1

πi´1,nρ1 ` p1´ πi´1,nqρ0

if Xi,n “ 1,

πi´1,np1´ ρ1q

πi´1,np1´ ρ1q ` p1´ πi´1,nqp1´ ρ0q
otherwise

“
πi´1,nρ

Xi,n
1 p1´ ρ1q

1´Xi,n

πi´1,nρ
Xi,n
1 p1´ ρ1q

1´Xi,n ` p1´ πi´1,nqρ
Xi,n
0 p1´ ρ0q

1´Xi,n
. (4.21)

At the beginning of decision epoch n` 1, the insurer computes a new estimate ρ̂n`1

of ρ using the most updated belief, i.e., equation (4.20) with πn´1 replaced by πn.

The process is repeated in similar fashion.

The Problem of Learning φ

Before the first decision epoch, nature chooses a value of φ P tφ0, φ1u that is not

observed by the insurer and this value of φ remains fixed over the entire planning

horizon. We denote by π̃0 P p0, 1q the prior probability assigned by the insurer to the

event tφ “ φ1u. Nature also chooses a value of ρ but it is observed by the insurer in

this case.

Let π̃n be the insurer’s assigned probability for the event tφ “ φ1u in decision

epoch n. At the beginning of each decision epoch n, the insurer estimates φ using
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φ̂n calculated from her most updated belief:

φ̂n “ π̃n´1φ1 ` p1´ π̃n´1qφ0. (4.22)

The insurer then selects a menu of contracts Γn “ tpTLn, γLnq, pTHn, γHnqu by solving

IPpρ, φ̂nq. Upon her arrival in decision epoch n, the customer selects the optimal

contract and inventory policy by solving CPpρ,Γnq. Let Yn be a random variable

encoding the customer’s contract choice in decision epoch n:

Yn “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

´1 if Γn is pooling,

0 if Γn is separating and customer chooses contract pTLn, γLnq,

1 if Γn is separating and customer chooses contract pTHn, γHnq.

(4.23)

The sequence tY0, Y1, . . .u is referred to as the contract choice sequence. We recall

from Section 4.2.2 that by solving IPpρ, φ̂nq, the insurer obtains a menu of contracts

Γn that is incentive compatible, i.e., a low type customer selects contract pTLn, γLnq

and a high type customer selects contract pTHn, γHnq. Thus, unless Yn “ ´1, i.e.,

the offered menu of contracts Γn is pooling, the insurer completely observes the

customer’s type based on her choice of contract. In particular, if Yn “ 1 then the

customer is of type βH in decision epoch n and if Yn “ 0 then the customer is of type

βL in decision epoch n. Another observation is that the insurer updates her belief

about the customer type only once in each decision epoch. For decision epoch n, we

have π̃n “ π̃n´1 if Yn “ ´1 and

π̃n “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

π̃n´1p1´ φ1q

π̃n´1p1´ φ1q ` p1´ π̃n´1qp1´ φ0q
if Yn “ 0,

π̃n´1φ1

π̃n´1φ1 ` p1´ π̃n´1qφ0

if Yn “ 1,

“
π̃n´1φ

Yn
1 p1´ φ1q

1´Yn

π̃n´1φ
Yn
1 p1´ φ1q

1´Yn ` p1´ π̃n´1qφ
Yn
0 p1´ φ0q

1´Yn
, Yn P t0, 1u. (4.24)
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At the beginning of decision epoch n ` 1, the insurer computes a new estimate

φ̂n`1 of φ using the most updated belief, i.e., equation (4.22) with π̃n´1 replaced by

π̃n. The process is repeated in similar fashion.

4.2.4 Induced Probability Measures and Performance Metrics

In the problem of learning ρ, for a given policy Γ “ pΓ1,Γ2, . . . ,ΓNq, there are two

probability measures PΓ
0 and PΓ

1 on the outcome space of the claim sequence tXi,nu

corresponding to two hypotheses H0 : ρ “ ρ0 and H1 : ρ “ ρ1, respectively. These

probability measures are given by the following formula:

PΓ
l pX1,1 “ x1,1, . . . , Xi,n “ xi,nq “ ρ

x1,1
l p1´ ρlq

1´x1,1 . . . ρ
xi,n
l p1´ ρlq

1´xi,n , (4.25)

l P t0, 1u, n P t1, 2, . . . , Nu.

Conditional on a hypothesis Hl, the insurer’s expected profit (with the expectation

taken over customer types) in decision epoch n from offering Γn is denoted by vlpΓnq.

Recall that Γn “ tpTLn, γLnq, pTHn, γHnqu, so we have

vlpΓnq “ p1´ φqPLpTLn, γLnq ` φPHpTHn, γHnq. (4.26)

Let V Γ
l pNq be the conditional expected total profit (with the expectation taken with

respect to the induced probability measure PΓ
l ):

V Γ
l pNq “ EΓ

l

#

N
ÿ

n“1

ṽlpΓnq

+

. (4.27)

Let Γ˚l be the optimal single-period menu of contracts if the insurer has perfect

information about ρ given that ρ “ ρl. We are interested in the following performance

metric:

∆Γ
l pNq “

1

vlpΓ˚l q

“

NvlpΓ
˚
l q ´ V

Γ
l pNq

‰

, l P t0, 1u. (4.28)

The first term in the bracket on the right hand side of the above equation corresponds

to the expected total profit for a clairvoyant who knows the exact value of ρ before
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the start of decision epoch 1. The second term in the bracket is the expected total

profit of the insurer who is uncertain about the value of ρ and follows a policy Γ.

Thus, ∆Γ
l pNq is the regret of the insurer over a planning horizon of N decision epochs,

i.e., it is the number of decision epochs of ideal expected profit that the insurer loses

over N decision epochs due to the uncertainty in ρ when the actual value of ρ is ρl.

We also consider the average regret over the two hypotheses of ρ:

∆Γ
pNq “

1

2

“

∆Γ
1 pNq `∆Γ

2 pNq
‰

. (4.29)

Similarly, in the problem of learning φ, for any policy Γ “ tΓ1,Γ2, . . . ,Γnu,

there are two induced probability measures P̃Γ
0 and P̃Γ

1 corresponding to hypotheses

H̃0 : φ “ φ0 and H̃1 : φ “ φ1. Let PpΓq be the set of indices of decision epoch n in

which Γn is a pooling contract. For l P t0, 1u and n P t1, 2, . . . , Nu, we have

P̃Γ
l pY1 “ y1, Y2 “ y2, . . . , Yn “ ynq “

ź

mPt1,2,...,nuzPpΓq

φyml p1´ φlq
1´ym . (4.30)

As in the problem of learning ρ, we quantify the performance of a policy by the

regret of the insurer when compared with a clairvoyant who knows the exact value of

φ. In particular, let ṽlpΓnq be the insurer’s expected profit (with expectation taken

over customers’ types) from offering Γn “ tpTLn, γLnq, pTHn, γHnqu in decision epoch

n, conditioned on the hypothesis H̃l : φ “ φl:

ṽlpΓnq “ p1´ φlqPLpTLn, γLnq ` φlPHpTHn, γHnq. (4.31)

Let Ṽ Γ
l pNq be the insurer’s conditional expected total profit (with expectation taken

with respect to the induced probability measure P̃Γ
l ) over the first N decision epoch:

Ṽ Γ
l pNq “ ẼΓ

l

#

N
ÿ

n“1

vlpΓnq

+

. (4.32)
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Let Γ̃˚l be the optimal single-period menu of contracts if the insurer has perfect

information about φ given that φ “ φl. The insurer’s regret metrics are defined as

follow:

∆̃Γ
l pNq “

1

ṽlpΓ̃˚l q

”

NṽlpΓ̃
˚
l q ´ ṼlpNq

ı

, l P t0, 1u, (4.33)

∆̃Γ
pNq “

1

2

”

∆̃Γ
0 pNq ` ∆̃Γ

1 pNq
ı

. (4.34)

4.2.5 The Myopic Bayesian Policy

In our Bayesian formulation of the insurer’s dynamic pricing problem, we focus on

the case where the insurer selects the menu of contracts Γn in each decision epoch

n that maximizes her expected profit in that decision epoch only, using the most

updated belief of the uncertain parameter, i.e., either ρ or φ. The pricing policy

obtained in this way is called the myopic Bayesian policy (MBP). For clarity, we will

use Ψ “ pΨ1,Ψ2, . . . ,ΨNq to denote the MBP. We are interested in the performance

of Ψ in terms of the performance metrics defined in Section 4.2.4, in the problems of

learning ρ and φ. In establishing the results, it is useful to note that if there exists

an m such that Ψm is pooling in decision epoch m, then Ψm1 must be pooling for all

m1 ą m. In other words, for some n ě 1,

P̃Γ
l pY1 “ y1, Y2 “ y2, . . . , Yn “ ynq “ 0, (4.35)

if Dm P t1, 2, . . . , n ´ 1u such that ym “ ´1 and Dm1 P tm ` 1, . . . , nu such that

ym1 ě 0. We next define several classes of policies for which the performance is

relevant to that of Ψ in the problem of learning φ.

Definition 4.1. A policy Γ “ tΓ1,Γ2, . . . ,ΓNu is separating if for each decision

epoch n P t1, 2, . . . , Nu, the menu of contracts Γn is separating.

Definition 4.2. A policy Γ “ tΓ1,Γ2, . . . ,ΓNu is self-selecting if it is separat-

ing and for each decision epoch n P t1, 2, . . . , Nu, the menu of contract Γn “
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tpTLn, γLnq, pTHn, γHnqu is such that a low type customer chooses pTLn, γLnq and a

high type customer chooses pTHn, γHnq.

Note that Ψ is not necessarily a self-selecting policy, since it is possible that the

menu of contracts under that policy is pooling in some decision epochs. On the other

hand, a self-selecting policy is not necessarily the MBP, since a menu of contracts

in a decision epoch might not be optimal for the insurer’s decision problem in that

decision epoch.

4.3 Analysis

4.3.1 Preliminary Results

To facilitate subsequent analysis, we provide some preliminary results of the single-

period decision problems. The following proposition establishes the customer’s opti-

mal order quantity and time.

Proposition 4.1. For each β ą 0, we have

q˚pβq “
p2Kρq1{2ph` b` bβq1{2

pλhq1{2rρph` b` bβq ´ hs1{2
, (4.36)

t˚pβq “ τD ´ q
˚
pβq

h

ρph` b` bβq
. (4.37)

Corollary 4.1. q˚pβq is decreasing and t˚pβq is increasing in β.

As we can see, customers with high disruption penalty coefficient β place orders

early and at small quantities. The following proposition provides a characterization

of the customer’s cost function Upβ, γq.

Proposition 4.2. The customer’s cost function Upβ, γq is given by

Upβ, γq “ f0pβq ` fpβqγ, (4.38)
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where fpβq is defined by:

fpβq “ ρ
βbλ

2q˚pβq
pτD ´ t

˚
pβqq2, (4.39)

and f0pβq is a function of β.

Note that the customer’s cost function Upβ, γq is linear in the contract quality

γ, with fpβq being the customer’s marginal cost. From (4.39), we can see that this

marginal cost is equal to the expected disruption penalty due to income loss. The

next results are useful for characterizing the problem IPpρ, φq. First, observe that

EXrTCpt, q, β, T, γqs is increasing in β and γ for all t ą 0 and q ą 0. Thus, we have

the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Upβ, γq is monotonically increasing in β and γ for β ą 0, γ P rγ, γ̄s.

To characterize IPpρ, φq, we need another property of Upβ, γq, namely the single-

crossing property. This is guaranteed by the following technical assumption on the

problem parameters.

Assumption 4.2. The problem parameters satisfy βH ă β̄H , where

β̄H
∆
“
ph2 ´ 16ρbh´ 16ρh2 ` 16ρ2b2 ` 32ρ2bh` 16ρ2h2q1{2

4ρb
`

h

4ρb
. (4.40)

Lemma 4.2. The customer’s cost function Upβ, γq satisfies the single-crossing prop-

erty, i.e.,

Uβγpβ, γq ą 0, @β P rβL, βHs, @γ P r0, 1s. (4.41)

The following lemma characterizes the mechanism design problem (4.19) based

on the monotonicity and single-crossing property of Upβ, γq.

Lemma 4.3. The problem IPpρ, φq satisfies the following:
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(i) for any feasible solution Γ “ tpTL, γLq, pTH , γHqu, the non-coverage levels γL,

γH satisfy

γ ď γH ď γL ď γ̄, (4.42)

(ii) at the optimal solution, constraint (IR-L) binds,

(iii) at the optimal solution, constraint (IC-H) binds.

Lemma 4.3 shows that the insurer offers small coverage for low type customers

and high coverage for high type customers. Furthermore, since (IR-L) binds at the

optimal solution, the insurer extracts the entire surplus of low type customers by

offering a contract that makes them indifferent between purchasing insurance and

not purchasing any insurance.

Proposition 4.3. The optimal menu of contracts Γ˚ “ tpT ˚L , γ
˚
Lq, pT

˚
H , γ

˚
Hqu to the

problem IPpρ, φq satisfy

T ˚L “ UpβL, γ0q ´ UpβL, γ
˚
Lq, (4.43)

T ˚H “ UpβL, γ0q ´ UpβL, γ
˚
Lq ` UpβH , γ

˚
Lq ´ UpβH , γ

˚
Hq. (4.44)

Observe that (4.44) can be rewritten as

T ˚H “ rUpβH , γ0q ´ UpβH , γ
˚
Hqs ´ rUpβH , γ0q ´ UpβL, γ0q ` UpβL, γ

˚
Lq ´ UpβH , γ

˚
Lqs .

(4.45)

The first term on the right hand side of (4.45) is the premium level at which high

type customers are indifferent between purchasing and not purchasing insurance. The

second term on the right hand side of (4.45) is positive (due to the single-crossing

property) and is the information rent that must be paid to high type customers so

that they have an incentive to select contract pT ˚H , γ
˚
Hq.

Proposition 4.4. The optimal menu of contracts Γ˚ “ tpT ˚L , γ
˚
Lq, pT

˚
H , γ

˚
Hqu to the

problem IPpρ, φq satisfy
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(i) if βH ă minp1, β̄Hq then γ˚L “ γ˚H “ γ̄ (pooling optimum),

(ii) if 1 ď βH ă β̄H , fpβLq
βL

ă fpβHq and

φ ă
pβL ´ 1qfpβLq

βLfpβHq ´ fpβLq
(4.46)

then γ˚L “ γ˚H “ γ (pooling optimum),

(iii) if 1 ď βH ă β̄H and either

fpβLq

βL
ě fpβHq (4.47)

or

fpβLq

βL
ă fpβHq, φ ě

pβL ´ 1qfpβLq

βLfpβHq ´ fpβLq
(4.48)

then γ˚L “ γ̄ and γ˚H “ γ (separating optimum).

We can see that separating menus of contracts never occur when the disruption

penalty coefficient for high type customer is low, i.e., βH ă 1. If such a condition

does not hold, then the insurer selects a separating menu of contracts when the

marginal cost of low type customers is large compared to that of high type customers,

i.e., condition (4.47), or if the proportion of high type customers is above a certain

threshold, i.e., condition (4.48).

4.3.2 Belief Convergence and Regret in Learning ρ

We show that in the problem of learning ρ, the insurer’s belief converges to the true

hypothesis at an exponential rate. Thus, the insurer learns about the actual value

of ρ after the first decision epoch, given that I1 is sufficiently large.
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Proposition 4.5. For any policy Γ, there exist µ0, µ1 ą 0 such that for all i ě 1,

we have

EΓ
0 rπi,1s ď µ0 expp´µ1iq,

EΓ
1 r1´ πi,1s ď µ0 expp´µ1iq.

The main idea behind the proof of Proposition 4.5 is that the sequence of cumu-

lative sums of differences between random variables Xi,1 and their expected value is a

martingale. By utilizing the probability measure (4.25), one can express a belief πi,1

as a function of that martingale. The Azuma-Hoeffding inequality is then used to

bound any large deviations of the described martingale, establishing the exponential

convergence results.

Corollary 4.2. For each policy Γ, the posterior probabilities tπi,1u converge almost

surely as iÑ 8 to the true hypothesis under both PΓ
0 and PΓ

1 .

Note that Proposition 4.5 and Corollary 4.2 are true for any policy Γ and are not

necessarily limited to the MBP. They are direct consequences of the fact that the

realization of the claim sequence tXinu is independent of the pricing policy Γ. These

results imply that under the MBP Ψ, the insurer’s regret is bounded by a constant.

The following proposition formalizes this observation.

Proposition 4.6. There exists a constant C ą 0 such that ∆ΨpNq ď C for all

N ě 1.

4.3.3 Belief Convergence and Regret in Learning φ

Unlike in the problem of learning ρ, in the problem of learning φ, the realization

of observed data, i.e., the contract choice sequence, may depend on a particular

policy Γ. This makes it less obvious whether the insurer’s belief would eventually

converge to the true hypothesis. The following proposition shows that the insurer’s
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belief about φ converges to some value, even though that might not be the true

hypothesis.

Proposition 4.7. For each policy Γ, the posterior probabilities tπ̃nu converges almost

surely as nÑ 8 to a limit probability π̃8 under both P̃Γ
0 and P̃Γ

1 .

In the absence of pooling contracts, the problem of learning φ is similar to the

problem of learning ρ in that the realization of observed data is independent of the

insurer’s action. Thus, under a self-selecting policy, the insurer’s belief converges to

the true hypothesis at an exponential rate.

Proposition 4.8. If a policy Γ is self-selecting then there exists µ0, µ1 ą 0 such that

for all n ě 1, we have

ẼΓ
0 rπ̃ns ď µ0 expp´µ1nq,

ẼΓ
1 r1´ π̃ns ď µ0 expp´µ1nq.

Under the condition of information asymmetry, the insurer’s selection of an op-

timal menu of contracts depends on her estimation of the actual value of φ. Due

to the possibility of having pooling contracts (Proposition 4.4), the insurer’s belief

under the MBP Ψ is not guaranteed to converge to the true hypothesis. However,

we show that by employing a variant of the MBP with flexibly chosen constraints

on the difference of quality levels to enforce separability in each decision epoch, the

insurer gets a regret that is also bounded by a constant.

For ε ą 0 and α ą 0, let εnpαq “ ε expp´αnq. Consider the policy Ψε,α obtained

in a similar fashion as the MBP Ψ, except that in each decision epoch n, the optimal

menu of contracts is obtained by solving the following modified version of the problem
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IPpρ, φ̂nq, which we will refer to as the problem IPε,αpρ, φ̂nq:

max
TL,TH ,γL,γH

p1´ φ̂nqPLpTL, γLq ` φ̂nPHpTH , γHq (4.49)

UpβL, γLq ` TL ď UpβL, γHq ` TH , (IC-L)

UpβH , γHq ` TH ď UpβH , γLq ` TL, (IC-H)

UpβL, γLq ` TL ď UpβL, γ0q, (IR-L)

UpβH , γHq ` TH ď UpβH , γ0q, (IR-H)

|γL ´ γH | ě εnpαq, (4.50)

γ ď γL, γH ď γ̄.

The policy Ψε,α is referred to as the constrained variant of the myopic Bayesian policy

with parameters pε, αq, or CMBP(ε, α). Note that in the problem IPε,αpρ, φ̂nq, we

enforce the condition (4.50) so that the optimal menu of contracts is guaranteed to

be separating. Any solution Γ to the problem IPε,αpρ, φ̂nq is feasible to the problem

IPpρ, φ̂nq. However, due to the addition of constraint (4.50), the insurer’s single-

period profit under Γ is no more than that of the optimal solution of IPpρ, φ̂nq.

Hence, under CMBP(ε, α), the insurer sacrifices a certain degree of optimality in

exchange for separability. The benefit of this policy is that, in terms of learning, the

insurer’s belief is guaranteed to converge to the true hypothesis. Consequently, the

regret is bounded by a constant, as we have in the case of learning ρ.

Proposition 4.9. For any ε ą 0 and α ą 0, under the policy Ψε,α, there exist

µ0, µ1 ą 0 such that for all n ě 1, we have

ẼΨε,α

0 rπ̃ns ď µ0 expp´µ1nq,

ẼΨε,α

1 r1´ π̃ns ď µ0 expp´µ1nq.

Proposition 4.10. For ε ą 0 sufficiently small and α ą 0, there exists a constant

C ą 0 such that ∆̃Ψε,αpNq ď C for all N ě 1.
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Several useful observations help establish the results of Proposition 4.10. First,

if the problem primitives are such that the insurer’s optimal single-period decision

is the same regardless of the value of φ then the insurer’s regret is obviously zero. If

the clairvoyant selects a separating menu of contracts, then for ε sufficiently small,

a sufficiently small value of π̃n´1 implies that the menu of contracts Ψn
ε,α is the same

with that of the clairvoyant. On the other hand, due to the belief convergence results

in Proposition 4.8, the probability of π̃n´1 exceeding a constant threshold is decaying

at an exponential rate. Together, these two facts establish a constant upper bound

on the regret.

In the case where the clairvoyant selects a pooling contract, we can show that

when π̃n´1 is sufficiently small, the separating constraint (4.50) in the problem

IPε,αpρ, φ̂nq must bind. Thus, the insurer offers a separating menu of contracts

in which the quality level for high type customers is ideal, i.e., it is the same with

that of the clairvoyant’s selection, while the quality level for low type customers dif-

fers only by an εnpαq amount to its high type counterpart. The single-period regret

in this case is a linear function of εnpαq, which is decaying at an exponential rate. In

addition, the probability of π̃n´1 exceeding a constant threshold is also decaying at

an exponential rate. Hence, the regret must be bounded above by a constant.

4.4 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we formulate and study an Economic Order Quantity model in the

presence of business interruption insurance and model uncertainty. In this setting,

we analyze the performance of the myopic Bayesian policy and one of its variants in

the dynamic pricing problem of a monopolistic insurer. Unlike most studies in the

literature of dynamic pricing with model uncertainty, our paper considers the setting

in which the insurer wants to perform price discrimination by offering a menu of

contracts instead of a simple take-it-or-leave-it offer. In such a setting, information
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asymmetry is an important factor that affects the insurer’s optimal decisions. We

show that in the problem of learning about the probability of disruption, the realiza-

tion of observed data is independent of the pricing policies, so the insurer can learn

about the uncertain parameter at an exponential rate and her regret is bounded by a

constant. In the problem of learning about the distribution of customer’s type, this is

no longer the case. However, by utilizing a variant of the MBP to enforce separability

of contracts in every decision epoch, the insurer can achieve similar performance as

in the case of learning about the disruption probability, i.e., belief converging to the

true hypothesis at an exponential rate and regret being bounded by a constant.
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Appendix A

Proofs in Chapter 2

A.1 Proofs in Section 2.2

Lemma 2.1

Proof. The first assertion is trivial, so we focus on the second. To organize our

induction we denote by Hk the assertion

vkps` εq ă vkpsq for all s P I and all ε ą 0.

When k “ 1, we have v1psq “ 1 ´ F psq, and admissibility of F implies v1 is strictly

decreasing on I. This establishes the base case H1.

For k ą 1 we assume that Hk´1 holds, and we note by the Bellman recursion
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(2.11) and the characterizing properties of admissible distributions that

vkps` εq ´ vkpsq “ F ps` εqvk´1ps` εq `

ż 8

s`ε

maxtvk´1ps` εq, 1` vk´1pxqufpxq dx

´ F psqvk´1psq ´

ż 8

s

maxtvk´1psq, 1` vk´1pxqufpxq dx

ď F ps` εqvk´1ps` εq `

ż 8

s`ε

maxtvk´1psq, 1` vk´1pxqufpxq dx

´ F ps` εqvk´1psq ´

ż 8

s`ε

maxtvk´1psq, 1` vk´1pxqufpxq dx

“ F ps` εq tvk´1ps` εq ´ vk´1psqu ,

where we first used vk´1ps` εq ă vk´1psq and then used the trivial estimate

tF ps` εq ´ F psquvk´1psq ď

ż s`ε

s

maxtvk´1psq, 1` vk´1pxqufpxq dx.

For s P I one has strict positivity of F ps ` εq, so by the induction hypothesis Hk´1

we have vkps` εq ´ vkpsq ď F ps` εq tvk´1ps` εq ´ vk´1psqu ă 0.

Lemma 2.2

Proof. First, note that after subtracting vk´1psq from both sides of equation (2.13),

we have

vkpsq ´ vk´1psq “

ż hkpsq

s

t1` vk´1pxq ´ vk´1psqu dF pxq.

The map x ÞÑ vk´1pxq is monotone decreasing, so the factor t1`vk´1pxq´vk´1psqu is

bounded above by one. This gives us our upper bound in (2.15). The representation

(2.12) for hk tells us the integrand is non-negative on rs, hkpsqs, and this gives the

lower bound in (2.15).
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Proposition 2.1

Proof. We first derive a recursion for the difference vkpsq´vkptq. For 0 ď s ď t ă 8,

we have from (2.11) that

vkpsq´vkptq“F psqtvk´1psq´vk´1ptqu (A.1)

`

ż t

s

maxtvk´1psq´vk´1ptq, 1`vk´1pxq´vk´1ptqu dF pxq

`

ż 8

t

rmaxtvk´1psq, 1`vk´1pxqu´maxtvk´1ptq, 1`vk´1pxqus dF pxq.

Next, we let

ak´1pxq
def
“ mintvk´1psq ´ vk´1ptq, vk´1psq ´ vk´1pxq ´ 1u,

bk´1pxq
def
“ mint1` vk´1pxq ´ vk´1ptq, 0u,

and we note that the difference

maxtvk´1psq, 1` vk´1pxqu ´maxtvk´1ptq, 1` vk´1pxqu

which appears in the last integrand of (A.1) can be written as

maxtvk´1psq, 1` vk´1pxqu ´maxtvk´1ptq, 1` vk´1pxqu “ maxtak´1pxq, bk´1pxqu.

Here s ď t, so when bk´1pxq ď 0 the monotonicity of the value functions in Lemma

2.1 implies that 0 ď vk´1psq ´ vk´1pxq ´ 1. It then follows that 0 ď ak´1pxq and

maxtak´1pxq, bk´1pxqu “ maxtak´1pxq, 0u. In general, we then have the equivalence

maxtvk´1psq, 1` vk´1pxqu ´maxtvk´1ptq, 1` vk´1pxqu “ maxtak´1pxq, 0u,
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and we can substitute this representation and the explicit expression for ak´1pxq in

(A.1) to obtain the simplified difference recursion

vkpsq´vkptq “ F psqtvk´1psq´vk´1ptqu (A.2)

`

ż t

s

maxtvk´1psq´vk´1ptq, 1`vk´1pxq´vk´1ptqu dF pxq

`

ż 8

t

maxtmintvk´1psq ´ vk´1ptq, vk´1psq ´ vk´1pxq ´ 1u, 0u dF pxq.

We now let Hk be the assertion that

vk´1psq ´ vk´1ptq ď vkpsq ´ vkptq for all 0 ď s ď t ă 8,

and we prove by induction that Hk holds for all k ě 1. We first note that for k “ 1

we have v0psq “ 0 for all s P r0,8q. By the difference recursion (A.2) we obtain

v1psq ´ v1ptq “ F ptq ´ F psq ě 0 “ v0psq ´ v0ptq, so the base case H1 holds.

Next, we suppose that Hk´1 holds, and we apply Hk´1 to all of the terms on the

right-hand side of (A.2). We then obtain that

vkpsq´vkptq ď F psqtvkpsq´vkptqu

`

ż t

s

maxtvkpsq´vkptq, 1`vkpxq´vkptqu dF pxq

`

ż 8

t

maxtmintvkpsq ´ vkptq, vkpsq ´ vkpxq ´ 1u, 0u dF pxq.

We can now apply the difference recursion (A.2) a second time after we replace

k by k ` 1. This tells us that the right-hand side above is equal to the difference

vk`1psq ´ vk`1ptq, thus completing the proof of Hk and of the proposition.
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Corollary 2.1

Proof. Here we only have to note that

hk`1psq “ suptx P rs,8q : F pxq ă 1 and vkpsq ´ vkpxq ď 1u

ď suptx P rs,8q : F pxq ă 1 and vk´1psq ´ vk´1pxq ď 1u

“ hkpsq,

where the one inequality comes directly from the submodularity (2.16) and the two

equalities come from (2.12).

Corollary 2.2

Proof. By the monotonicity (2.17) of the optimal threshold functions, the recursion

(2.13) gives us the difference identity

vk`1psq ´ vkpsq “ vkpsq ´ vk´1psq

`

ż hk`1psq

s

tvk´1psq ´ vk´1pxq ´ vkpsq ` vkpxqu dF pxq

`

ż hkpsq

hk`1psq

tvk´1psq ´ 1´ vk´1pxqu dF pxq,

and it suffices to check that the two integrands on the right-hand side are non-

positive. Non-positivity of the first integrand follows from the submodularity (2.16),

and non-positivity of the second integrand follows from the characterization of hkpsq

in (2.12).

Lemma 2.3

Proof. Set Qpx, yq “ 1`vk´1pxq´vk´1pyq. By our hypothesis, the partial derivatives

of Q exist, and Lemma 2.1 implies that Qy is strictly positive. Now, if px0, y0q satisfies

Qpx0, y0q “ 0, then by the implicit function theorem there is a neighborhood N0 of x0

where one can solve Qpx, yq “ 0 uniquely for y, and the solution y is a differentiable
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function of x for all x P N0. Moreover, if x ă s˚k´1 then (2.14) tells us Qpx, yq “ 0 if

and only if y “ hkpxq, so hk is differentiable as claimed. Given the differentiability

of hk at s, the formula (2.21) follows directly from vk´1pxq “ vk´1phkpxqq ` 1 by

differentiation and the chain rule. The non-negativity of h1kpsq then follows because

the value function vk´1 is strictly decreasing.

Proposition 2.3

Proof. We argue by induction on k, and we first note for k “ 1 that v1psq “ 1´F psq,

so v11psq “ ´fpsq and (2.22) holds since v0psq ” 0. Next, we assume by induction that

vk´1 is continuously differentiable on I. If s ă s˚k´1 then the induction assumption

and Lemma 2.3 imply that hk is differentiable at s. We then differentiate (2.13) to

find

v1kpsq “ ´ fpsq ` t1´ F phkpsqq ` F psqu v
1
k´1psq

` fphkpsqqt1´ vk´1psq ` vk´1phkpsqquh
1
kpsq

“ ´ fpsq ` t1´ F phkpsqq ` F psqu v
1
k´1psq,

where the last step used the characterization (2.14) of hk. Alternatively, if s ą s˚k´1

we have F phkpsqq “ 1 and (2.13) says simply that

vkpsq “ F psqvk´1psq `

ż 8

s

t1` vk´1pxqufpxq dx.

Differentiation of this integral then gives us (2.22). Thus, one has that (2.22) holds

on all of Ik “ Izts˚k´1u. Moreover, taking left and right limits in (2.22) gives us

lim
sÕs˚k´1

v1kpsq “ ´fps
˚
k´1q ` F ps

˚
k´1qv

1
k´1ps

˚
k´1q “ lim

sŒs˚k´1

v1kpsq.

It is almost obvious that these relations imply the continuous differentiability vk, but

to make it crystal clear let γ be the common value of the limits above and define a
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continuous function v̄ : I Ñ R by setting

v̄psq “

$

’

&

’

%

v1kpsq if s ă s˚k´1

γ if s “ s˚k´1

v1kpsq if s ą s˚k´1.

Next, we obtain by piecewise integration that

vkpsq “ vkp0q `

ż s

0

v̄puq du for all s P I,

implying, as expected, that vk is continuously differentiable on I.

Lemma 2.4

Proof. Proposition 2.3 tells us vuk is continuously differentiable on p0, 1q, and we prove

concavity by showing that s ÞÑ pvuk q
1psq non-increasing on p0, 1q. We let Hk be the

assertion

pvuk q
1
ps` εq ď pvuk q

1
psq for all s P p0, 1q and 0 ă ε ă 1´ s,

and we argue by induction. For k “ 1 we have vu1 psq “ 1 ´ s, so pvu1 q
1psq “ ´1 and

H1 holds trivially.

Now, if we specialize the derivative recursion (2.22) to the uniform model we have

pvuk q
1
psq “ ´1` t1´ hukpsq ` supv

u
k´1q

1
psq, for s P p0, 1q,

so if we assume that Hk´1 holds then we have

pvuk q
1
ps` εq ´ pvuk q

1
psq “ t1´ hukpsq ` sutpv

u
k´1q

1
ps` εq ´ pvuk´1q

1
psqu (A.3)

` thukpsq ´ h
u
kps` εq ` εupv

u
k´1q

1
ps` εq.

Since 0 ď s ď hukpsq ď 1, we see from Hk´1 that the first summand on the right-hand

side of (A.3) is non-positive. Monotonicity of vuk also tells us pvuk´1q
1ps ` εq ď 0, so

to complete the induction step we just need to check that

gps, εq
def
“ hukps` εq ´ h

u
kpsq ď ε. (A.4)
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From the definition of the critical value s˚k´1 we have

gps, εq “

$

’

&

’

%

hukps` εq ´ h
u
kpsq if s ă s` ε ă s˚k´1

1´ hukpsq if s ă s˚k´1 ď s` ε

0 if s˚k´1 ď s ă s` ε,

so we only need to check (A.4) in the first two cases.

For s ă s` ε ă s˚k´1, we know by Lemma 2.3 that hukpsq is differentiable at s, so

by the induction assumption Hk´1 and the negativity of pvuk´1q
1psq we have

0 ď phukq
1
psq ď 1 for all s P p0, s˚k´1q.

Thus, huk is Lipschitz-1 continuous on p0, s˚k´1q, and we have

gps, εq “ hukps` εq ´ h
u
kpsq ď ε for all s ă s` ε ă s˚k´1.

For the second case where s ă s˚k´1 ď s` ε, we first note that hukps
˚
k´1q “ 1 and that

huk is continuous, so we have

gps, εq “ lim
uÕs˚k´1

thukpuq ´ h
u
kpsqu ď lim

uÕs˚k´1

tu´ su “ s˚k´1 ´ s ă ε,

where the inequality follows from the Lipschitz-1 property of huk . This completes the

second check and the proof of the induction step.

Lemma 2.5

Proof. By Proposition 2.3 we know that vek is continuously differentiable and by

(2.22) we have

pvekq
1
psq “ p1´ e´s ` e´h

e
kpsqqpvek´1q

1
psq ´ e´s. (A.5)

We now let Hk be the assertion that

´t1´ e´h
e
k`1psq`su

´1
ď pvekq

1
psq, for all s P p0,8q,
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and we argue induction. For k “ 1 we have ve1psq “ e´s ă 1, so by (2.12) we have

he2psq “ 8. In turn this gives us

´t1´ e´h
e
2psq`su

´1
“ ´1 ď ´e´s “ pve1q

1
psq,

which verifies H1.

Next, if we assume that Hk´1 holds and we substitute the lower bound from Hk´1

into (A.5), then rearrangement gives us

´t1´ e´h
e
kpsq`su

´1
r1´ e´st1´ e´h

e
kpsq`sus ´ e´s ď pvekq

1
psq.

From (2.17) we have hek`1psq ď hekpsq, so we now have

´t1´ e´h
e
k`1psq`su

´1
ď ´t1´ e´h

e
kpsq`su

´1
ď pvekq

1
psq,

and this is just what one needs to complete the induction step.

Lemma 2.6

Proof. By Proposition 2.3 we know that vek is continuously differentiable, and we

again argue by induction. This time we take Hk to be the assertion

pvekq
1
psq ď pvekq

1
ps` εq for all s P p0,8q and ε ą 0.

For k “ 1, we have ve1psq “ e´s and pve1q
1psq “ ´e´s so the base case H1 of the

induction is valid.

Now, by (A.5) applied twice we have

pvekq
1
psq´pvekq

1
ps` εq “ r1´e´s´ε`e´h

e
kps`εqstpvek´1q

1
psq´pvek´1q

1
ps` εqu (A.6)

` te´h
e
kpsqr1´e´h

e
kps`εq`h

e
kpsqs´e´sr1´e´εsupvek´1q

1
psq

´ e´sr1´e´εs.

The induction hypothesis Hk´1, tells us that s ÞÑ vek´1psq is convex, so by (2.21) we

have phekq
1psq ě 1 for s P p0,8q, and this gives us the bound

´hekps` εq ` h
e
kpsq ď ´ε.
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We always have s ď hekpsq and pvek´1q
1psq ď 0, so (A.6) implies the simpler bound

pvekq
1
psq ´ pvekq

1
ps` εq ď r1´ e´s´ε ` e´h

e
kps`εqstpvek´1q

1
psq ´ pvek´1q

1
ps` εqu

´ e´sr1´ e´εsr1´ e´h
e
kpsq`sspvek´1q

1
psq

´ e´sr1´ e´εs.

We only need to check that this bound is non-positive. By the induction hypothesis

Hk´1 and s` ε ď hekps` εq, we see the first term is non-positive. The bound (2.23)

tells us

´r1´ e´h
e
kpsq`sspvek´1q

1
psq ď 1,

so, when we replace ´r1 ´ e´h
e
kpsq`sspvek´1q

1psq with its upper bound, we also see

that the second and the third terms sum to zero. This completes the proof of the

induction step and of the lemma.

A.2 Proofs in Section 2.3

Proposition 2.5

Proof. Specialization of the representation (2.36) gives us

wun´ipM
u
i q “

n
ÿ

j“i`1

ErpAuj q2 |Fis ´
n
ÿ

j“i`1

ErpBu
j q

2
| Fis, (A.7)

where the definitions (2.33) and (2.34) now become

Bu
j “ vun´jpM

u
j´1q ´ v

u
n´j`1pM

u
j´1q

and

Auj “ p1` v
u
n´jpXjq ´ v

u
n´jpM

u
j´1qq1pX

u
j P rM

u
j´1, h

u
n´j`1pM

u
j´1qsq. (A.8)

First, we work toward a lower bound for the leading sum in (A.7). If we square

both sides of (A.8) and take conditional expectations, then we have

ErpAuj q2 | Fj´1s “

ż hun´j`1pM
u
j´1q

Mu
j´1

t1` vun´jpxq ´ v
u
n´jpM

u
j´1qu

2 dx. (A.9)
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By Lemma 2.4 the map x ÞÑ vun´jpxq is concave in x, so the line through the points

pMu
j´1, 1q and phun´j`1pM

u
j´1q, 0q provides a lower bound on the integrand in (A.9).

Integration of this linear lower bound then gives

1

3

`

hun´j`1pM
u
j´1q ´M

u
j´1

˘

ď

ż hun´j`1pM
u
j´1q

Mu
j´1

t1` vun´jpxq ´ v
u
n´jpM

u
j´1qu

2 dx. (A.10)

From the definition of Lui pπ
˚
nq we have the identity

n
ÿ

j“i`1

Erhun´j`1pM
u
j´1q ´M

u
j´1 |Fis “ ErLunpπ˚nq ´ Lui pπ˚nq |Fis “ vun´ipM

u
i q,

so (A.9) and (A.10) give us

1

3
vun´ipM

u
i q ď

n
ÿ

j“i`1

ErpAuj q2 |Fis. (A.11)

Now, to work toward an upper bound on ErpBu
j q

2 | Fis, we first note by the crude

Lemma 2.2 that

pBu
j q

2
“
`

vun´jpM
u
j´1q ´ v

u
n´j`1pM

u
j´1q

˘2
ď
`

hun´j`1pM
u
j´1q ´M

u
j´1

˘2
. (A.12)

The definition (2.24) of the running maximum Mu
j , the uniform distribution of Xu

j ,

and calculus give us the identity

ErMu
j ´M

u
j´1 |Fj´1s “

ż hun´j`1pM
u
j´1q

Mu
j´1

px´Mu
j´1q dx (A.13)

“
1

2

`

hun´j`1pM
u
j´1q ´M

u
j´1

˘2
,

so (A.12) gives us the succinct bound

pBu
j q

2
ď 2ErMu

j ´M
u
j´1 |Fj´1s.
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Now we take the conditional expectation with respect to Fi and sum over i ă j ď n.

Telescoping then gives us

n
ÿ

j“i`1

ErpBu
j q

2
| Fis ď 2ErMu

n ´M
u
i |Fis ď 2, (A.14)

where, in the last step, we used 0 ď Mu
i ď Mu

n ď 1. The representation (A.7) and

the bounds (A.11) and (A.14) complete the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 2.7

Proof. If we set

gpyq
def
“ y´2

t´6y ` e´yp2y3
` 3y2

´ 6` 6eyqu for y ě 0,

then by integration and simplification one has for 0 ď s ă t ă 8 that

e´s

3
gpt´ sq “

ż t

s

ˆ

t´ x

t´ s

˙2

e´x dx´
1

3
pe´s ´ e´tq ´

2

3
te´s ´ e´tpt´ s` 1qu,

and the lemma follows if we verify that gpyq ď 0 for all y ě 0. By the integral

representation

gpyq “ y´2

ˆ
ż y

0

p´6q dx`

ż y

0

e´xp6` 6x` 3x2
´ 2x3

q dx

˙

,

we see that it suffices to show that

6` 6x` 3x2
´ 2x3

ď 6ex for all x P r0,8q,

and the last inequality is obvious from the power series of ex.

Proposition 2.7

Proof. If X1, X2, . . . , Xn is a sequence of independent random variables with the

continuous distribution F , then the familiar transformations

Xu
i

def
“ F pXiq and Xe

i
def
“ ´ logt1´ F pXiqu
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define sequences that have the uniform and exponential distribution, respectively.

These transformations give us a dictionary that we can use to translate results be-

tween our models; specifically we have:

vkpsq “ vuk pF psqq and vkpsq “ vekp´ logt1´ F psquq,

Mu
i “ F pMiq and M e

i “ ´ logt1´ F pMiqu,

wn´ipMiq “ wun´ipM
u
i q and wn´ipMiq “ wen´ipM

e
i q.

Proposition 2.5 tells us that

1

3
vun´ipM

u
i q ´ 2 ď wun´ipM

u
i q,

so the first column of the dictionary gives us the first inequality of (2.50). Similarly,

Proposition 2.6 tells us

wen´ipM
e
i q ď

1

3
ven´ipM

e
i q `

2

3
t1` logpn´ iqu,

and the second column of the dictionary gives us the second inequality of (2.50).

Lemma 2.8

Proof. We fix n ě 1 and simplify the notation by dropping the subscript n on the

martingale difference sequence and the filtration. We then let

V
def
“

n
ÿ

j“1

Erd2
j | Fj´1s

and consider the martingale tVi : 0 ď i ď nu defined by setting

Vi
def
“ ErV | Fi s for 0 ď i ď n.

One has the initial and terminal values

V0 “

n
ÿ

j“1

Erd2
j s “ VarrLnpπ

˚
nqs and Vn “ V,
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and if we introduce the new martingale differences ∆i “ Vi ´ Vi´1, 1 ď i ď n, then

telescoping and orthogonality give us

Vn ´ V0 “

n
ÿ

i“1

∆i and VarrVns “ Var

„ n
ÿ

j“1

Erd2
j | Fj´1s



“

n
ÿ

i“1

Er∆2
i s. (A.15)

For 1 ď j ď i` 1 all of the summands Erd2
j | Fj´1s are Fi-measurable, so we have

∆i “

i
ÿ

j“1

Erd2
j | Fj´1s ` E

„ n
ÿ

j“i`1

Erd2
j | Fj´1s | Fi



´

i
ÿ

j“1

Erd2
j | Fj´1s ´ E

„ n
ÿ

j“i`1

Erd2
j | Fj´1s | Fi´1



.

The first and the third sum cancel, and we obtain

∆i “

n
ÿ

j“i`1

Erd2
j | Fis ´ E

„ n
ÿ

j“i`1

Erd2
j | Fis | Fi´1



(A.16)

“ wn´ipMiq ´ Erwn´ipMiq | Fi´1s,

where in the last line we twice used the formula (2.31) for the conditional variance.

Next, we set

Gi
def
“ tω : Xipωq P rMi´1pωq, hn´i`1pMi´1pωqqsu,

so, in words, Gi is the set of all ω for which the observation Xipωq is selected at

time i under the optimal policy π˚n. By the recursive definition (2.24) of the running

maximum Mi, we then have the decomposition

wn´ipMiq “ wn´ipMi´1q ` twn´ipXiq ´ wn´ipMi´1qu1pGiq. (A.17)

In fact, one can replace wn´i with any function here, and it will be useful to also

note that

vn´ipMiq “ vn´ipMi´1q ` tvn´ipXiq ´ vn´ipMi´1qu1pGiq. (A.18)
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The first summand on the right-hand side of (A.17) is Fi´1-measurable, so, if we

rewrite (A.16) using (A.17) we obtain

∆i “ twn´ipXiq ´ wn´ipMi´1qu1pGiq ´ Ertwn´ipXiq ´ wn´ipMi´1qu1pGiq | Fi´1s.

When we square this identity and take the conditional expectation we find

Er∆2
i | Fi´1s ď Ertwn´ipXiq ´ wn´ipMi´1qu

2
1pGiq | Fi´1s, (A.19)

and all that remains is to estimate the difference twn´ipXiq ´ wn´ipMi´1qu1pGiq.

Now consider the upper bound in (2.50) and replace wn´ipMiq and vn´ipMiq with

their decompositions (A.17) and (A.18). When we move the term wn´ipMi´1q to the

right side, we have

twn´ipXiq ´ wn´ipMi´1qu1pGiq ď
1

3
tvn´ipXiq ´ vn´ipMi´1qu1pGiq (A.20)

`
1

3
vn´ipMi´1q ´ wn´ipMi´1q

`
2

3
p1` log nq.

By the lower bound in (2.50) the second summand is bounded by two, and, to

estimate the first summand, we note that the characterization (2.12) for the optimal

threshold function and the monotonicity of the value function give us

1

3
| vn´ipXiq ´ vn´ipMi´1q |1pGiq ď

1

3
1pGiq. (A.21)

The left-hand side of (A.20) is zero off of the set Gi, so using (A.21) we see that

(A.20) gives us

twn´ipXiq ´ wn´ipMi´1qu1pGiq ď t3`
2

3
log nu1pGiq. (A.22)

A parallel argument gives us the complementary inequality,

´ t3`
2

3
log nu1pGiq ď twn´ipXiq ´ wn´ipMi´1qu1pGiq. (A.23)
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Specifically, one now begins with the lower bound in (2.50) and replaces wn´ipMiq

and vn´ipMiq with their decompositions.

Taken together (A.22) and (A.23) imply

|wn´ipXiq ´ wn´ipMi´1q | 1pGiq ď t3`
2

3
log nu1pGiq,

so we can square both sides and take conditional expectations with respect to Fi´1.

By (A.19) and the definition of Gi, we then have

Er∆2
i | Fi´1s ď t18`

8

9
plog nq2uEr1pXi P rMi´1, hn´i`1pMi´1qsq | Fi´1s,

so if we drop the factor 8{9, take total expectations, and sum we get

n
ÿ

i“1

Er∆2
i s ď t18` plog nq2u

n
ÿ

i“1

Er1pXi P rMi´1, hn´i`1pMi´1qsqs. (A.24)

By (A.15) the sum on the left is variance of Vn “
řn
j“1 Erd2

j | Fj´1s, and by (2.25)

the sum of the expected values on the right is equal to ErLnpπ˚nqs. Finally, we know

that ErLnpπ˚nqs ă p2nq1{2 from (2.3) and the argument of Section 2.3.3, so (A.24)

completes the proof of the lemma.
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Appendix B

Proofs in Chapter 3

B.1 Proof in Section 3.3

Example 3.1

Proof. Bidder 1’s payoff function is:

π1pb1, b2q “

"

v1 ´ b1 if b1 ě b2

0 otherwise.

Since b2 is uniform on rc, ds, bidder 1’s expected payoff as a function of b1 is:

Erπ1pb1qs “

$

&

%

v1 ´ b1 if d ă b1
pv1´b1qpb1´cq

d´c
if c ď b1 ď d

0 otherwise.

By solving first-order condition, the maximizer of Erπ1pb1qs is:

bEM1 “

$

&

%

d if 2d´ c ă v1
1
2
pv1 ` cq if c ď v1 ď 2d´ c

0 otherwise.
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Example 3.3

Proof. Using (3.2) and the fact that b2 and b3 are independent and uniformly dis-

tributed, we have:

Erπ1pb1qs “

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

0 if b1 ă 4
0.7p8´ 1

2
b2

1 ´ 4v1 ` b1v1q if 4 ď b1 ă 5
0.7pv1 ´

9
2
q if 5 ď b1 ă 6

18´ 1
2
b2

1 ´ 6v1 ` b1v1 if 6 ă b1 ď 7
v1 ´

13
2

if 7 ă b1.

(B.1)

One can verify that the maximizer of Erπ1pb1qs is given by (3.21).

Proposition 3.1

Proof. If b1 ă upmq, there exists b´1 P U´1 such that b1 ă bpmq so that bidder 1 loses

the auction and receives zero payoff. Thus, bidder 1’s worst-case payoff is no more

than zero if she bids b1 ă upmq. On the other hand, if b1 ě upmq then bidder 1

always wins an item and receives a payoff π1pb1, b´1q “ v1 ´ b1. Hence, her optimal

policy is to bid exactly upmq if upmq ď v1 and bid zero if v1 ă upmq. In other words,

a solution to (RO) is bRO1 “ upmq1upmqďv1 . The optimal worts-case payoff is thus

πMAXMIN
1 “ pv1 ´ upmqq

`.

Lemma 3.1

Proof. By definition, we have

fkpxq “ inf
b´1

αkpv1 ´ b
pkq
q

s.t. bpkq ď x ă bpk´1q

b´1 P U´1.

(B.2)

When lpkq ď x ă upkq, the constraint bpkq ď x is always binding and thus we have

fkpxq “ αkpv1 ´ xq. If upkq ď x ă upk ´ 1 | kq then bidder 1 wins item k for sure
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by bidding x and it is possible for rivals to bid in such a way that bidder 1 pays the

maximum possible amount upkq. Thus, fkpxq “ αkpv1´upkqq in this case. Finally, if

upk ´ 1 | kq ď x ă upk ´ 1q then the constraint bpkq ď x is never binding. Therefore,

fkpxq “ αkpv1 ´ upk | k ´ 1, xqq.

Proposition 3.2

Proof. We first prove the proposition for the case of m “ 2. Without loss of gen-

erality, we can assume that α “ 1. If bidder 1 bids b1 ă up2q then there is always

a possibility that she loses the auction, so her worst-case payoff in this case is zero.

On the other hand, if b1 ě up2q then by Lemma 3.1, the worst-case payoff for bid-

der 1 if she wins the first slot is at most v1 ´ up2q, whereas her worst-case payoff

should she win the second slot is at least v1 ´ up2q (see Figure 3.4). In other words,

f1pb1q ď v1 ´ up2q ď f2pb1q, @b1 ě up2q. Thus, it is optimal for bidder 1 to bid

bRO1 “ up2q1up2qďv1 . The worst-case payoff is therefore πMAXMIN
1 “ pv1 ´ up2qq`.

The same argument extends directly for m ą 2.

Proposition 3.3

Proof. When α1pv1 ´ up1 | 2qq ď α2pv1 ´ up2qq, according to Lemma 3.1, bidder 1’s

worst-case payoff is at most α2pv1 ´ up2qq (see Figure 3.5). Thus, a robust policy is

bRO1 “ up2q1up2qďv1 and the optimal worst-case payoff is πMAXMIN
1 “ α2pv1´ up2qq

`.

On the other hand, if α2pv1´up2 | 1qq ď α1pv1´up1qq then from Figure 3.6 we can see

that bidder 1 is always better off by winning item 1 than by winning item 2 (in terms

of worst-case payoff). Thus, bRO1 “ up1q1up1qďv1 and πMAXMIN
1 “ α1pv1 ´ up1qq`.

Finally, when α2pv1´up2qq ă α1pv1´up1 | 2qq and α1pv1´up1qq ă α2pv1´up2 | 1qq,

bidder 1’s worst-case payoff function on x P rup2q,8q is maximized at the intersection

of y “ α1pv1 ´ xq and y “ α2pv1 ´ up2 | 1, xqq(Figure 3.7). Thus, bRO1 “ x˚1x˚ďv1 .

The optimal worst-case payoff in this case is therefore πMAXMIN
1 “ α1pv1´x

˚q`.
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B.2 Proofs in Section 3.4

Proposition 3.5

Proof. Since VCG is in the core if the coalition value function is bidder-submodular,

it suffices to show this bidder-submodularity property. For any coalition S, let

bSpMq “ maxjPSbjpMq. Then due to supermodularity, we have wbpSq “ bSpMq and

wbpSYlq “ maxpbSpMq, blpMqq. Therefore, wbpSYlq´wbpSq “ maxpbSpMq, blpMqq´

bSpMq “ maxp0, blpMq ´ bSpMqq. As a result, if 0 P S Ă S 1 then maxp0, blpMq ´

bSpMqq ě maxp0, blpMq ´ bS1pMqq so that wbpS Y lq ´ wbpSq ě wbpS
1 Y lq ´ wbpS

1q.

Thus, wbp¨q is bidder-submodular.

Proposition 3.6

Proof. For any b1 P U1 and b´1 P U´1, since wv1,b´1 is bidder-submodular, we have

that π1pb1, b´1q ď π1pv1, b´1q (Ausubel and Milgrom, 2006). Thus,

inf
b´1PU´1

π1pb1, b´1q ď inf
b´1PU´1

π1pv1, b´1q,

which implies

sup
b1PU1

inf
b´1PU´1

π1pb1, b´1q ď inf
b´1PU´1

π1pv1, b´1q.

As a result, truthful reporting is the optimal solution to (RO).

Proposition 3.7

Proof. Let S1 be the bundle that bidder 1 wins when she bids truthfully. By defini-

tion, we have

wv1,b´1pNq “ v1pS1q ` wb´1pNz1,MzS1q.

We observe that by using policy (3.24), bidder 1 also wins S1. In fact, the maximum

reported valuation generated by allocating S1 to bidder 1 and MzS1 to the remaining
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bidders is

v1pS1q´π
V CG
1 `wb´1pNz1,MzS1q “ wv1,b´1pNq´pwv1,b´1pNq´wb´1pNz1qq

“ wb´1pNz1q,

which is equal to the maximum reported valuation generated by allocating items in

M to the remaining bidders. Under the assumed tie-breaking rule, S1 is her allocation

outcome. The VCG payoffs with respect to the reported valuation profile pb1, b´1q is

πV CGj “ wbpNq ´ wbpNzjq “ wb´1pNz1q ´ wb´1pNz1q “ 0,

for j P N , and

πV CG0 “ wbpNq ´
ÿ

jPN

πV CGj “ wb´1pNz1q.

This VCG profile is in the core with respect to the reported bids b so bidder 1 is

charged exactly her VCG payment pV CG1 , which is a function of b´1 only. As a result,

bidder 1 gets

π1 “ v1pS1q ´ p
V CG
1 “ v1pS1q ´ pv1pS1q ´ π

V CG
1 q “ πV CG1 ,

which is her VCG payoff with respect to the reported valuation pv1, b´1q. Since πV CG1

is the maximum payoff that bidder 1 can get, policy (3.24) is optimal.

Remark 3.1

Proof. Let C Ď N be the set of bidders corresponding to bidder 1’s shills. Also,

given a bid profile b, let Sj be the bundle allocated to bidder j . We have

π0 `
ÿ

jPNzC

πi “
ÿ

jPN

pj `
ÿ

jPNzC

pbjpSjq ´ pjq

“
ÿ

jPC

pj `
ÿ

jPNzC

bjpSjq

ď
ÿ

jPC

pj ` wbpNzC,Mz YjPC Sjq,
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where the last inequality follows from the definition of wbp¨q. From the core con-

straints, we have wbpNzSq ď π0 `
ř

jPNzC πi. Hence,

pV CG1 “ wbpNzCq ´ wbpNzC,Mz YjPC Sjq ď
ÿ

jPC

pj.

Thus, bidder 1 pays at least pV CG1 even when she uses shills, which implies that her

payoff is at most πV CG1 . Since bidding policy (3.24) gives bidder 1 this VCG payoff,

it is also optimal in the extended policy space in which bidder 1 uses shills.

Proposition 3.8

Proof. First observe that
ř

jPNpvjpSjq ´ γ
EQ
j q “ wvpNq ´

ř

jPN γ
EQ
j “ γEQ0 , so when

everyone bids according to (3.25), the maximum total reported valuation is γEQ0

and the efficient allocation is tSjujPN (under the tie-breaking rule favoring such

allocation). The VCG payoff for each bidder j with respect to this bidding profile

is πV CGj “ wbpNq ´ wbpNzjq “ γEQ0 ´ γEQ0 “ 0. This VCG payoff profile is in the

core, so each bidder is charged exactly pV CGj “ vjpSjq ´ γ
EQ
j . As a result, the actual

payoff that bidder j receives is γj “ vjpSjq ´ p
V CG
j “ γEQj .

Next, we show that each bidder j earns no more than γEQj when her rivals bid

according to (3.25). Under bidding profile (3.25), no optimal allocation yields a total

reported valuation more than γEQ0 . In fact, assume the opposite and let C be the

smallest coalition such that the total reported value on assigned bundles exceed γEQ0 .

We have that

γEQ0 ď max
x:YjPCxj“M

ÿ

jPC

bjpxjq ď
ÿ

jPC

pvjpSjq ´ γ
EQ
j q “ wvpCq ´

ÿ

jPC

γEQj ,

so the set C can form a blocking coalion with the seller, which is a contracdiction to

the fact that γEQ satisfies the core constraints. As a result, for every bidder j, the

coalition value among the rivals wbpNzjq cannot exceed γEQ0 . If bidder j deviates then
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either she wins all items, in which case the resulting total valuation is still no more

than γEQ0 , or she wins a subset of M and contributes at most an additional γEQj to the

total valuation on assigned bundles. Thus, we have wb1j ,b´jpNq ď γEQ0 ` γEQj for any

alternative reporting policy b1j. But this implies that by reporting b1j, bidder j receives

a payoff that can be no more than wb1j ,b´jpNq´wb1j ,b´jpNzjq ď pγ
EQ
0 ` γEQj q´ γEQ0 “

γEQj . Thus, bj is indeed bidder j’s best reply and the equilibrium results follow

directly.

Proposition 3.9

Proof. Let b1 be the optimal bidding policy defined by (3.24). For any α P r0, 1s, we

define bα1 to be a linear combination of the true valuation and the optimal policy b1:

bα1 pSq “ p1´ αqv1pSq ` αb1pSq, @S ĎM.

We observe that when bidder 1 bids according to bα1 and others bid truthfully, the

optimal allocation is the same with that of truthful bidding. In fact, if S1 is bidder

1’s truthful bundle, then for any S ĎM , we have

v1pSq ` wb´1pNz1,MzSq ď v1pS1q ` wb´1pNz1,MzS1q. (B.3)

Bidder 1 also wins S1 under her optimal bidding policy b1:

b1pSq ` wb´1pNz1,MzSq ď b1pS1q ` wb´1pNz1,MzS1q. (B.4)

Multiplying (B.3) by p1´ αq and (B.4) by α, and summing up yields

bα1 pSq ` wb´1pNz1,MzSq ď bα1 pS1q ` wb´1pNz1,MzS1q. (B.5)

As a result, the allocation outcome for bidder 1 does not change under the bidding

profile pbα1 , v´1q. Furthermore, by bidding bα1 , bidder 1 reduces her reported valuation

for the winning bundle by απV CG1 . Consequently, all the winners together have to pay
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an extra amount of απV CG1 to overcome blocking coalitions. Under the nearest-VCG

rule, this amount is split equally among the winners, and bidder 1 only has to pay

a fraction of the quantity απV CG1 . Therefore, her payoff under bα1 is strictly larger

than that of truthful bidding. This holds for any α ą 0 so we can choose bε1 “ bα1 for

a sufficiently small α so that ‖v1 ´ b
ε
1‖2 ď ε.

Proposition 3.10

Proof. We first show that bidder 1’s worst-case payoff under policy (3.28) is at least

v1pS1q ´ ξ. By construction, we have that

b1pS1q ` wb´1pNz1,MzS1q ě b1pMq, @b´1 P U´1. (B.6)

Furthermore, from the definition of ξ, we have

b1pS1q ` wb´1pNz1,MzS1q ě wb´1pNz1,Mq, @b´1 P U´1. (B.7)

Since bpSq “ 0 for all S Ğ S1 and wb´1pNz1,MzSq ď wb´1pNz1,Mq, the above

inequality also implies that

b1pS1q ` wb´1pNz1,MzS1q ą b1pSq ` wb´1pNz1,MzSq, (B.8)

for all S Ğ S1 and b´1 P U´1. The inequalities (B.6), (B.7) and (B.8) jointly show

that it is always optimal for the seller to allocate bundle S1 to bidder 1 and the rest of

the items to other bidders. Since a bidder’s payment can never exceed her bid, bidder

1’s payoff under policy (3.28) is at least v1pS1q ´ ξ. Hence, the optimal worst-case

payoff under robust bidding satisfies πMAXMIN
1 ě v1pS1q ´ ξ. On the other hand,

recall that we have the minimax inequality (3.12), so πMAXMIN
1 ď πMINMAX

1 . For

any realization of b´1 P U´1, bidder 1 can response optimally by bidding according

to a perfect-information optimal policy, e.g., policy (3.24). Under such policy, bidder
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1 receives her VCG payoff, so we have

πMINMAX
1 “ min

b´1PU´1

pwbpN,Mq ´ wbpNz1,Mqq

“ min
b´1PU´1

pv1pS1q ` wbpNz1,MzS1q ´ wbpNz1,Mqq

“ v1pS1q ´ max
b´1PU´1

pwbpNz1,Mq ´ wbpNz1,MzS1qq

“ v1pS1q ´ ξ.

Since v1pS1q ´ ξ ď πMAXMIN
1 ď πMINMAX

1 “ v1pS1q ´ ξ, we must have that

πMAXMIN
1 “ πMINMAX

1 “ v1pS1q ´ ξ and the bidding policy (3.28) is optimal.

Remark 3.3

Proof. When bidders 1 and 2 win exactly one item each, their VCG payments are

pV CG1 “ maxp0, c ´ bq and pV CG2 “ maxpy ´ x, c ´ xq and the core constraints are

p1 ď x, p2 ď b and p1 ` p2 ě c. The projection of VCG on the core gives us bidder

1’s payment:

p1 “

ˆ

x´
1

2
minpx, x` b´ cq `

1

2
minpc´ y, 0q

˙`

. (B.9)

The right hand side of (B.9) corresponds to projecting the VCG payment onto the

blocking constraint p1 ` p2 ě c created by bidder 3’s bid on the global bundle. This

term can also be written as

maxp0, c´ bq `
1

2
pc´maxp0, c´ bq ´maxpy ´ x, c´ xqq,

which is bidder 1’s VCG payment plus an extra amount that is half of the total

surcharge that bidder 1 and 2 together have to pay to overcome the blocking global

bidder.1 However, such projection does not always yield a non-negative payment, so

1 See e.g., Goeree and Lien (2016).
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it is truncated at zero as in (B.9). By substituting px, yq “ pξ, ξ ` b̄´ εbq into (B.9),

we get bidder 1’s payment under the robust policy:

pRO1 “

ˆ

ξ ´
1

2
minpξ, ξ ` b´ cq `

1

2
minpc´ ξ ´ b̄` εb, 0q

˙`

(B.10)

Bidder 1’s payoff under the robust policy is thus given by

πRO1 “ min

ˆ

a`
1

2
minp0, b´ cq ´

1

2
minpc´ b̄` εb, ξq, a

˙

. (B.11)

On the other hand, by bidding truthfully bidder 1 gets

πTR1 “ min

ˆ

a`
1

2
minp0, b´ cq ´

1

2
minpc, aq, a

˙

. (B.12)

Since minpc ´ b̄ ` εb, ξq “ c ´ b̄ ` εb ď minpc, aq, we have that πRO1 ě πTR1 for all

realization of b´1 P U´1.

Example 3.5

Proof. Bidder 1’s payoff function is:

π1px, y, b, cq “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

0 if x` b ă c and y ă c

min
´

a, a´ x` 1
2

minpx, x` b´ cq ´ 1
2

minpc´ y, 0q
¯

if c ď x` b and y ď x` b
a´maxpb, cq if x` b ă y and c ď y.

(B.13)

Since b and c are independent and distributed according to fb and fc given by (3.30)

and (3.31), we have:

Erπ1px, y, b, cqs

“
1

324

ż b̄`εb

maxpy´x,b̄´εbq

ż minpx`b,c̄`εcq

c̄´εc

π1
1px, y, b, cqpb´ 7qp13´ cq dc db

`
1

324

ż minpy´x,b̄`εbq

b̄´εb

ż minpy,c̄`εcq

c̄´εc

π2
1pb, cqpb´ 7qp13´ cq dc db,
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where π1
1px, y, b, cq “

´

a, a´ x` 1
2

minpx, x` b´ cq ´ 1
2

minpc´ y, 0q
¯

and π2
1pb, cq “

a´maxpb, cq. The expected-payoff maximizing policy bEM1 can then be obtained by

choosing px, yq that maximizes Erπ1px, y, b, cqs over R2
`.

Proposition 3.11

Proof. (a) Bidder 1 has unique truthful allocation S1 if and only if, for all b´1 P U´1:

v1pS1q ` wb´1pNz1,MzS1q ě v1pS2q ` wb´1pNz1,MzS2q, (B.14)

and

v1pS1q ` wb´1pNz1,MzS1q ě wb´1pNz1,Mq, @b´1 P U´1. (B.15)

We will prove that similar to the single-minded case, the worst-case payoff of bidder

1 under the robust policy bRO1 is at least as large as the upper bound provided by

minimax inequality and thus bRO1 must be optimal. First, given policy bRO1 , we can

partition uncertainty set U´1 into two disjoint subsets U p1q´1 and U p2q´1 such that bidder

1 always wins Si on the set U piq´1 for i P t1, 2u. The worst-case payoff under policy

bRO1 is given by

inf
b´1PU´1

π1pb
RO
1 , b´1q “ min

˜

inf
b´1PUp1q´1

pv1pS1q ´ p
p1q
1 q, inf

b´1PUp2q´1

pv1pS2q ´ p
p2q
1 q

¸

,

where p
p1q
1 and p

p2q
1 denote the corresponding payments for bidder 1. Note that by

individual rationality , we have p
p1q
1 ď ξ1 and p

p2q
1 ď ξ1. In addition, v1pS1q ď v1pS2q,

so we have

inf
b´1PU´1

π1pb
RO
1 , b´1q ě v1pS1q ´ ξ1.

Since πMAXMIN
1 ě inf

b´1PU´1

π1pb
RO
1 , b´1q, we have πMAXMIN

1 ě v1pS1q ´ ξ1. On the

other hand, if we let pV CG1 pS1q and pV CG1 pS2q be bidder 1’s VCG payment when she
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wins S1 and S2, respectively, then the minmax payoff is

πMINMAX
1 “ inf

b´1PU´1

max
`

v1pS1q ´ p
V CG
1 pS1q, v1pS2q ´ p

V CG
1 pS2q

˘

“ v1pS1q ´ ξ1,

where the last equality follows directly from the condition (B.14) that guarantees

bidder 1 always win bundle S1 under truthful bidding. Finally, by minimax inequal-

ity, we have πMAXMIN
1 ď πMINMAX

1 . As a result, the minimax equality (3.13) must

hold and bRO1 is the optimal solution to (RO).

(b) We observe that under policy bRO1 defined in (3.36), bidder 1 always wins S2. As

a result, the optimality follows directly from minimax inequality argument analogous

to the proof of Proposition 3.10.

Lemma 3.2

When bidder 1 wins one item, her payment is given by (B.9). Recall that when

px, yq P U 11, we have x “ ξ1. As a result, πWO,1
1 pyq is given by

πWO,1
1 pyq “ inf minta, a´ ξ1 `

1

2
minpξ1, ξ1 ` b´ cq `

1

2
py ´ cq`u

s.t. b´1 P U´1

y ď ξ1 ` b.

(B.16)

The objective function on the right hand side is increasing in b and decreasing in c

so the worst-case scenario corresponds to b˚ “ maxpb̄ ´ εb, y ´ ξ1q and c˚ “ c̄ ` εc.

Substituting these values into (B.16), we have

πWO,1
1 pyq “ minta, a´ ξ1 `

1

2
min

`

ξ1, py ´ c̄´ εcq
`
˘

`
1

2
py ´ c̄´ εcq

`
u. (B.17)
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Similarly, when bidder 1 wins both items, her payment is maxpb, cq, so πWO,2
1 pyq is

given by

πWO,2
1 pyq “ inf ta1 ´maxpb, cqu

s.t. b´1 P U´1

ξ1 ` b ă y.

(B.18)

In this case, the worst-case bids are b˚ “ minpb̄` εb, y ´ ξ1q, c
˚ “ c̄` εc so we have

πWO,2
1 pyq “ a1 ´maxtminpb̄` εb, y ´ ξ1q, c̄` εcu. (B.19)

We can see that πWO,1
1 pyq is a piece-wise linear increasing function in y while πWO,2

1 pyq

is a piece-wise linear decreasing function in y. Furthermore, one can directly verify

that πWO,1
1 pyq “ a for y ě ξ1 ` c̄` εc and πWO,2

1 pyq “ a1 ´ c̄´ εc for y ď ξ1 ` c̄` εc.

Lemma 3.3

From (B.17) and (B.19), we have the following identities:

πWO,1
1 pξ1 ` b̄´ εbq

“ minpa, a´ ξ1 `
1

2
minpξ1, ξ1 ´ c̄´ b̄` εb ´ εcq `

1

2
pξ1 ´ c̄´ b̄` εb ´ εcqq

“ minpa, a´
1

2
pξ1 ` c̄` b̄´ εb ` εcqq,

πWO,2
1 pξ1 ` b̄´ εbq “ a1 ´maxpminpb̄` εb, b̄´ εbq, c̄` εcq

“ a1 ´maxpb̄´ εb, c̄` εcq,

πWO,1
1 pξ1 ` b̄` εbq “ min

ˆ

a, a`
1

2
minpξ1, ξ1 ´ ξ ` 2εbq ´

1

2
pξ1 ` ξ ´ 2εbq

˙

,

πWO,2
1 pξ1 ` b̄` εbq “ a1 ´maxpb̄` εb, c̄` εcq.

There are three cases to consider:

1. b̄` εb ď c̄` εc:
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We have

πWO,1
1 pξ1 ` b̄´ εbq “ a´ pc̄´ b̄` εb ` εcq,

πWO,2
1 pξ1 ` b̄´ εbq “ a1 ´ c̄´ εc,

πWO,1
1 pξ1 ` b̄` εbq “ a´ pc̄´ b̄´ εb ` εcq,

πWO,2
1 pξ1 ` b̄` εbq “ a1 ´ c̄´ εc.

2. b̄´ εb ď c̄` εc ă b̄` εb:

We have

πWO,1
1 pξ1 ` b̄´ εbq “ a´ pc̄´ b̄` εb ` εcq,

πWO,2
1 pξ1 ` b̄´ εbq “ a1 ´ c̄´ εc,

πWO,1
1 pξ1 ` b̄` εbq “ a,

πWO,2
1 pξ1 ` b̄` εbq “ a1 ´ b̄´ εb.

3. c̄` εc ă b̄´ εb:

We have

πWO,1
1 pξ1 ` b̄´ εbq “ a,

πWO,2
1 pξ1 ` b̄´ εbq “ a1 ´ b̄` εb,

πWO,1
1 pξ1 ` b̄` εbq “ a,

πWO,2
1 pξ1 ` b̄` εbq “ a1 ´ b̄´ εb.

In all three cases, one can verify that πWO,2
1 pξ1 ` b̄ ´ εbq ď πWO,1

1 pξ1 ` b̄ ´ εbq is

equivalent to a1 ď a` b̄´ εb and πWO,2
1 pξ1` b̄` εbq ď πWO,1

1 pξ1` b̄` εbq is equivalent

to a1 ď a` b̄` εb.

Proposition 3.12

Proof. We first consider the case when bidder 1 bids in the restricted policy space

U 11 “ tpx, yq P R2
` | x “ ξ1, y ě xu. When a1 P pa` b̄´εb, a` b̄`εbs, by Lemma 3.3, we
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have πWO,1
1 pξ1` b̄´εbq ă πWO,2

1 pξ1` b̄´εbq and πWO,1
1 pξ1` b̄`εbq ě πWO,2

1 pξ1` b̄`εbq.

Due to the monotonicity of πWO,1
1 pyq and πWO,2

1 pyq (Lemma 3.2), the optimal choice

of y (with respect to the restricted space U 11) is at the intersection of πWO,1
1 pyq and

πWO,2
1 pyq. To determine the optimal worst-case payoff with respect to the restricted

space U 11, we recall that πWO,1
1 pyq is constant for y ě ξ1 ` c̄ ` εc and πWO,2

1 pyq is

constant for y ď ξ1 ` c̄ ` εc. Thus, at the intersection point of these two payoff

functions, bidder 1’s payoff is equal to mintπWO,1
1 pξ1 ` c̄` εcq, π

WO,2
1 pξ1 ` c̄` εcqu “

minpa, a1 ´ c̄ ´ εcq (see Figure 3.15c and 3.15d). Since this is a lower bound for the

optimal worst-case payoff on the original policy space U1 “ R2
`, one has that

minpa, a1 ´ c̄´ εcq ď πMAXMIN
1 . (B.20)

We now show that the above lower bound is the same with the upper bound on

πMAXMIN
1 provided by the minimax inequality. For any b´1 P U´1, bidder 1’s best

response payoff is her VCG payoff. Thus, sup
b1PU1

π1pb1, b´1q “ maxpa`b, a1q´maxpb, cq.

As a result, we have

πMINMAX
1 “ inf

b´1PU´1

sup
b1PU1

π1pb1, b´1q

“ inf
b´1PU´1

pmaxpa` b, a1q ´maxpb, cqq

“ min

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

inf a1 ´maxpb, cq,

s.t. b ă a1 ´ a

b´1 P U´1

inf a´ pc´ bq`

s.t. a1 ´ a ď b

b´1 P U´1

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

“ minta1 ´maxpa1 ´ a, c̄` εcq, a´ pc̄` εc ´ a
1
` aq`u

“ minpa, a1 ´ c̄´ εcq,

where the second last equality follows by substituting the minimizing values for b

and c. By minimax inequality, we have πMAXMIN
1 ď πMINMAX

1 “ minpa, a1´ c̄´ εcq.
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Together with (B.20), we have πMAXMIN
1 “ minpa, a1´ c̄´ εcq and the policy px˚, y˚q

is optimal.

Remark 3.6

Proof. Let πWO,TR
1 be her worst-case payoff under truthful bidding. We want to

show that if a` b̄´ εb ă a1 then this truthful worst-case payoff is the same with the

optimal worst-case payoff from robust bidding, i.e.,

πWO,TR
1 “ πMAXMIN

1 . (B.21)

First let us consider the case when a` b̄` εb ă a1. By reporting truthfully, bidder 1

always wins two items, so her worst-case payoff is

πWO,TR
1 “ a1 ´maxpb̄` εb, c̄` εcq.

On the other hand, according to Proposition 3.11, we have πMAXMIN
1 “ a1´maxpb̄`

εb, c̄` εcq. Hence, πWO,TR
1 “ πMAXMIN

1 .

Now let us assume that a ` b̄ ´ εb ă a1 ď a ` b̄ ` εb. By Proposition 3.12,

πMAXMIN
1 “ minpa, a1 ´ c̄´ εcq. There are three possible cases to be considered:

1. b̄` εb ď c̄` εc:

By reporting truthfully, bidder 1’s worst-case payoffs when winning one and

two items are respectively:

πWO1,TR
1 “ minpa,

1

2
minpa, a1 ´ c̄´ εcq `

1

2
pa1 ´ c̄´ εcqq

“ minpa, a1 ´ c̄´ εcq,

πWO2,TR
1 “ a1 ´maxpminpa1 ´ a, b̄` εbq, c̄` εcq

“ a1 ´ c̄´ εc.

Hence, bidder 1’s worst-case payoff is

πWO,TR
1 “ minpπWO1,TR

1 , πWO2,TR
2 q “ minpa, a1 ´ c̄´ εcq,
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which is the same with πMAXMIN
1 .

2. b̄´ εb ď c̄` εc ă b̄` εb:

Similar to the previous case, by reporting truthfully, bidder 1’s worst-case

payoffs when winning one and two items are respectively:

πWO1,TR
1 “ minpa, a1 ´ c̄´ εcq,

πWO2,TR
1 “ a1 ´maxpminpa1 ´ a, b̄` εbq, c̄` εcq.

Now we prove that minpπWO1,TR
1 , πWO2,TR

2 q “ minpa, a1´c̄´εcq. If a1´c̄´εc ă a

then πWO1,TR
1 “ πWO1,TR

1 “ a1 ´ c̄´ εc so we indeed have

minpπWO1,TR
1 , πWO2,TR

2 q “ minpa, a1 ´ c̄´ εcq.

On the other hand, if a ď a1 ´ c̄ ´ εc then πWO1,TR
1 “ a and πWO2,TR

1 “

a1´minpa1´a, b` εbq ě a, so minpπWO1,TR
1 , πWO2,TR

2 q “ a “ minpa, a1´ c̄´ εcq.

Therefore, πWO,TR
1 “ πMAXMIN

1 .

3. c̄` εc ă b̄´ εb:

In this case, the worst-case payoffs of bidder 1 when winning one and two

items are πWO1,TR
1 “ πWO2,TR

1 “ a “ minpa, a1 ´ c̄ ´ εcq. Thus, we also have

πWO,TR
1 “ πMAXMIN

1 , which completes our proof.

Proposition 3.13

Proof. (a) For each b´1 P U´1, a best response of bidder 1 is to bid

bBEST1 “ bpmq1bpmqďv1 .

The maximum payoff of bidder 1 given b´1 is

π1pb
BEST
1 , b´1q “ pv1 ´ b

pmq
q1bpmqďv1 . (B.22)
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Minimizing the above payoff function over the uncertainty set U´1, one gets that

πMINMAX
1 “ pv1 ´ upmqq`, which is exactly the same with πMAXMIN

1 according

to Proposition 3.1.

(b) Without loss of generality, we assume that the common click-through rate is

α “ 1. For each b´1 P U´1, bidder 1’s best response is to bid bBEST1 “ bpmq to

win the mth item if winning that item is profitable. Thus, the maximum payoff

of bidder 1 given b´1 is

π1pb
BEST
1 , b´1q “ pv1 ´ b

pmq
q
`.

By minimizing the above payoff over U´1, we get

πMINMAX
1 “ pv1 ´ upmqq

`,

which is exactly the same with πMAXMIN
1 , according to Proposition 3.2.

(c) Minimax equality (3.13) follows directly from the proof of Proposition 3.10.
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Appendix C

Proofs in Chapter 4

C.1 Proofs in Section 4.3

Proposition 4.1

Proof. Note that when τN ď t ď τD ď t` q, the firm’s total cost under normal and

disrupted stages are respectively:

TCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, 0q “
1

2
hλq ` hλpt´ τNq `

K

q
,

TCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, 1q “
1

2q
hλpt` q ´ τDq

2
`

1

2q
bp1` βqλpτD ´ tq

2
`
K

q
.

Thus, the firm’s expected total cost before purchasing insurance is

EXrTCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, Xqs “ p1´ ρqλ

„

1

2
hq ` hpt´ τNq



`
ρλ

2q

“

hpt` q ´ τDq
2
` p1` βqbpτD ´ tq

2
‰

`
K

q
.
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The expected total cost EXrTCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, Xqs is convex in t and q because

B2EXrTCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, Xqs

Bt2
“
ρλph` b` bβq

q
ą 0,

B2EXrTCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, Xqs

Bq2
“

2K ` ρλpτD ´ tq
2ph` b` bβq

q3
ą 0,

and

B2EXrTCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, Xqs

Bt2
B2EXrTCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, Xqs

Bq2

´

ˆ

B2EXrTCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, Xqs

BtBq

˙2

“
2Kρλph` b` bβq

q4
ą 0.

Hence, t˚pβq and q˚pβq are uniquely determined by solving the first-order conditions:

BEXrTCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, Xqs

Bt
“
λhrq ` ρpt´ τDqs ` ρλbp1` βqpt´ τDq

q
“ 0,

BEXrTCpt, q, β, T0, γ0, Xqs

Bq
“
λhrq2 ´ ρpt´ τDq

2s ´ ρλbp1` βqpt´ τDq
2 ´ 2K

2q2
“ 0.

Solving these first-order conditions, we get q˚pβq and t˚pβq as given in (4.36) and

(4.37), respectively.

Proposition 4.2

Proof. From the definition of Upt, q, β, γq, we have:

Upt, q, β, γq “ p1´ ρqλh

„

1

2
q ` t´ τN



`
K

q

`
λρ

2q

 

hpt` q ´ τDq
2
` p1` βγqbpτD ´ tq

2
(

.

Therefore,

fpβq “ Uγpt
˚
pβq, q˚pβq, β, γq “ ρ

βbλ

2q˚pβq
pτD ´ t

˚
pβqq2.
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Similarly,

f0pβq “ Upt˚pβq, q˚pβq, β, 0q

“ p1´ ρqhλ

„

1

2
q˚pβq ` t˚pβq ´ τN



`
K

q˚pβq

`
ρλ

2q˚pβq

“

hpt˚pβq ` q˚pβq ´ τDq
2
` bpτD ´ t

˚
pβqq2

‰

.

Lemma 4.2

Proof. From Proposition 4.2, we have

Uβγpβ, γq “ f 1pβq.

Recall that

fpβq “ ρ
βbλ

2q˚pβq
pτD ´ t

˚
pβqq2

“
pλKq1{2bh3{2β

p2ρq1{2ph` b` bβq3{2rρph` b` bβq ´ hs1{2
.

Hence, taking the first derivative with respect to β, we have:

f 1pβq “ dpβq
“

bhβ ´ 2hb´ 2h2
` p4bh` 2h2

` 2b2
´ 2b2β2

qρ
‰

, (C.1)

where dpβq is defined as:

dpβq “
bh3{2pKλq1{2

23{2ρ1{2ph` b` bβq5{2rρph` b` bβq ´ hs3{2
ą 0, @β ą 0.

One can verify that for β ă β̄H (Assumption 4.2), the second term in the square

bracket on the right hand side of (C.1) is positive. Hence, Uβγpβ, γq ą 0 for β P

rβL, βHs and γ P r0, 1s.
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Lemma 4.3

Proof. (i) Assume the opposite that γL ă γH . Adding (IC-L) and (IC-H), we have

UpβL, γLq ` UpβH , γHq ď UpβL, γHq ` UpβH , γLq,

or equivalently

UpβH , γHq ´ UpβL, γHq ď UpβH , γLq ´ UpβL, γLq.

However, the single-crossing property (Lemma 4.2) implies that

UpβH , γHq ´ UpβL, γHq ą UpβH , γLq ´ UpβL, γLq,

which is a contradiction. Thus, we must have γH ď γL.

(ii) Let Γ˚ “ tpT ˚L , γ
˚
Lq, pT

˚
H , γ

˚
Hqu be an optimal solution of (4.19). Assume that

(IR-L) does not bind. Let T̄L and T̄H be defined as follows:

T̄L “ UpβL, γ0q ´ UpβL, γ̄q,

T̄H “ UpβH , γ0q ´ UpβH , γ̄q.

We have by (IR-L) that

T ˚L ă UpβL, γ0q´UpβL, γ
˚
Lq “ UpβL, γ̄q´UpβL, γ

˚
Lq`T̄L ď UpβH , γ̄q´UpβH , γLq`T̄L,

where the last inequality comes from the single-crossing property (Lemma 4.2). Con-

sequently, we have

UpβH , γ
˚
Lq ` T

˚
L ă UpβH , γ̄q ` T̄L ď UpβH , γ̄q ` T̄H “ UpβH , γ0q,

where the second inequality follows from the fact that T̄L ď T̄H (also from the single-

crossing property). By (IC-H), we have

UpβH , γ
˚
Hq ` T

˚
H ď UpβH , γ

˚
Lq ` T

˚
L .
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Hence,

UpβH , γ
˚
Hq ` T

˚
H ă UpβH , γ0q,

so (IR-H) also does not bind. This implies that there exists ε ą 0 such that the

contract menu Γ˚ε “ tpT
˚
L ` ε, γ

˚
Lq, pT

˚
H ` ε, γ

˚
Hqu is feasible and more profitable than

the contract menu Γ˚, which is a contradiction.

(iii) Assume the opposite that (IC-H) does not bind at the optimal solution Γ˚.

If (IR-H) does not bind also then there exists ε ą 0 such that the menu of contracts

Γ˚ε “ tpT
˚
L , γ

˚
Lq, pT

˚
H`ε, γ

˚
Hqu is feasible and more profitable, which is a contradiction.

Thus, (IR-H) must bind. But then by (IC-H) we have

UpβH , γ0q “ UpβH , γ
˚
Hq ` T

˚
H ă UpβH , γ

˚
Lq ` T

˚
L .

Therefore, we have

UpβH , γ0q ´ UpβH , γ
˚
Lq ă T ˚L “ UpβL, γ0q ´ UpβL, γ

˚
Lq,

where the equality follows from (IR-L). This above inequality contradicts the single-

crossing property (Lemma 4.2). Thus, (IC-H) binds.

(iv) The result follows directly from arguments in (ii) and (iii).

Proposition 4.3

Proof. The premium levels (4.43) and (4.44) are optimal due to Lemma 4.3.

Proposition 4.4

Proof. We first show that if a menu of contracts Γ˚ “ tpT ˚L , γ
˚
Lq, pT

˚
H , γ

˚
Hqu has pre-

mium levels given by (4.43) and (4.44) and the contract qualities satisfy the mono-

tonicity condition γ ď γ˚H ď γ˚L ď γ̄ then it is feasible to the problem (4.19). We

only need to check for (IC-L) and (IR-H), since (4.43) and (4.44) already ensure

that (IR-L) and (IC-H) hold with equality. By replacing T ˚L and T ˚H with the re-

spective expressions given in (4.43) and (4.44), we have that the constraint (IC-L) is
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equivalent to

UpβH , γ
˚
Hq ´ UpβL, γ

˚
Hq ď UpβH , γ

˚
Lq ´ UpβL, γ

˚
Lq,

which holds due to the single-crossing property and the fact that γ˚H ď γ˚L. Similarly,

(IR-H) is equivalent to

UpβH , γ
˚
Lq ´ UpβL, γ

˚
Lq ď UpβH , γ0q ´ UpβL, γ0q ` UpβH , γ

˚
Hq ´ UpβL, γ

˚
Hq.

We have

UpβH , γ
˚
Lq ´ UpβL, γ

˚
Lq ď UpβH , γ0q ´ UpβL, γ0q

due to the single-crossing property and the fact that γL ď γ0 “ 1. In addition,

Upβ, γq is increasing in β, so 0 ď UpβH , γ
˚
Hq ´ UpβL, γ

˚
Hq. Hence, (IR-H) holds.

Combining the above result with those in Lemma 4.3, we have that the menu of

contracts Γ˚ “ tpT ˚L , γ
˚
Lq, pT

˚
H , γ

˚
Hqu is an optimal solution to the problem IPpρ, φq if

and only if the premium levels are given by (4.43) and (4.44) and the quality levels

γ˚L and γ˚H are optimal to the following problem:

max
γL,γH

„

´fpβLq ` p1´ φq
fpβLq

βL
` φfpβHq



γL ` φp1´ βHq
fpβHq

βH
γH (C.2)

s.t. γ ď γH ď γL ď γ̄.

The objective function of the above optimization problem is obtained by substituting

the expression for T ˚L and T ˚H as given in (4.43) and (4.44) to the objective function

(4.19). We now consider the following cases:

(i) If βH ă minp1, β̄Hq then since φp1 ´ βHq
fpβHq
βH

ą 0 it is optimal to select

γH “ γL. In this case, the insurer’s problem becomes

max
γL

„ˆ

fpβLq

βL
´
fpβHq

βH

˙

p1´ φq ´ fpβLq `
fpβHq

βH



γL

s.t. γ ď γL ď γ̄
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Note that

fpβq

β
“

pλKq1{2bh3{2

p2ρq1{2ph` b` bβq3{2rρph` b` bβq ´ hs1{2

is decreasing in β, so fpβLq
βL

´
fpβHq
βH

ą 0. Furthermore, fpβq is increasing in β, so

´fpβLq `
fpβHq

βH
ě ´fpβLq ` fpβHq ą 0.

Therefore,

ˆ

fpβLq

βL
´
fpβHq

βH

˙

p1´ φq ´ fpβLq `
fpβHq

βH
ą 0, @φ P r0, 1s,

so γ˚L “ γ˚H “ γ̄

(ii) & (iii) Assume that 1 ď βH ă β̄H , then γ˚H “ γ. The low type contract

quality γL is determined by solving

max
γL

„ˆ

fpβLq

βL
´ fpβHq

˙

p1´ φq ` fpβHq ´ fpβLq



γL

s.t. γ ď γL ď γ̄.

Observe that if

fpβLq

βL
´ fpβHq ă 0,

and

φ ă
pβL ´ 1qfpβLq

βLfpβHq ´ fpβLq

then
ˆ

fpβLq

βL
´ fpβHq

˙

p1´ φq ` fpβHq ´ fpβLq ă 0

and γ˚L “ γ. On the other hand, if either

fpβLq

βL
´ fpβHq ě 0
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or

fpβLq

βL
´ fpβHq ă 0, and φ ě

pβL ´ 1qfpβLq

βLfpβHq ´ fpβLq

then
ˆ

fpβLq

βL
´ fpβHq

˙

p1´ φq ` fpβHq ´ fpβLq ě 0

so γ˚L “ γ̄.

Proposition 4.5

Proof. Assume that ρ “ ρ0. By applying (4.21) repeatedly, we get

πi,1 “
π0AipX1,1, X2,1, . . . , Xi,1q

π0AipX1,1, X2,1, . . . , Xi,1q ` p1´ π0qBipX1,1, X2,1, . . . , Xi,1q
, (C.3)

where AipX1,1, X2,1, . . . , Xi,1q and BipX1,1, X2,1, . . . , Xi,1q are defined respectively by

AipX1,1, X2,1, . . . , Xi,1q “

i
ź

j“1

ηXj,1 ,

BipX1,1, X2,1, . . . , Xi,1q “

i
ź

j“1

θ1´Xj,1 ,

with η “ ρ1
ρ0

and θ “ 1´ρ0
1´ρ1

. Thus,

EΓ
0 rπi,1s “ EΓ

0

„

π0AipX1,1, X2,1, . . . , Xi,1q

π0AipX1,1, X2,1, . . . , Xi,1q ` p1´ π0qBipX1,1, X2,1, . . . , Xi,1q



“ EΓ
0

«

1

1` 1´π0
π0

θ
ři
j“1p1´Xj,1qη´

ři
j“1Xj,1

ff

“ EΓ
0

»

–

1

1` 1´π0
π0

exp
´

log θ
ři
j“1p1´Xj,1q ´ log η

ři
j“1Xj,1

¯

fi

fl .
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Let Li be the exponent in the denominator. For convenience, we write ρ̄0 “ 1 ´ ρ0

and ρ̄1 “ 1´ ρ1. We have

Li “
i
ÿ

j“1

p1´Xj,1q log θ ´
i
ÿ

j“1

Xj,1 log η

“

i
ÿ

j“1

p1´Xj,1 ´ ρ̄0q log θ ´
i
ÿ

j“1

pXj,1 ´ ρ0q log η ` i rρ̄0 log θ ´ ρ0 log ηs

“

i
ÿ

j“1

pρ0 ´Xj,1q log θ ´
i
ÿ

j“1

pXj,1 ´ ρ0q log η ` i rρ̄0 log θ ´ ρ0 log ηs

“

i
ÿ

j“1

pXj,1 ´ ρ0q log
ρ̄1ρ0

ρ̄0ρ1

` i rρ̄0 log θ ´ ρ0 log ηs . (C.4)

Let δ “ |ρ0 ´ ρ1|. Observe that,

ρ̄0 log θ ´ ρ0 log η “ ρ̄0 log
1´ ρ0

1´ ρ1

´ ρ0 log
ρ1

ρ0

ě 2pρ0 ´ ρ1q
2
“ 2δ2.

We now turn our attention to the first term in (C.4). Define M0 “ 0 and

Mi “

i
ÿ

j“1

pXj,1 ´ ρ0q log
ρ̄1ρ0

ρ̄0ρ1

.

Let Fi “ σpX1,1, X2,1, . . . , Xi,1q be the filtration induced by observations up to Xi,1

in decision epoch 1. Observe that tMiu is adapted to Fi and since Xj,1 P t0, 1u:

EΓ
0 |Mi| ď max

ˆ∣∣∣∣ip1´ ρ0q log
ρ̄1ρ0

ρ̄0ρ1

∣∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣∣´iρ0 log
ρ̄1ρ0

ρ̄0ρ1

∣∣∣∣˙ ă 8.
Furthermore,

EΓ
0 rMi | Fi´1s “ EΓ

0

«

log
ρ̄1ρ0

ρ̄0ρ1

i
ÿ

j“1

pXj,1 ´ ρ0q | Fi´1

ff

“ log
ρ̄1ρ0

ρ̄0ρ1

i´1
ÿ

j“1

pXj,1 ´ ρ0q ` EΓ
0

„

log
ρ̄1ρ0

ρ̄0ρ1

pXi,1 ´ ρ0q | Fi´1



“Mi´1,
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where the last equation follows from EΓ
0 pXi,1 | Fi´1q “ ρ0. Hence, tMiu is a martin-

gale with respect to Fi. In addition, tMiu has bounded differences:

|Mi ´Mi´1| “ |log
ρ̄1ρ0

ρ̄0ρ1

pXi,1 ´ ρ0q| ď log
ρmaxp1´ ρminq

ρminp1´ ρmaxq
,

where ρmax “ maxpρ0, ρ1q and ρmin “ minpρ0, ρ1q. Let ε “ plog ρmaxp1´ρminq

ρminp1´ρmaxq
q2 then by

the Azuma-Hoeffding inequality, for some ξ ą 0,

PΓ
0 p|Mi| ě iξq ď 2 exp

ˆ

´
1

2ε
ξ2i

˙

. (C.5)

Let Ei,ξ “ t|Mi| ă ξiu. We have

EΓ
0 rπi,1s ď EΓ

0

«

1

1` 1´π0
π̃0

exp pMi ` 2iδ2q

ff

ď EΓ
0

«

1

1` 1´π0
π0

exp pMi ` 2iδ2q
; Ei,ξ

ff

` EΓ
0

«

1

1` 1´π0
π0

exp pMi ` 2iδ2q
; Eci,ξ

ff

ď
1

1` 1´π0
π0

exp p´ξi` 2iδ2q
` PΓ

0 p|Mi| ě iξq

ď
1

1` 1´π0
π0

exp p´ξi` 2iδ2q
` 2 exp

ˆ

´
1

2ε
ξ2i

˙

,

where the second last step is from the definition of Ei,ξ and the last step follows from

(C.5). Let µ0 “ 2 maxt2, π0{p1´ π0qu and µ1 “ mint2δ2 ´ ξ, ξ2{2εu. We have

EΓ
0 rπi,1s ď

π0

1´ π0

exp
`

ξi´ 2iδ2
˘

` 2 exp

ˆ

´
1

2ε
ξ2i

˙

ď µ0 expp´µ1iq.

The proof for the case of EΓ
1 r1 ´ πi,1s ď µ0 exppµ1iq can be obtained in a similar

fashion.
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Proposition 4.6

Proof. Assume that ρ “ ρ0. From Proposition 4.5, if I1 is significantly large then

under the MBP Ψ, πi,n “ 0 almost surely for n ě 2 and i “ 1, 2, . . . , In. As a result,

Ψn ” Γ˚0 for n ě 2, i.e., under the MBP, the menu of contracts in decision epoch

n ě 2 is the same as the clairvoyant’s optimal menu of contracts. Hence, for N ě 1

∆Ψ
0 pNq “

1

v0pΓ˚0q

“

Nv0pΓ
˚
0q ´ V

Ψ
0 pNq

‰

“
1

v0pΓ˚0q
rv0pΓ

˚
0q ´ v0pΨ1qs

ď
1

v0pΓ˚0q
rv0pΓ

˚
0q ´ v0s ,

where v0 is a lower bound on v0pΨq for all Ψ that is feasible to IPpρ0, φq. Let C0 be

the constant on the right hand side of the above inequality. We have ∆Ψ
0 pNq ď C0

for N ě 1. Similarly, when ρ “ ρ1, there exists a constant C1 such that ∆Ψ
1 pNq ď C1

for N ě 1. Let C “ pC0 ` C1q{2. We have:

∆Ψ
pNq “

1

2

“

∆Ψ
0 pNq `∆Ψ

1 pNq
‰

ď C, N ě 1.

Proposition 4.7

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that φ “ φ0. Let F̃n “ σpY1, Y2, . . . , Ynq

and note that π̃n is bounded so it is F̃n-measurable. If Yn “ ´1 then the offered

menu of contracts is pooling so the insurer does not observe the customer’s type from

her contract choice. As a result,

ẼΓ
0 rπ̃n | F̃n´1, Yn “ ´1s “ π̃n´1. (C.6)
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On the other hand, if Yn ě 0 then the insurer can observe the customer’s type from

her contract choice and update her belief using the Bayes’ rule. Therefore, we have

ẼΓ
0 rπ̃n | F̃n´1, Yn ě 0s

“ ẼΓ
0

„

π̃n´1φ
Yn
1 p1´ φ1q

1´Yn

π̃n´1φ
Yn
1 p1´ φ1q

1´Yn ` p1´ π̃n´1qφ
Yn
0 p1´ φ0q

1´Yn
| F̃n´1, Yn ě 0



“ p1´ φ0q
π̃n´1p1´ φ1q

π̃n´1p1´ φ1q ` p1´ π̃n´1qp1´ φ0q
` φ0

π̃n´1φ1

π̃n´1φ1 ` p1´ π̃n´1qφ0

“ π̃n´1 ´
π̃2
n´1p1´ π̃n´1qpφ0 ´ φ1q

2

rπ̃n´1p1´ φ1q ` p1´ π̃n´1qp1´ φ0qsrπ̃n´1φ1 ` p1´ π̃n´1qφ0s
. (C.7)

Combining (C.6) and (C.7), we get:

ẼΓ
0 rπ̃n | F̃n´1s

“ ẼΓ
0 rπ̃n | F̃n´1, Yn “ ´1s P̃Γ

0 pYn “ ´1q ` ẼΓ
0 rπ̃n | F̃n´1, Yn ě 0s P̃Γ

0 pYn ě 0q

ď π̃n´1

”

P̃Γ
0 pYn “ ´1q ` P̃Γ

0 pYn ě 0q
ı

“ π̃n´1.

Thus, tπ̃nu is a sub-martingale with respect to F̃n. A standard result in martingale

theory implies that tπ̃nu converges almost surely to a finite random variable π̃8

(Williams, 1991).

Proposition 4.8

Proof. Assume that φ “ φ0. Since Γ is a self-selecting policy, Yn ě 0 a.s. for all n.

Furthermore, Yn “ 1 if the customer is of type βH and Yn “ 0 if the customer is of

type βL. By applying (4.24) repeatedly, we get

π̃n “
π̃0CnpY1, Y2, . . . , Ynq

π̃0CnpY1, Y2, . . . , Ynq ` p1´ π̃0qDnpY1, Y2, . . . , Ynq
, (C.8)
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where

CnpY1, Y2, . . . , Ynq “ η̃
řn
m“1 Ym ,

DnpY1, Y2, . . . , Ynq “ θ̃
řn
m“1p1´Ymq,

and η̃ “ φ1
φ0

, θ̃ “ 1´φ0
1´φ1

. Thus,

ẼΓ
0 rπ̃ns “ ẼΓ

0

„

π̃0CnpY1, Y2, . . . , Ynq

π̃0CnpY1, Y2, . . . , Ynq ` p1´ π̃0qDnpY1, Y2, . . . , Ynq



“ ẼΓ
0

«

1

1` 1´π̃0
π̃0

θ̃
řn
m“1p1´Ymqη̃´

řn
m“1 Ym

ff

“ ẼΓ
0

»

–

1

1` 1´π̃0
π̃0

exp
´

řn
m“1p1´ Ymq log θ̃ ´

řn
m“1 Ym log η̃

¯

fi

fl .

Let L̃n be the exponent in the denominator. For convenience, we write φ̄0 “ 1´ φ0

and φ̄1 “ 1´ φ1. We have

L̃n “
n
ÿ

m“1

p1´ Ymq log θ̃ ´
n
ÿ

m“1

Ym log η̃

“

n
ÿ

m“1

p1´ Ym ´ φ̄0q log θ̃ ´
n
ÿ

m“1

pYm ´ φ0q log η̃ ` n
”

φ̄0 log θ̃ ´ φ0 log η̃
ı

“

n
ÿ

m“1

pφ0 ´ Ymq log θ̃ ´
n
ÿ

m“1

pYm ´ φ0q log η̃ ` n
”

φ̄0 log θ̃ ´ φ0 log η̃
ı

“

n
ÿ

m“1

pYm ´ φ0q log
φ̄1φ0

φ̄0φ1

` n
”

φ̄0 log θ̃ ´ φ0 log η̃
ı

. (C.9)

Let δ̃ “ |φ0 ´ φ1| ą 0. Observe that,

φ̄0 log θ̃ ´ φ0 log η̃ “ φ̄0 log
1´ φ0

1´ φ1

´ φ0 log
φ1

φ0

ě 2pφ0 ´ φ1q
2
“ 2δ̃2.

We now turn our attention to the first term in (C.9). Define M̃0 “ 0 and

M̃n “

n
ÿ

m“1

pYm ´ φ0q log
φ̄1φ0

φ̄0φ1

.
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Let F̃n be the filtration induced by pY1, Y2, . . . , Ynq. tM̃nu is adapted to Fn and

ẼΓ
0 |M̃n| ď max

ˆ
∣∣∣∣np1´ φ0q log

φ̄1φ0

φ̄0φ1

∣∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣∣´nφ0 log
φ̄1φ0

φ̄0φ1

∣∣∣∣˙ ă 8.
Furthermore,

ẼΓ
0 rM̃n | F̃n´1s “ ẼΓ

0

«

n
ÿ

m“1

pYm ´ φ0q log
φ̄1φ0

φ̄0φ1

| F̃n´1

ff

“

n´1
ÿ

m“1

pYm ´ φ0q log
φ̄1φ0

φ̄0φ1

` ẼΓ
0

„

pYn ´ φ0q log
φ̄1φ0

φ̄0φ1

| F̃n´1



“ M̃n´1,

where the last equality follows from ẼΓ
0 rYn | F̃n´1s “ φ0. Thus, tM̃nu is a martingale

with respect to F̃n. Also,

|M̃n ´ M̃n´1| “ |pYn ´ φ0q log
φ̄1φ0

φ̄0φ1

| ď log
φmaxp1´ φminq

φminp1´ φmaxq
,

where φmax “ maxpφ0, φ1q and φmin “ minpφ0, φ1q. Let ε “ plog φmaxp1´φminq

φminp1´φmaxq
q2 then

by the Azuma-Hoeffding inequality, for some ξ ą 0,

P̃Γ
0 p|M̃n| ě nξq ď 2 exp

ˆ

´
1

2ε
ξ2n

˙

. (C.10)
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Let Ẽn,ξ “ t|M̃n| ă ξnu. We have

ẼΓ
0 rπ̃ns “ ẼΓ

0

»

–

1

1` 1´π̃0
π̃0

exp
´

M̃n ` 2nδ̃2
¯

fi

fl

ď ẼΓ
0

»

–

1

1` 1´π̃0
π̃0

exp
´

M̃n ` 2nδ̃2
¯ ; Ẽn,ξ

fi

fl

` ẼΓ
0

»

–

1

1` 1´π̃0
π̃0

exp
´

M̃n ` 2nδ̃2
¯ ; Ẽcn,ξ

fi

fl

ď
1

1` 1´π̃0
π̃0

exp
´

´ξn` 2nδ̃2
¯ ` P̃Γ

0 p|M̃n| ě nξq

ď
1

1` 1´π̃0
π̃0

exp
´

´ξn` 2nδ̃2
¯ ` 2 exp

ˆ

´
1

2ε
ξ2n

˙

,

where the second last step is from the definition of Ẽn,ξ and the last step follows from

(C.10). Let µ0 “ 2 maxt2, π̃0{p1´ π̃0qu and µ1 “ mint2δ̃2 ´ ξ, ξ2{2εu. We have

ẼΓ
0 rπ̃ns ď

1

1` 1´π̃0
π̃0

exp
´

´ξn` 2nδ̃2
¯ ` 2 exp

ˆ

´
1

2ε
ξ2n

˙

ď
π̃0

1´ π̃0

exp
´

ξn´ 2nδ̃2
¯

` 2 exp

ˆ

´
1

2ε
ξ2n

˙

ď µ0 expp´µ1nq.

The proof for the case of ẼΓ
1 r1´ π̃ns is similar.

Proposition 4.9

Proof. If we can show that Ψε,α is a self-selecting policy, then the convergence results

follow directly from Proposition 4.8. By definition, Ψε,α is separating since the

selected menu of contracts in each decision epoch satisfies the separating condition

(4.50). Furthermore, each menu of contracts also satisfies (IC-L) and (IC-H). As a

result, Ψε,α is a self-selecting policy.
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Proposition 4.10

Proof. We only need to show the constant upper bound for ∆̃
Ψε,α

0 pNq, since the

bound for ∆̃
Ψε,α

1 pNq can be obtained in a similar fashion. From Proposition 4.4, if

βH ă minp1, β̄Hq, or 1 ď βH ă β̄H and fpβLq ě βLfpβHq, then the single-period

decision is the same for both the clairvoyant and the insurer under Ψε,α. Thus,

∆̃
Ψε,α

0 pNq “ 0.

For the rest of this proof, we assume that 1 ď βH ă β̄H and fpβLq ě βLfpβHq.

If φ0 is such that

φ0 ą
pβL ´ 1qfpβLq

βLfpβHq ´ fpβLq
, (C.11)

then by Proposition 4.4, the clairvoyant selects a separating menu of contracts in

each decision epoch with quality γ̄ and γ for low type and high type customers,

respectively. Let ε ą 0 be such that ε ă |γ̄ ´ γ|. Also, let δ ą 0 be such that

δ ă |φ1 ´ φ0|´1

„

φ0 ´
pβL ´ 1qfpβLq

βLfpβHq ´ fpβLq



. (C.12)

By the definition of ∆̃
Ψε,α

0 pNq, we have

∆̃
Ψε,α

0 pNq “
1

ṽ0pΓ̃˚0q

”

Nṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ Ṽ

Ψε,α

0 pNq
ı

“
1

ṽ0pΓ̃˚0q

N
ÿ

n“1

ẼΨε,α

0 rṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ ṽ0pΨ

n
ε,αqs

“
1

ṽ0pΓ̃˚0q

N
ÿ

n“1

ẼΨε,α

0 rṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ ṽ0pΨ

n
ε,αq; π̃n´1 ě δs

` ẼΨε,α

0 rṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ ṽ0pΨ

n
ε,αq; π̃n´1 ă δs. (C.13)

Consider the second expectation on the right hand side of the above expression. Note
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that π̃n´1 ă δ implies

|φ̂n ´ φ0| “ |π̃n´1pφ1 ´ φ0q| ă δ|φ1 ´ φ0| ă φ0 ´
pβL ´ 1qfpβLq

βLfpβHq ´ fpβLq
.

Hence, conditional on π̃n´1 ă δ, we must have

φ̂n ą
pβL ´ 1qfpβLq

βLfpβHq ´ fpβLq
.

From Proposition 4.4 and from the fact that ε ă |γ̄ ´ γ|, we have Ψn
ε,α ” Γ̃˚0 , i.e., the

insurer’s selection is the same with that of the clairvoyant. Therefore,

ẼΨε,α

0 rṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ ṽ0pΨ

n
ε,αq; π̃n´1 ă δs “ 0.

We now turn our attention to the first expectation on the right hand side of (C.13).

Let v0 be a lower bound on ṽ0pΓq over all Γ that is feasible to the problem IPε,αpρ, φ̂nq

and over all φ̂n P r0, 1s. Using Markov’s inequality, we have:

ẼΨε,α

0 rṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ ṽ0pΨ

n
ε,αq; π̃n´1 ě δs ď pṽ0pΓ̃

˚
0q ´ v0qP̃

Ψε,α

0 pπ̃n´1 ě δq

ď pṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ v0q

ẼΨε,α

0 rπ̃n´1s

δ
.

As a result,

∆̃
Ψε,α

0 pNq ď
1

ṽ0pΓ̃˚0q

N
ÿ

n“1

pṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ v0q

δ
ẼΨε,α

0 rπ̃n´1s

ď
1

ṽ0pΓ̃˚0q

N
ÿ

n“1

pṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ v0q

δ
µ0 expp´µ1nq

“
1

ṽ0pΓ̃˚0q

pṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ v0q

δ
µ0

1´ expp´µ1Nq

1´ expp´µ1q
,

where the second inequality follows from Proposition 4.8. The expression on the

right hand side of the above inequality is increasing in N and converges to a constant

as N Ñ 8. Therefore, there exists C ą 0 such that ∆̃
Ψε,α

0 pNq ď C for all N ě 1.
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We now consider the case where

φ0 ă
pβL ´ 1qfpβLq

βLfpβHq ´ fpβLq
. (C.14)

From Proposition 4.4, the clairvoyant offers a pooling contract with quality level γ

for both types of customers. Furthermore, the common premium level Tp is given

by:

Tp “ UpβL, γ0q ´ UpβL, γq.

Let ε ą 0 be sufficiently small so that

ε ă
pβL ´ 1qfpβLq

βLfpβHq ´ fpβLq
´ φ0. (C.15)

Also, let δ ą 0 be such that

δ ă
ε

|φ1 ´ φ0|
. (C.16)

Similar to the previous case, we can express ∆̃
Ψε,α

0 pNq as follows:

∆̃
Ψε,α

0 pNq “
1

ṽ0pΓ̃˚0q

N
ÿ

n“1

ẼΨε,α

0 rṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ ṽ0pΨ

n
ε,αq; π̃n´1 ě δs

` ẼΨε,α

0 rṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ ṽ0pΨ

n
ε,αq; π̃n´1 ă δs.

The first expectation can be bounded using Markov’s inequality as in the previous

case. For the second expectation, note that π̃n´1 ă δ implies

|φ̂n ´ φ0| “ |π̃n´1pφ1 ´ φ0q| ă δ|φ1 ´ φ0| ă ε. (C.17)

Hence,

φ̂n ă φ0 ` ε ă
pβL ´ 1qfpβLq

βLfpβHq ´ fpβLq
. (C.18)

Thus, under Ψε,α, at decision epoch n, the insurer offers a menu of contracts with

quality levels γ ` εnpαq and γ for low type and high type customers, respectively.
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The premium levels for low type and high type customers are, respectively:

TL “ UpβL, γ0q ´ UpβL, γ ` εnpαqq,

TH “ UpβL, γ0q ´ UpβL, γ ` εnpαqq ` UpβH , γ ` εnpαqq ´ UpβH , γq.

From Lemma C.1, there exists C1 ě 0 independent of n such that

ṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ ṽ0pΨ

n
ε,αq “ C1εnpαq “ C1ε expp´αnq. (C.19)

Hence, we have

∆̃
Ψε,α

0 pNq ď
1

ṽ0pΓ̃˚0q

N
ÿ

n“1

«

pṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ v0q

δ
ẼΨε,α

0 rπ̃n´1s ` C1ε expp´αnq

ff

ď
1

ṽ0pΓ̃˚0q

N
ÿ

n“1

«

pṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ v0q

δ
µ0 expp´µ1nq ` C1ε expp´αnq

ff

“
1

ṽ0pΓ̃˚0q

«

pṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q ´ v0q

δ
µ0

1´ expp´µ1Nq

1´ expp´µ1q
` C1ε

1´ expp´αNq

1´ expp´αq

ff

,

where the second inequality follows from Proposition 4.8. The expression on the

right hand side of the above equation is increasing in N and converges to a constant

as N Ñ 8. Thus, we have that there exists a constant C such that ∆̃
Ψε,α

0 pNq ď C

for all N ě 1.

Finally, for the special case where

φ0 “
pβL ´ 1qfpβLq

βLfpβHq ´ fpβLq
,

one can verify that ṽ0pΓ̃
˚
0q “ ṽ0pΨ

n
ε,αq for n ě 1, so the proof of a constant upper

bound on ∆̃
Ψε,α

0 pNq is trivial.

Lemma C.1. For any ε ą 0, consider a pooling contract Γ “
 

pγ, Tpq
(

and a

separating contract Γε “
 

pγ ` ε, TLq, pγ, THq
(

, where the premium levels Tp, TL and
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TH are given by

Tp “ UpβL, γ0q ´ UpβL, γq,

TL “ UpβL, γ0q ´ UpβL, γ ` εq,

TH “ UpβL, γ0q ´ UpβL, γ ` εq ` UpβH , γ ` εq ´ UpβH , γq.

There exists a constant C (independent of εq such that ṽ0pΓq ´ ṽ0pΓεq “ Cε.

Proof. By definition of ṽ0p¨q, we have

ṽ0pΓq “ p1´ φ0q
“

Tp ´RLpγq
‰

` φ0

“

Tp ´RHpγq
‰

,

“ Tp ´ p1´ φ0qRLpγq ´ φ0RHpγq,

“ UpβL, γ0q ´ UpβL, γq ´ p1´ φ0qρp1´ γqILL ´ φ0ρp1´ γqILH ,

where ILL “ ILpt˚pβLq, q
˚pβLqq and ILH “ ILpt˚pβHq, q

˚pβHqq. Similarly,

ṽ0pΓεq “ p1´ φ0q
“

TL ´RLpγq
‰

` φ0

“

TH ´RHpγq
‰

,

“ p1´ φ0qTL ` φ0TH ´ p1´ φ0qRLpγ ` εq ´ φ0RHpγq,

“ UpβL, γ0q ´ UpβL, γ ` εq ` φ0

“

UpβH , γ ` εq ´ UpβH , γq
‰

´ p1´ φ0qρp1´ γ ´ εqILL ´ φ0ρp1´ γqILH .

Hence,

ṽ0pΓq ´ ṽ0pΓεq “ UpβL, γ ` εq ´ UpβL, γq

´ φ0

“

UpβH , γ ` εq ´ UpβH , γq
‰

` p1´ φ0qρILLε,

“ rfpβLq ´ φ0fpβHq ` p1´ φ0qρILLs ε.
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